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Thursday November 17th, 2016

Workshop 1 (CE)
Title: Using Case Formulations to Personalize Psychotherapy
Authors: John T. Curtis, George Silberschatz
Abstract: For over 30 years we have employed a method for developing reliable case formulations in research on
the process and outcome of psychotherapy. This method has been successfully applied to brief and longer-term
therapies, with children and adults. While developed to study psychodynamic psychotherapy, it has been used
successfully to formulate cognitive-behavioral, interpersonal and family therapies. In addition to its research
applications, it can be employed by the individual practitioner and as a tool for teaching. In this workshop,
participants will learn the fundamental principles and methods of case formulation and how to use formulations to
personalize psychotherapy. New measures developed to guide the formulation process will be presented.
Psychotherapy transcripts will be employed to illustrate the formulation process. Participants will also be
encouraged to apply the method and measures to their own cases.

Workshop 2 (CE)
Title: Leading Trauma Groups with the Brain in Mind
Authors: Jacqueline L. Kinley, Sandra M. Reyno
Abstract: In this workshop we intend to explain how aberrant integration and connectivity of three large scale
neural networks may account for the symptoms seen in trauma-related disorders. We will also introduce a
neurobiologically informed framework from which therapists may conceptualize phases of group development
when treating trauma-related disorders. Our Dynamic-Relational (DR) treatment framework weighs and sequences
interventions based on proposed integration and connectivity between three large scale neural networks; the
salience network, default mode network and central executive network. Our group-based treatment approach is
informed by recent research examining the role of these large-scale networks in modulation of arousal, emotion
awareness, emotion regulation and social-emotional processing. We will demonstrate the five hierarchically
ordered phases of treatment in our DR model: external containment/down regulation of arousal, internal
containment, grounding and engagement, differentiating, mapping and regulating emotional states, accessing and
processing attachment trauma and consolidation of healthy self/ other narratives and behaviours. We propose
that observed phases reflect an underlying reorganization of neuronal circuitry that occurs as a group member
progresses through a hierarchically organized treatment. Thus having an understanding of the neurobiological
processes involved in group development can help inform effective group-based psychotherapy for relational
trauma.
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Workshop 3 (CE)
Title: Case Formulation-driven Cognitive Behavior Therapy
Author: Jacqueline B. Persons
Abstract: Dr. Persons presents a conceptual framework for providing individualized cognitive-behavior therapy
(CBT) that is guided by an individualized case formulation and the results of feedback and progress monitoring data
collected from the patient at every session. She provides a brief overview of the empirical support for this
approach to CBT, and describes details of some of the strategies used to implement the model, including case
examples and many handouts.

Workshop 4
Title: An Introduction to Working with Narrative-emotion Process Markers in Emotion-focused Therapy
Authors: Lynne Angus, Chrissy Macaulay
Abstract: This workshop will provide an introduction to a research-informed, integrative approach to working with
both narrative and emotion process markers in brief Emotion-focused therapy for complex trauma. Based on their
recent book --Working with narrative processes in Emotion-focused therapy for Complex Trauma (Angus & Paivio
2016, APA publication) -- this workshop will address the central importance of narrative and emotion integration
for the development of strong relational bonds, emotion schematic change and new identity construction in
evidence-based EFT treatments of trauma. In particular, contributions of a process-diagnostic approach to the
implementation of key problem, transition and change marker-guided interventions will be elaborated using video
session examples and the implications for psychotherapy practice and ongoing research will be discussed.
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Friday November 18th, 2016

Opening Plenary (CE)
Title: Towards a Model of Personalized Psychotherapy
Panelists: George Silberschatz, Robert DeRubeis
Moderators: Shelley McMain
Discussants: Hanna Levenson, Shelley McMain
Plenary Abstract: Over the past decade, there has been a growing interest in the field of health care on
understanding how to tailor treatment to clients’ particular needs. The study of personalized psychotherapy is
rapidly evolving and leading to important discoveries that have potential to dramatically strengthen the efficiency
and effectiveness of existing treatments. In this opening plenary, Drs. Robert DeRubeis and George Silberschatz,
two senior psychotherapy researchers and clinicians, will present different research methodologies that are
advancing knowledge and helping to guide decisions on how to practice personalized psychotherapy.

Presentation 1
Title: Looking at Therapist Responsiveness through the Patient’s Eyes: Individualizing the Concept of
Responsiveness
Presenter: George Silberschatz
Abstract: For over three decades my colleagues and I have been working to clarify what it means for therapists to
be responsive to their patients and how to measure responsiveness from the patient’s perspective. Our
conceptual framework – control-mastery theory – is based on the premise that patients come to therapy with
adaptive goals (conscious as well as unconscious) and that pathogenic schemas stemming from adverse childhood
experiences impede patients from successfully pursuing their goals. Therapist interventions, attitudes, or
behaviors are responsive to the extent that they help the patient progress toward her goals or help the patient to
disconfirm (modify) a pathogenic schema. Research studies using this approach begin with a reliable,
individualized case formulation method called Plan Formulation (referring to the patient’s unconscious plan to
achieve their goals and disconfirm pathogenic schemas). These formulations then serve as the basis for evaluating
– in an individualized, case-specific way – the degree to which the therapist is responsive to the patient’s plan.
Results from process and from process-outcome studies have shown that this individualized approach is predictive
of both in-session change as well as change at the end of treatment.

Presentation 2
Title: Using Between-Patient Differences to Learn About the Effects of our Treatments for each Patient and for
Patients in General
Presenter: Robert DeRubeis
Abstract: In research on the processes and outcomes of mental health treatments, variability in processes and
outcomes are examined to inform an understanding of the mediation and moderation of change. Typically, patient
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variables have been considered one at a time, to support tests of hypotheses regarding the role of specific
characteristics, or of the interaction of these characteristics with treatment. Recently, statistical methods that take
into account simultaneously a variety of patient characteristics have been applied, opening up the possibility of
addressing a host of practical questions. As exemplified in recent research on the Personalized Advantage Index
(PAI), answers to these questions can advance the pursuit of personalized mental health treatments. An extension
of the methods used in the PAI approach are proving to be even more powerful in research on treatment effects as
well as on the processes and mechanisms that explain the effects. A key insight is that a treatment that provides,
on average, a modest advantage relative to another treatment can show no average advantage whatsoever for an
identifiable subgroup of patients and yet a large and important advantage in a complementary subgroup. Likewise,
a mechanism or process that is associated with a modest effect in a standard empirical test can show a surprisingly
strong effect in a subgroup of those tested, where again the effect will essentially be absent in a complementary
subgroup. In sum, novel applications of standard statistical methods are revealing previously hidden effects in
studies of psychotherapy. An example of each type of analysis will be described, as will its implications for clinical
practice. These approaches have great potential, but they have yet to be tested widely and few tests of the
generalizability of findings obtained with these methods have been conducted.
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Panel Session 1
Panel Title: The Therapeutic Relationship is More than the Working Alliance
Moderator: Charles J. Gelso
Presenters: Kathryn Kline, Xu Li, Ayelet Silberberg, Andres Perez Rojas
Discussant: Louis G. Castonguay
Panel Abstract: Over the years, as research has increasingly solidified the importance of the patient-therapist
working alliance in treatment success and failure, researchers have tended to equate the therapeutic relationship
with the working alliance. Some researchers have also equated the therapeutic relationship with Carl Rogers’
therapist-offered facilitative conditions of therapist empathy, unconditional positive regard, and congruence. The
present panel is based on the view that the relationship is far more complex and multifaceted than a single
construct, such as the working alliance, and that the therapeutic relationship also goes beyond exclusively
therapist-offered conditions. Drawing on Gelso’s tripartite model, the therapeutic relationship across all
theoretical orientations is seen as consisting of three interlocking elements: the working alliance, a real
relationship, and a transference-countertransference configuration. The present panel includes presentations of
four empirical investigations of elements of this model. Two of the presentations examine and compare the
working alliance (WA) and the real relationship (RR) in terms of their theorized impacts on the outcomes of
psychotherapy sessions. The first (Kline et al.) asks the question of how session outcome is related to the
congruence or incongruence of the RR and WA across sessions, whereas the second (Xu et al.) examines in detail
how the RR and WA differentially related to the success of failure of sessions. The third presentation (Silberberg et
al.) examines how RR relates to client transference, and how the two interact to influence a session. The final
presentation (Perez-Rojas et al.) addresses the development of a new measure of therapist countertransference
management, which itself has been empirically documented as a key element in the success or failure of
psychotherapy. The presentations and the tripartite conceptualization will be discussed by a highly prominent
psychotherapy theoretician and researcher.

Paper 1
Title: Interpersonal congruence and incongruence for working alliance and real relationship ratings by clients and
therapists: a longitudinal analysis
Authors: Kathryn Kline, Dennis M. Kivlighan, Charles J. Gelso, Clara E. Hill
Abstract: If a client perceives a strong working alliance and a strong real relationship, therapy will presumably be
effective; whereas a weak working alliance and a weak real relationship portend therapeutic problems. What are
the implications, however, of incongruences in the perceived strength of the working alliance and real
relationship? Can therapy be effective if the working alliance is strong but the real relationship is weak or if the
working alliance is weak but the real relationship is strong? In this study we address these questions of congruence
and incongruence using longitudinal data for real relationship (RR), working alliance (WA) and session outcome
(SO) collected on 2517 sessions for 108 clients seen by 23 therapists. Client and therapist WA and RR rating were
partitioned into between-therapist, within-therapist and within-client components. Within-client RR or WA
represented how a client’s or therapist’s RR or WA rating for a session deviated from their average RR or WA rating
(across all sessions), within-therapist RR or WA was the client’s or therapists average RR or WA rating deviated
from the average RR or WA ratings of the therapist’s other clients, and between-therapists RR or WA was the
client’s or therapist’s average RR or WA rating across all of the therapist’s clients. Multi-level, polynomial
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regression and response surface analysis showed that session outcome was highest when ratings of both RR and
WA, by either clients or therapists, were strong and session outcome was lowest when RR and WA ratings were
both weak. This congruence finding was consistent across the between-therapist, within-therapist and withinclient levels. For client ratings of RR and WA, incongruence at the within-therapist and within-client levels was
related to better session outcome. For therapist ratings of RR and WA, incongruence at the within-therapist and
within-client levels was related to worse session outcome.

Paper 2
Title: Longitudinal Relationships among the Real Relationship, Working Alliance and Session Outcome: A Common
Fate Model
Authors: Xu Li, Dennis M. Kivlighan, Jr., Charles J. Gelso, Clara E. Hill
Abstract: Session outcome (SO) can be influenced by common (between-dyad) relational variables, such as the real
relationship (RR) and the working alliance (WA). Theory suggests and research shows that the real relationship (RR)
and the working alliance (WA) make independent contributions to predictions of session outcome (SO). However
RR and WA may make differential contribution to SO at different levels of analysis (dyad versus individual).
Unfortunately, RR and WA are usually studied as individual variables (client RR related to client SO). It is possible,
however, to have the dyad be the unit of analysis for RR, WA and SO using the common fate model (CFM,
Ledermann & Kenny, 2012). For example, in the CFM client and therapist ratings of RR are seen as indicators of a
latent (dyad-level) RR construct. We examine how dyad-level and individual-level RR and WA are related dyad-level
and individual-level SO using 3811 sessions for 136 clients treated by 23 therapists. Longitudinal client and
therapist RR, WA and SO rating were partitioned into between-therapist, within-therapist and within-client
components. For example, within-client RR represented how a client’s or therapist’s RR rating for a session
deviated from their average RR rating (across all sessions), within-therapist RR was the client’s or therapists
average RR rating deviated from the average RR ratings of all of a therapist’s clients, and between-therapists RR
was the client’s or therapist’s average RR rating across all of the therapist’s clients. A multi-level CFM analysis
revealed that dyadic WA but not dyadic RR was significantly and positively related to Dyadic SO at the withintherapist level of analysis. Dyadic RR but not dyadic WA was significantly and positively related to Dyadic SO at the
between-therapist level of analysis. Therapists who had stronger dyadic WAs with some of their clients, compared
to weaker WAs with other of their clients, also had stronger dyadic SO. Therapists who generally, aggregated
across all of their clients, had stronger dyadic RRs with their clients, compared to therapists generally had weaker
dyadic RR, also had stronger dyadic SO. Dyadic WA, but not dyadic RR, is important in therapists’ therapeutic
relationship with specific clients; whereas dyadic RR but not dyadic WA, is important in therapists’ general
therapeutic relationships across all of their clients.
Paper 3
Title: Client and Therapist Real Relationship and Client Transference: A Between-therapist, Within-therapist and
Within-client Analysis
Authors: Ayelet Silberberg, Charles J. Gelso, Dennis M. Kivlighan, Jr.
Abstract: The real relationship (RR) and the client transference (CT) are two of the less studied aspects of Gelso’s
(2014) tripartite model of the therapeutic relationship. Theoretically, RR and CT should have a small to moderate
negative relationship, but are not mutually exclusive as was initially theorized. Cross sectional research supports
this theory but no research has examined the RR-CT relationship longitudinally. In this study we examined the
longitudinal relationship between RR and CT s using client and therapist RR ratings and therapist CT ratings for 395
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sessions for 65 clients seen by 23 therapists. Client and therapist RR rating were partitioned into betweentherapist, within-therapist and within-client components. Within-client RR represented how a client’s or therapist’s
RR rating for a session deviated from their average RR rating (across all sessions), within-therapist RR was the
client’s or therapists average RR rating deviated from the average RR ratings of all of a therapist’s clients, and
between-therapists RR was the client’s or therapist’s average RR rating across all of the therapist’s clients. Multilevel analyses revealed that client-rated RR in a session was negatively and significantly related to CT in that
session. However, the relationship between within-client RR and CT in a session was moderated by both the
within-therapist and between-therapist RR. Only when between-therapist and within-therapist RR was high (both
1 SD above their average levels) was there a moderate and significant negative relationship between RR in a
session and CT in that session. For all other combinations of high-low between-therapist and within-therapist RR
there was no relationship between RR in a session and CT in that session. Therefore, for a therapist who generally
established strong RRs relative to other therapists and when they had a client with whom they had a particularly
strong RR, relative to their other clients, when a client saw a session as having a strong RR the therapist saw the
session as low in CT. Conversely, for a therapist who generally established strong RRs relative to other therapists
and when they had a client with whom they had a particularly strong RR, relative to their other clients, when a
client saw a session as having a weak RR the therapist saw the session as high in CT.
Paper 4
Title: The development and initial validation of the Countertransference Management Scale
Authors: Andres Perez Rojas, Beatriz Palma, Avantika Bhatia, John Jackson, Earta Norwood, Kimberly Rodger,
Jennifer Wonsever, Jeffrey A. Hayes, Charles J. Gelso
Abstract: Countertransference (CT) is an important part of the therapeutic relationship, and depending on how it is
managed, it can either help or hinder the treatment. Management of countertransference has been measured
almost exclusively with the Countertransference Factors Inventory (CFI), which contains items that focus on five
therapist characteristics theorized to facilitate management: self-insight, self-integration, empathy, anxiety
management, and conceptualizing ability. Existing versions of the CFI, however, have significant psychometric and
conceptual problems. To address these problems, we sought to develop an improved measure of CT management
that would capture the five therapist characteristics as constituents (rather than correlates) of CT management as
manifested during the treatment hour. The development and initial validation of the resulting 22-item
Countertransference Management Scale (CMS) will be presented. Exploratory factor analysis of ratings of 286
therapy supervisors of current supervisees indicated that the five constituents of CT management may be grouped
into two overarching factors: Understanding of Self and Client and Personal Security. Evidence of criterion-related
validity was supported with CMS total and subscale scores correlating with theoretically relevant constructs such
as supervisee CT behaviors in a recent therapy session and other supervisee characteristics (theoretical framework,
self-esteem, observing ego, empathy, and tolerance of negative emotions). Results also supported the internal
consistency of the CMS. The CMS represents an evolution of thought in CT management theory, and could help
advance research on how CT may actually be of benefit to the therapeutic process.
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Panel Session 2 (CE)
Panel Title: Dynamic case conceptualization from a clinical behavior analytic perspective
Moderator: Sabrina M. Darrow
Panelists: William C. Follette, Glenn M. Callaghan, Sabrina M. Darrow, Timothy K. Feeney
Panel Abstract: Personalizing intervention approaches is a hallmark of clinical behavior analysis, which considers
how each individual functions in their particular environment. Clinical behavior analysts thus seek to depathologize problem behaviors by understanding them in context. They emphasize the link the between ongoing
assessment and treatment and aim to help individuals build effective behavioral repertoires in order to decrease
psychological distress. Traditionally, functional analysis was used to develop an individualized case
conceptualization in clinical behavior analysis (i.e., identify variables that both cause and maintain problematic
behaviors that lead to psychological distress and can be changed). Functional analysis involves evaluating how
changes in environmental variables affect an individual’s behavior; it becomes more complicated as one assesses
and intervenes on more complex forms of social behavior that are related to presenting problems typically seen in
outpatient mental health clinics. The assessment process is further complicated as the influence of specific kinds of
variables changes over the course of therapy. This panel will focus on the development of an initial case
conceptualization, self-report assessments that can guide functional analysis, assessing changes throughout
therapy, and choosing outcome measures. Audience discussion is strongly encouraged.
Paper 1
Title: Dynamic Idiographic Case Conceptualization
Author: William C. Follette,
Abstract: Clinical behavior analysis addresses problems that typically developed adults experience that lead to
psychological distress. The interventions are deeply rooted in contextual behavioral principles. The basic
theoretical position recognizes the role of contextual factors in determining and shaping behavior. Clinical
behavior analytic therapies utilize an idiographic treatment that is individually tailored to maximize the ability of
the client to expand sources of interpersonal reinforcement and choices while minimizing aversive contingencies
affecting their behavior. In this portion of the panel, the presenter will describe how we form a loosely held case
conceptualization of variables affecting the interpersonal effectiveness of the client. Why loosely held? Because
the overwhelming research on information processing and heuristics informs us that it is all too easy for heuristic
errors to produce incorrect inferences that can lead us to wrong and difficult-to-correct treatment decisions.
During the first two to three sessions a functional case conceptualization is developed to direct the initiation of
therapy. This presentation describes the assumptions about the nature of the therapeutic relationship, emphasizes
the importance of the distinction between behavioral topography and function, and will describe how the client’s
behavioral repertoire functions in behalf of his or her goals. The conceptualization evaluates how the client
discriminates elements in the environment, the strengths and liabilities in the client’s behavioral repertoire, and
how the members of the client’s social environment supply reinforcing consequences (or not) as well as how well
the client deferentially responds to the behavior of others. The conceptualization includes the functions of the
client’s verbal repertoire to labels emotions and responds to how others impact the client.
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Paper 2
Title: Using descriptive functional assessments to personalize treatment plans: progress and pitfalls
Author: Glenn M. Callaghan,
Abstract: Functional analysis, the cornerstone of behavioral interventions, has not been widely adopted due in
part to difficulties with dissemination. Self-report descriptive functional assessments may serve a compromise
between the purely idiographic (i.e., completely personalized) nature of traditional functional analysis and current
nomothetical (i.e., group level) measurement approaches used to assess distress. Based on behavioral principles,
these assessments can serve as a guide for a clinician to identify important, causal, and changeable variables
related to a client’s distress. This presentation will describe an example of a descriptive functional assessment that
attempts to measure multiple responses classes in order to tailor interventions to specific individuals. The
Functional Idiographic Assessment Template (FIAT) assesses multiple classes of interpersonal behavior that are
related to psychological distress. The development, application, and strengths and weakness of this approach will
be presented along with discussion of future directions for functional assessments.
Paper 3
Title: Resistance redefined: using molar behavior relations to guide dynamic case conceptualization
Author: Sabrina M. Darrow
Abstract: Resistance is used to describe a client’s unwillingness to change. An alternative understanding of lack of
or limited client behavior change faults the case conceptualization rather than the client: the clinician has yet to
identify important variables in the client’s environment that are maintaining problematic behavior. Similarly,
different types of variables may become more important as treatment progresses (e.g., social contingencies may
be more relevant as a depressed individual becomes more activated). In these cases, clinicians will need to
broaden the scope of variables they are considering for their case conceptualization. While many behavior analytic
relations can be used to understand an instance of behavior, molar behavior relations describe contingencies over
time. As such, molar behavior relations (e.g., discounting, matching, and momentum) can provide useful heuristics
for clinicians to revitalize their conceptualizations. This presentation will describe the utility of molar behavior
relations in guiding a personalized treatment approach.
Paper 4
Title: Developing a multi-method approach to assessment in interpersonal therapies
Author: Timothy K. Feeney,
Abstract: Traditional approaches to assessing therapeutic outcomes are often accomplished through client selfreport. These approaches have their place with regard to predictive validity and are often sufficient. Other
therapeutic modalities (e.g., Functional Analytic Psychotherapy) place emphasis on behavioral change and require
supplemental assessment procedures for the constructs measured by self-report. Choosing appropriate
assessment approaches may be further complicated by the notion that a clinical problem (e.g., personality
disorders) may interact with an assessment procedure to produce an inaccurate report. Implementing a
multimethod approach (e.g., coding client-therapist behaviors) is one way to increase validity of assessment
conclusions. To date, this endeavor has been successful in increasingly accounting for more of the variance in the
therapeutic change process but it remains an incomplete analysis. This presentation will discuss the complexity of
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measurement in interpersonal modalities. Case conceptualizations that include functional hypotheses pertaining
to a client’s interpersonal relationships are often limited with regard to assessment of a client’s social
environment. This is an important variable to consider as a therapist providing contingent responding to social
behavior needs to know if the behaviors being shaped in session are the most pertinent to and will be supported
by the natural environment. Various procedures have been developed in other theoretical traditions that provide
the opportunity to create a more diverse multimethod approach to interpersonal assessment. Alternate
approaches include the coding of client responses to various social stimuli which vary in form (e.g., client
responses to taped interactions, social paradigms prompting for a client’s report of their probabilistic response,
etc.), third party self-report, situational tests, and problem solving procedures. These alternate assessment
procedures are often nomothetic in their assumptions but maintain methodology amenable to an idiographic
approach. Nonetheless, these procedures contribute to an ecologically valid approach to case conceptualization
and outcomes.
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Discussion Session 1 (CE)
Title: Personalizing psychotherapy research
Moderator: George Silberschatz
Discussants: James Boswell, Catherine Eubanks, Barry Farber, Shelley F. McMain, Jacqueline Persons
Abstract: One important, yet challenging aspect of personalizing psychotherapy is appropriately meeting the needs
of patients from different cultures with limited English proficiency (LEP). A meta-analysis of 47 studies examining
mental health services provided to LEP groups found: (1) that interventions targeted to a specific cultural group
were four times more effective than non-targeted interventions, and (2) that interventions conducted in patients'
native language (if other than English) were twice as effective as interventions conducted in English (Griner &
Smith, 2006). Innovative approaches are needed to streamline, validate, and replicate such efforts. Adaptation is
an approach that merges translation validated therapeutic source material with bridging cultural/linguistic
differences of LEP patients (Pollard Jr, Dean, O’Hearn, & Haynes, 2009). This proposal is for consultation on an
adaptation study being designed by a trauma treatment team in a New York City public hospital working to
personalize trauma treatment for patients in three target limited English proficiency (LEP) groups: Spanish,
Chinese, and American Sign Language.
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Paper Session 1
Session Title: Therapist and Client Effects
Moderator: Eric M. Sauer
Paper 1
Title: Client perfectionism and early treatment responding: A psychology training clinic study.
Authors: Eric M. Sauer, Ken G. Rice, Clarissa ME Richardson, Jeffery S. Ashby, Kristin Roberts
Abstract: Our team of psychotherapy researchers is using archival data to explore key client-related variables and
early treatment responding (measured via the OQ 45.2) in a psychology training clinic. The literature indicates that
there is good reason to suspect that perfectionism may have an adverse effect on psychotherapy process and
outcome (for review, see Blatt, 2010). Although previous researchers have examined the associations between
perfectionism and psychotherapy outcome (e.g., Rice et al., 2015), relatively little work has examined changes in
perfectionism over time. In the current study, we examined whether psychotherapy leads to changes in
perfectionism over time, and whether there is a significant association between changes in perfectionism and
changes in psychological distress during treatment. Data for this study include 75 adult clients who received
psychotherapy at a psychology training clinic. Latent growth curve analysis indicated that there was a significant
drop in psychological symptoms over the first 6 sessions of psychotherapy. However, within this same time frame,
perfectionistic standards or strivings did not significantly change. Perfectionistic concerns (i.e., discrepancy) did
significantly decline over the first 6 sessions. Interestingly, there as not a significant association between changes
in perfectionistic discrepancy and changes in psychological distress over time. Implications for treatment and
future research will be explored.
Paper 2
Title: Clients' distress, attendance, and other factors related to termination
Author: Theodore T. Bartholomew, Allison J. Lockard, Susan Folger, Blakely Low, Andrea Poet, Brett Scofield
Abstract: Termination has the capacity to consolidate gains made in therapy, highlight clients’ strengths, and
explore how gains can be sustained. This is complicated when considering client drop-out, which can occur in as
many as 30% of cases (Swift & Greenberg, 2012), as many clients may not reach this point of treatment
consolidation. The aim of this study was to explore client factors (drop-out, attendance, and distress change) and
therapist ratings of clients at termination to clarify the nature of termination sessions. Data in this study was
collected from a college counseling center, with participants (N = 283) having been terminated from services.
Participants rated their symptom distress before each session and therapists rated reasons for clients’ terminating
and clients’ progress at termination. Just under 9% of clients ‘dropped-out’ (i.e., did not attend their last sessions).
Using prior counseling experiences, prior psychiatric medications, change in distress, and a standardized score of
missed appointments in a logistic regression model predicted whether or not clients attended the termination
appointment; however, only the standardized score of missed appointments was significantly predictive in the
model. Follow-up ANOVA test showed that participants who did not attend their termination session did miss
more appointments during therapy (F = 62.11, MSE = 50.92, p < .001). Clinicians’ perceived reasons for clients’
termination will also be presented. Lastly, therapists’ ratings of depression change were correlated to clients’ selfreported depression change (r = .44, p < .001) but this was not true of anxiety (r = .02, p > .05). These results help
clarify the nature of change and drop-out at the time of termination in therapy. Presenting these findings will help
focus on conceptualizing the utility of terminations, better understanding why clients fail to attend termination
sessions, and how therapists’ ratings at terminations coincide with client factors.
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Paper 3
Title: Examining the relationship between therapist experiencing and psychotherapy process and outcome
Authors: Madeline A. August, Jeremy Safran, Christopher J. Muran, Catherine Eubanks
Abstract: Therapists internal experience and contribution to in session process have become increasingly
important in psychotherapy research. Therapist variables including allegiance to treatment modality, interpersonal
skills and capacity to build therapeutic alliance have been found to related to patient outcome. Additionally,
patient’s levels of emotional and cognitive engagement in therapy have been found to be related to positive
outcome and process variables in psychotherapy. The aim of the current study is to examine whether therapists’
self-reflective emotional engagement is related to positive patient outcome and working alliance.
Method: The current sample consists of 30 therapists who administered Brief Relational Therapy (BRT). Therapists
were administered a semi-structured interview at treatment midphase designed to assess the way therapists think
about their experience with their patient including their thoughts, feelings and memories. These interviews were
rated utilizing the Experiencing Scale, which measures therapists’ ability to draw from their own internal
perspective to integrate thoughts and describe feelings in interviews about their experience as therapists. Patients
and therapists completed the Working Alliance Inventory and the Session Evaluation Questionnaire following each
therapy session as well as a battery of outcome measures at the beginning and end of treatment.
Results: Therapists experiencing level ratings were examined in relation to a variety of constructs including working
alliance, depth and smoothness of sessions and patient and therapist rated outcome.
Discussion: Findings of the current study will be discussed in relation to their clinical relevance as well as
implications for psychotherapy training.
Paper 4
Title: How Match in Therapist and Patient Introject Styles Predicts Therapeutic Alliance & Treatment Outcome
Authors: Di Liu (Adelphi University), J. Christopher Muran
Abstract: Therapeutic alliance has been shown to be one of the most robust predictors of treatment success in all
forms of psychotherapy and failures in maintaining an adequate alliance often lead to poor outcome, premature
termination, or patient deterioration over the course of treatment. Therapist-patient personality match has also
been shown to predict the therapeutic alliance and treatment outcome.
Aim & Hypothesis: This study explores the association between the match of patient and therapists’ introject styles
and therapeutic alliance and treatment outcome. Based on previous research, it is predicted that the greater the
differences in introject styles, the better the alliance and outcome.
Methods: Participants included 243 adult patients who were recruited as part of a NIMH-funded study at Mount
Sinai Beth Israel and through online advertisements and 221 therapists who were psychiatric attendings or
residents and psychologists, psychology interns or externs. Patients were randomly assigned to one of two
treatment conditions: a cognitive-behavioral or integrative relational model. The INTREX was used to measure
introject style (affiliation and autonomy) of each patient and therapist prior to the first therapy session. Patient
and therapist reported pre- and post-treatment patient Target Complaints and Inventory of Interpersonal
Problems were used to assess treatment outcome. Working Alliance Inventory (WAI) was given after each of the
30 sessions to both patient and therapist to assess therapeutic alliance.
Analysis: An average WAI score for each session per case will be calculated. The difference between the therapists’
and patients’ scores on each variable of INTREX will be calculated and then assigned an absolute value called the
match coefficient. The relationship of therapist/patient match coefficients to alliance and outcome measures will
be examined through regression analyses using generalized estimating equations (GEE).
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Panel Session 3 (CE)
Title: Clinicians' Ways of Knowing: Research and Practice Implications
Moderator: Arthur C. Bohart
Presenters: Arthur C. Bohart, Sherry C. Wang, Barbara L. Vivino, Jerold L. Shapiro
Panel Abstract: The concept of personalizing psychotherapy means that the therapist must be an ongoing
information processor. The emergent question becomes how does a therapist continually tailor what he or she is
doing to the emerging flow of the therapeutic interaction? How does she or he utilize research and theory? How is
she what has been called by Streicher and Trierweiler (1995) a local scientist, trying to determine hypotheses on
the spot and test them with the client in the ongoing therapy encounter. In this symposium we explore clinicians’
ways of dealing with the issue from five different perspectives: A research presentation on separate versus
connected ways of knowing, a cognitive-behavioral perspective, an existential perspective, a culturally-based
perspective, and a client-centered perspective. This symposium will include a report of a research project,
discussions of research methodology, and discussions of applications of research to practice.
Paper 1
Title: Separate and Connected Knowing and Psychotherapy
Author: Arthur C. Bohart
Abstract: I will discuss a current research project in which we are exploring therapist epistemological mindsets.
The methodology is a qualitative one in which we examine both published therapy films and published transcripts.
The core construct is that therapists can operate from some combination of two different “meta” mindsets,
borrowed from the book Womens’ Ways of Knowing. The first is “connected knowing,” This goes beyond empathy
and explores the client’s world from the client’s point of view. While Carl Rogers would be the exemplar of this
approach, we are finding that most therapists do this to at least some degree. The question then becomes: how do
they choose and tailor their interventions based on a connected knowing stance. The other, “separate knowing” is
more akin to looking at the client from outside. This is more of a “diagnostic” mindset. The therapist tries to figure
out what is going on with the client in order to choose interventions, based either on his or her theory or on extant
research. In both separate and connected knowing the therapist has to use logical and reasoning skills to try to sort
out what he or she is experiencing in the flow of the ongoing interaction with the client, in order to decide how to
respond next, intervening from some kind of treatment protocol, research, theory or relational perspective.
Paper 2
Title: Applying the philosophical assumptions of research to multicultural counseling
Author: Sherry C. Wang
Abstract: The philosophical assumptions of Psychology traditionally emphasize objectivity in understanding reality,
neutrality in researcher worldview, and a deductive and linear approach to studying and explaining human
behavior. In contrast, I endorse a critical psychology perspective which suggests that the traditional approach can
exacerbate the marginalization of underserved populations by failing to consider the contextual factors of the self
and others. In this presentation, I discuss how my theoretical orientation (interpersonal process, feminist, and
multicultural) attends to power dynamics and subjectivity in clinical work. Additionally, I highlight how these
theories of counseling can be understood in parallel with the philosophical assumptions of qualitative research
(e.g., ontology, epistemology, axiology, rhetoric, and methodology). Attentiveness to multiculturalism and diversity
lies at the basis of recognizing that the clinician and researcher is subjective, in-relationship, contextually-sensitive,
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and value-laden. Thus, I will also underscore how multicultural competence can be integrated in science and
practice.
Paper 3
Title: Beyond the mind – Presence in Psychotherapy
Author: Barbara L. Vivino
Abstract: In psychotherapy, the human connection between the patient and the therapist creates some of the
benefits of psychotherapy (Wampold, 2013). Some therapists seem more able to make this human connection
than others. Strong alliances are formed with clients by genuine and warm therapists (Gelso, 2009, Ackerman and
Hilsenroth 2003) and by therapists who appropriately use silence and mindfulness (Crits-Cristoph et al, 1993, Davis
and Hayes, 2011). One of the possible underlying characteristics of effective therapists may be their ability to be
present. Recently the concept of presence in psychotherapy has gained some attention (Geller, 2012)
Carl Rogers indicated that he valued presence when he stated, “I have learned that my total organismic sensing of
a situation is more trustworthy than my intellect.” Yet presence is often not valued or achieved by therapists. The
mind of the therapist is frequently crowded with thoughts about themselves, about theory, diagnosis, treatment
planning, fear of judgment, what’s for lunch, previous patients etc. Many times thoughts seem to create an
invisible barrier between therapist and client. It sometimes seems easier to be present with our dog or cat rather
than with another person. It is a quiet connection. A communion. It is something that when allowed, feels deeply
satisfying and is at the basis of psychotherapy.
When we experience another person in this way, it allows us to understand them beyond preconceived notions or
biases. As Rogers stated: To be with another in this way means that for the time being you lay aside the views and
values you hold for yourself in order to enter another's world without prejudice. In some sense it means that you
lay aside yourself….” This presentation will explore therapist presence in psychotherapy and approaches that
facilitate it. Recent research on mindfulness, acceptance and compassion will be incorporated.
Paper 4
Title: What Really Counts: Ins and Outs of Psychotherapy and Psychotherapy Research
Author: Jerold L. Shapiro
Abstract: Einstein famously opined, “not everything that can be counted counts and not everything that counts
can be counted.” To best understand what really counts a therapist must personalize both psychotherapy and also
research on that psychotherapy. Serious inquiry may derive from theory or be theory-building. In this brief
presentation, I will focus on how a therapist uses both deductive and inductive logic. The latter involves a more
“phenomenological” perspective, building comprehension over time. On the surface, they seem approach systems
from opposite perspectives and represent markedly divergent implications for how to differentially respond to
clients. In our zealous devotion to numbers in the hope and belief that numerical variances represent true
differences in outcome and even process in therapy, we have prioritized one aspect of science from another.
Indeed, we have redefined the very word “empirical.” When we begin with a deductive approach and look to test
theoretically-based hypotheses with data, the pre-determined dependent variables and the instruments used can
over-determine the observed outcome. In this way, we may effectively apply the scientific method, but lose our
historical sense of what Thomas Kuhn described as “revolutionary science.” Thus the easiest evidence to measure
favors specific scalable behavior over cognition and affect – two of the basic components of therapeutic work and
may lead us to less comprehensive conclusions.
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Panel Session 4
Panel Title: The Development of a Measure of Meaning in Life
Moderators: Kathryn Kline, Kristen G. Pinto-Coelho
Presenters: Ellen Baumann Marks, Matthew Miller, Heidi Zetzer
Discussant: Clara E. Hill
Panel Abstract: While the interest in the topic of meaning in life (MIL) has been enduring, the construct continues
to be elusive. Many theorists have asserted definitions of MIL (e.g., Frankl, 1959; Steger, Frazier, Oishi, & Kaler,
2006; Yalom, 1980), but there is no universally accepted definition. Furthermore, existing MIL measures are
fraught with weaknesses, including assessing constructs other than meaning. Because MIL has been linked with
positive outcome variables like well-being and psychological health, it is important to develop a clear
understanding of what we mean when we talk about MIL. We define MIL as a felt sense of meaning, which may be
partially manifested in a sense that one feels that one matters and is significant, that one has purpose or goals, or
one has a sense that life is coherent and makes sense. Extant MIL measures do not address these components of
MIL. In the present measurement development project, we tackled this problem of addressing aspects of meaning
in life that are not assessed in other measures, and created a measure that is psychometrically sound. There are
three papers in this panel: (a) An overview of theory and definitions of MIL, (b) a description of our measure and its
psychometric properties, and (c) correlations between our measure and others.
Paper 1
Title: Overview of Theory and Definitions of Meaning in Life
Authors: Ellen Baumann Marks, Clara E. Hill, Kathryn Kline, Matthew Miller, Kristen Pinto-Coelho, Heidi Zetzer
Abstract: Despite half a century of theorizing and empirical research on the importance of meaning in life to
overall well-being and the negative psychological effects of its perceived absence (Frankl, 1965), the construct
remains difficult to define (Heintzelman & King, 2014) and measure. Measures of meaning in life vary widely in
terms of the definitions they use and suffer to various degrees from such shortfalls as conflating meaning with
purpose, problematic and/or variable factor structures, and certain items or entire scales being confounded with
other constructs. The most widely used measure of meaning in life, Steger, Frazier, Oishi, & Kaler’s (2006) Meaning
in Life Questionnaire, does not address all three components of meaning found most often in the literature
(significance, purpose, coherence), nor does it address an overall sense of having meaning in life. We propose a
definition and an accompanying measure that we believe better reflect extant theory and research than do
previous definitions and measures.
Paper 2
Title: Description of the Meaning in Life Measure and its Psychometric Properties
Author: Matthew Miller, Clara E. Hill, Kathryn Kline, Ellen Baumann Marks, Kristen Pinto-Coelho, Heidi Zetzer
Abstract: In order to address the existing shortcomings of the extant measures on meaning in life, we developed
the Meaning in Life Measure (MILM). The MILM measures four components of presence of meaning in life (felt
sense, mattering, purpose, and coherence). To evaluate the factor structure of the measure, we used a
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test three a priori and conceptually plausible models of the MILM. The best
factor structure was an overall meaning in life factor with the three correlated sub factors of mattering, purpose,
and coherence. Each of the subscales demonstrated adequate internal consistency.
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Paper 3
Title: Correlations Among the MILM and Other Measures
Authors: Heidi Zetzer, Clara E. Hill, Kathryn Kline, Ellen Baumann Marks, Matthew Miller, Kristen Pinto-Coelho
Abstract: The pathway to establishing the construct validity of MIL consists of steady triangulation of
complementary sources of data (Ghiselli, et al., 1981). We will examine convergent validity by comparing MILM
and MIL-R with the MLQ (Steger et al., 2006) and Baumeister et al’s (2013) measure of meaningfulness. We expect
moderate to high correlations. We will test out theoretically grounded relationships between MIL and related
constructs by correlating the MILM and MIL-R with Satisfaction with Life (SWL; Diener, et al., 1985) and the
Positive-Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). We expect a moderate positive
relationship between MILM and MIL-R and SWL and PA and a negative correlation with NA. Logically, we expect a
negative correlation with depression too (PHQ-8; Kroekne et al., 2009). Finally, in order to discriminate between
MILM, MIL-R, and potentially confounding variables we will investigate the effects of socially desirable responding.
Results will be reported.
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Paper Session 2
Session Title: Psychotherapy Outcomes
Moderator: Paul Crits-Christoph
Paper 1
Title: Dynamic and supportive work in short-term group therapy for complicated grief
Authors: David Kealy, Carlos A. Sierra-Hernandez, William E. Piper, Anthony S. Joyce, Rene Weideman, John S.
Ogrodniczuk
Abstract: The objective of the present study was to examine the nature of patients’ work in two types of shortterm group psychotherapy. The study sought to investigate the relationship between patients’ engagement in
dynamic, self-reflective work versus supportive, practical problem solving and treatment outcome at termination
and at six-months follow-up. Participants were 110 patients who completed interpretive and supportive group
therapy for complicated grief. Patients’ participation and engagement in two types of in-session activity – dynamic
work and supportive work – were rated by group therapists. Pre-post and follow-up outcome domains included
general symptoms, grief symptoms, and life dissatisfaction / severity of target objectives. There was no significant
difference in the nature of patients’ work between interpretive and supportive groups. Dynamic work was
significantly associated with pre-post improvement in grief symptoms. Dynamic work was also associated with
improvement in general symptoms and further improvement in grief symptoms at six-months follow-up. There
was no significant relationship between supportive work and any pre-post or follow-up outcome. The findings
suggest that efforts to develop reflective abilities in group psychotherapy can contribute to further benefit after
the completion of treatment. These findings cut across two approaches to short term group therapy for
complicated grief, suggesting it may reflect a general curative mechanism of group treatments.
Paper 2
Title: Re-examining the Phase Model in Light of the Good-Enough Model of Psychotherapy Outcomes
Authors: Robert J. Lueger, William M. Pinsof
Abstract: The Phase Model of psychotherapy outcomes predicts a sequential pattern of change in which clients
first remoralize, then remit symptoms, then improve in areas of life functioning. Essentially, the Model posits
separate Dose-Effect models for each of these three components. More recently the Good-Enough Model has
been offered as a challenge to precepts of the Dose-Effect Model. In light of these challenges, this study examined
changes in resilience, negative affect, life functioning, and self-acceptance in a panel of over 500 clients in
individual psychotherapy. Growth curve models were computed for different treatment lengths (Good-Enough
Model) and for the separate domains of change (Phase Model) using M+ statistical software. As predicted by the
Phase Model, life functioning and self-acceptance changed more slowly than negative affect. A probabilistic causal
sequence was evident for some, but not all of the treatment lengths. Resilience, a variable akin to remoralization,
was examined as both a potential moderating and mediating variable. The results are discussed in the context of
the Dose-Effect and Good-Enough Models of psychotherapy outcomes.
Paper 3
Title: Does applying Dialectical Behavior Therapy to disorders other than BPD lead to a change in its efficacy? A
comparative meta-analysis
Authors: William D. Ellison
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Abstract: Psychotherapies are often developed to treat a particular DSM disorder, and existing lists of empiricallysupported treatments are usually organized by diagnosis. However, diagnoses co-occur frequently, and different
disorders tend to have symptoms and experiences in common. Accordingly, once a therapy’s efficacy for its
“home” disorder is established, researchers and clinicians sometimes proceed to evaluate its efficacy for other
disorders. The current study seeks to test whether therapy outcome changes when a treatment is modified and
implemented for a disorder other than the one it was originally designed to treat, using Dialectical Behavior
Therapy (DBT) as an example. DBT was developed to treat Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) and has since
been applied to samples with eating disorders, mood disorders, other personality disorders, impulse control
disorders, and other diagnoses that frequently co-occur with BPD, usually after having been tailored to these forms
of pathology. Preliminary results of the meta-analysis, based on 18 randomized controlled trials of DBT comprising
164 effect size estimates and a combined N of 1004, revealed an overall effect size for DBT of d = .34. There was no
evidence that DBT’s efficacy depended on whether it is applied to BPD or another disorder (difference in d = .083, t
= 0.62, p = .55). It appears that DBT has good outcomes for disorders other than BPD when appropriately modified.
Further implications will be discussed, as well as moderators of the effects of DBT, including sample characteristics,
design factors, modifications of the treatment, and outcome measurement methods.
Paper 4
Title: Is the Quality of Motivational Interviewing Associated with Better Short-Term Outcomes Among Emergency
Department Patients Experiencing Intimate Partner Violence and Heavy Drinking Problems?
Author: Paul Crits-Christoph, Caroline Diehl, Seohyun Yin, Mary Beth Connolly Gibbons, Karin Rhodes
Abstract: A recent RCT investigated the efficacy of motivational interviewing (MI) in Emergency Department (ED)
settings for female patients ages 18-64 experiencing both intimate partner violence (IPV) and heavy drinking.
Although this study found no evidence of the efficacy of MI 12 weeks following the ED visit, there was variability in
outcome and potential indicators of a short-term (one-week) impact of the MI. Using data from the RCT, the
current study examines the relation between quality of MI and such short-term outcomes. Each patient in the MI
condition (N=201; 80% African American) had a 20-30 minute MI session, which was rated on the Motivational
Interviewing Treatment Integrity (MITI-3.1) scale by MI experts. The main outcomes were days of heavy drinking
and incidents of IPV, assessed weekly by an interactive voice response system (IVRS) for 12 weeks. The IVRS
assessment also included questions about help-seeking behavior, as one of the goals of the MI was to motivate
patients to seek additional services after leaving the ED. While quality of MI was not significantly associated with
an immediate (one-week) reduction in heavy drinking, patients whose MI sessions were rated higher on the MI
spirit scale (which represents the average of Evocation, Collaboration, and Autonomy/Support ratings) were
significantly (p=.009) more likely to seek help for drinking problems from a primary care doctor, support group, or
substance abuse treatment facility. In contrast, sessions with a higher percent of open questions (another marker
of high-quality MI) were significantly (p=.005) associated with a greater likelihood of experiencing IPV in the week
following the MI session. Potential patient moderators of these relations will be explored. The results point to the
complicated effects of MI in those experiencing IPV and drinking problems.
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Panel Session 5
Panel Title: The Nature, Reasons, and Consequences of Therapist and Client Disclosures
Moderator: Barry A. Farber
Presenters: Kristen G. Pinto-Coelho, Melanie Love, Barry A. Farber
Discussant: Jesse D. Geller
Panel Abstract: The three papers comprising this panel each explore phenomena related to one of the most
fundamental aspects of psychotherapy: the ways in which patients and therapists do and don’t fully disclose
themselves to each other. Pinto-Coelho and Hill (“Master therapists’ perceptions of self-disclosure use in individual
psychotherapy: A qualitative study”) used CPQ methodology in their analyses of interviews with 13 master
therapists to investigate perceived instances of successful and unsuccessful therapist disclosures. The top three
reasons offered for disclosure were to build and maintain the therapeutic relationship, facilitate exploration, and
establish universality or normalize the client’s experience. Love, Blanchard, and Farber (“Self-concealment,
honesty, and the psychotherapeutic relationship”), surveying over 500 current and former clients, found a
surprisingly large proportion (84%) acknowledging that they had lied or concealed significant information to their
therapist; moreover, even among low self-concealers, approximately 10% reported avoidance across topics like
suicidal ideation, trauma, sexual fantasies and practices, self-harm, substance use, and feedback about therapy
progress. Farber and Blanchard (“Client Lies and Concealment about the Therapeutic Relationship”), using the
same sample as above, found several types of client lies about the therapeutic relationship to be more common
than expected, including clients lying about liking their therapists’ comments and pretending to find therapy more
effective than they really feel. Taken together, these papers further our understanding of the types of information
shared by therapists and patients, the motives for these disclosures (and lies), and the consequences of these
decisions.
Paper 1
Title: Master therapists’ perceptions of self-disclosure use in individual psychotherapy: A qualitative study
Authors: Kristen G. Pinto-Coelho, Clara E. Hill
Abstract: Aim: More than 90% of practitioners report using therapist self-disclosure (TSD) and clients say it is
helpful. The majority of research on the subject has been about general TSD usage and has been collected through
survey methodology or has focused on the client’s perspective. The primary goal of this study was to examine
master therapists’ perspectives about disclosures they have actually used in individual psychotherapy in order to
provide clinicians with recommendations for how to use the intervention therapeutically, as well as how to avoid
using it in ways that might be harmful.
Methods: To collect data for this consensual qualitative research (CQR) study, 4 licensed psychologists interviewed
13 master therapists (who had 15 years or more of experience practicing individual psychotherapy and had been
nominated by their peers as the best local psychotherapists) using a standardized interview protocol. Participants
described actual instances of successful and unsuccessful disclosure (e.g., factors considered, consequences,
evaluation of disclosures) and a time when they felt pulled to disclose but chose not to do so. A team of 7 judges is
currently using CQR to analyze the data from interview transcripts and identify themes. To situate the sample,
participants also completed items from Gallucci’s (2002) Therapist Self-Disclosure Questionnaire, which was
designed to investigate psychotherapists’ intentional use of TSD as a therapeutic intervention.
Results: The majority of participants shared specific examples of successful and unsuccessful disclosure, as well as
times when they felt pulled to disclose but chose not to do so. The top three reasons master therapists said they
disclose were to build and maintain the therapeutic relationship, to facilitate exploration, and to establish
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universality or normalize the client’s experience. Participants also provided advice to trainees and early career
practitioners. Data analysis will be completed by May 2016.
Discussion: It is argued that the quality of the therapeutic relationship and the timing of the disclosure are critical,
as are the skill with which the disclosure is delivered and the ability of the client to handle personal information
about the therapist. Implications for research, training, and practice are discussed.
Paper 2
Title: Patterns of High and Low Self-concealment among Psychotherapy Clients
Authors: Melanie Love, Matt Blanchard, Barry A. Farber
Abstract: While disclosure is fundamental in psychotherapy, clients often find it difficult to speak openly about
deeply personal topics. Even clients who believe it is always better to disclose, report keeping secrets from their
therapist (Farber et al., 2004). In the present study, clients (N = 572) rated their tendency to keep information from
their therapist using an adaptation of the Self-Concealment Scale. One striking result: A total of 84% of all
respondents indicated that they either avoided or were dishonest about one or more the 33 topics listed in the
survey.
Results show that among low self-concealers, approximately 10% reported avoidance across topics like suicidal
ideation, trauma, sexual fantasies and practices, self-harm, substance use, and feedback about therapy progress;
furthermore, 48.4% of these low self-concealers indicated openness to discuss these topics with their current
therapist if they felt their progress was being blocked or if the therapist asked directly. While a large proportion
(43.8%) of high self-concealers indicated they wouldn’t disclose honestly with anyone, 36.3% report they would
disclose to their current therapist or with a different therapist. This group endorsed more concerns about the
therapeutic relationship, wanting to feel their therapist was more trustworthy, warmer, or more skillful before
they disclosed.
Overall, the extent to which even low self-concealers report avoidance of topics is notable, indicating certain areas
that are particularly difficult for many clients. The therapist’s handling of this material can require a sensitively
tailored approach depending on the client’s habitual tendency to conceal negative or distressing information from
others.
Paper 3
Title: Client Lies and Concealment about the Therapeutic Relationship
Authors: Barry A. Farber, Matt Blanchard
Abstract: What don’t clients tell their therapists about how they really feel about the therapeutic relationship? A
great deal apparently, based on the results of a large survey (N = 547) of current and former clients. These clients
admitted to lying about many topics, especially the extent to which they minimized their feelings of distress
(acknowledged by 54% of our sample). But many also lied about several issues related to therapy and the
therapeutic relationship itself:
-Pretending to like my therapist’s comments or suggestions (29%)
-Pretending to find therapy more effective than I do (28%)
-Pretending I did my homework or took other actions suggested by my therapist (26%).
-My real opinion of my therapist (19%)
-Not saying that I want to end therapy (16%)
-My romantic or sexual feelings about my therapist (5%)
Furthermore, these last three named items were rated by clients as among the most extreme of the lies they told
in therapy: on a 5-point scale of “extent of lying” (1 = little; 5 = extremely), the mean scores on these items were,
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respectively, 3.59, 3.69, and 3.72, or (in reverse order) items that ranked # 2, 3, and 4 in terms of most extreme lies
(behind only “My real feelings about my children”). The common stated reason for these types of lies was concern
that acknowledging the truth would damage or even end the therapeutic relationship. Most therapists are likely to
have clients who feel worse than they let on and are more ambivalent both about the relationship and their
progress in therapy than they have acknowledged
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Panel Session 6
Panel Title: Using mixed methods to understand contextualized patient-therapist interpersonal processes in a
randomized controlled trial for generalized anxiety disorder.
Moderator: Nicholas R. Morrison
Presenters: Nicholas R. Morrison, Alice E. Coyne, Brien J. Goodwin, Kimberly M. Hara
Panel Abstract: A compelling evidence base substantiates the importance of the patient-therapist relationship
across many psychotherapy modalities and contexts. Despite the therapeutic influence of this inherently dyadic
variable, limited research has examined at a micro-process and/or truly dyadic level how patients and therapists
navigate and experience their relationship in session, and how these experiences relate to clinical outcomes. Thus,
the goal of this panel is to present findings from 4 studies to help elucidate contextualized patient-therapist
relational experiences and their association with treatment outcomes. Each study utilizes data from a recently
completed randomized controlled trial comparing cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and motivational
interviewing integrated with CBT for severe generalized anxiety disorder. In the first paper, Morrison will present
results of a study that qualitatively explores between treatment group differences in patients’ subjective
experiences of treatment process during moments of resistance. In the second paper, Coyne will present results of
a study that examines convergence over time in patients’ and therapists’ ratings of their alliance quality and its
association with subsequent worry and distress reduction. In the third paper, Goodwin will present findings from
an examination of in-session interpersonal processes that differentiate the most convergent and divergent alliance
dyads from Coyne’s data. Finally, Hara will present findings from a study examining therapist awareness of patientidentified alliance ruptures, and whether greater therapist underestimation of alliance problems is associated with
poorer treatment outcomes. To allow time for audience-presenter exchange, no formal discussant will be
assigned.
Paper 1
Title: Using interpersonal process recall to compare patients’ accounts of resistance in two psychotherapies for
generalized anxiety
Authors: Nicholas R. Morrison, Michael J. Constantino, Henny A. Westra, Angela Kertes, Martin M. Antony
Abstract: Aim: Although cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) is an empirically supported treatment for generalized
anxiety disorder, patients’ response can be impeded because of their resistance to the treatment or therapist. In a
randomized controlled trial that examined whether CBT could be improved by integrating motivational
interviewing (MI) to target resistance, MI/CBT outperformed CBT on multiple outcomes over a 12-month followup. Given that effectively addressing resistance is a theoretical mechanism of MI’s additive effect, we are
qualitatively exploring between group differences in patients’ subjective experiences of treatment process during
moments of resistance. Methods: We interviewed a subset of patients from each treatment group (n = 5 per
group) who were selected based on their likelihood of manifesting resistance in treatment, as determined by a
clinical supervisor (trained to observe resistance episodes) through video review of the patients’ initial session.
Specifically, we conducted interpersonal process recall (IPR) interviews immediately after the 2nd or 3rd session to
capture patients’ subjective experiences of the therapy process. Results: We are analyzing the IPR interview data
with grounded theory, a rigorous method that aims to understand and represent meaning of information about
human experience. We will compare and contrast the narratives provided by patients in the different treatment
groups. Discussion: Findings will contribute to the conceptualization of resistance, and will highlight therapy
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processes that facilitate or hinder its adaptive resolution in a way that remains grounded in patients’ first-hand
accounts.
Paper 2
Title: Patient-therapist alliance convergence, alliance tracking, and outcome in two therapies for generalized
anxiety disorder
Authors: Alice E. Coyne, Michael J. Constantino, Holly B. Laws, Henny A. Westra, Martin M. Antony
Abstract: Aim: Although the degree to which patients’ and their therapists’ perceptions of therapeutic processes
align over time has generally been regarded as an important element of effective psychotherapy, few studies have
examined the influence of such dyadic convergence on treatment outcomes. In this study, we examined (a)
whether patient-therapist alliance convergence over the first half of treatment was associated with subsequent
worry and distress reduction in psychotherapy for generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and (b) whether treatment
type, cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) or CBT integrated with motivational interviewing (CBT-MI), and initial
alliance level moderated these associations. Methods: Data derived from a clinical trial for patients with GAD who
were randomized to receive either 15 CBT sessions (n = 43) or 4 MI sessions followed by 11 integrative CBT-MI
sessions (n = 42). Patients and therapists rated the alliance after each session. Patients rated their worry and
distress at multiple sessions. Results: Dyadic multilevel modeling revealed, as predicted, that patient-therapist
dyads rated their alliance more similarly over time (p = .01). Also as predicted, this convergence was associated
with greater subsequent worry (p = .03) and distress (p = .01) reduction. Additionally, initial patient-rated alliance
level significantly interacted with alliance convergence to predict subsequent distress reduction (p = .04); higher
alliance level buffered the negative influence of early patient-therapist divergence (the converse of convergence)
on distress reduction. Following up these results, we will examine whether the degree to which patients’ and
therapists’ alliance ratings vary together over time (i.e., dyadic tracking) relates to treatment outcomes.
Discussion: The convergence findings suggest that increasing convergence in patient-therapist alliance perceptions
may be beneficial; thus, divergence of alliance perspectives may be a marker for nonresponse, and may
necessitate alliance repair strategies. The forthcoming tracking results will add more nuance to how dyadic
measurement of alliance influences outcome.
Paper 3
Title: In-session interpersonal process differentiating patient-therapist dyads with converging versus diverging
postsession alliance ratings
Authors: Brien J. Goodwin, Alice E. Coyne, Gennarina D. Santorelli, Kimberely M. Hara, Michael J. Constantino,
Henny A. Westra, Martin M. Antony
Abstract: Aim: In a recent study of two cognitive-behaviorally-based therapies for severe generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD), the degree to which patients and their therapists aligned on their perceptions of alliance quality
over the first half of treatment (i.e., convergence) was associated with greater subsequent worry and distress
reduction across both groups (Coyne et al., 2016). To better understand this finding, the current study will examine
in-session interpersonal processes that might differentiate the most convergent and divergent dyads. As this will
be an initial look at micro-process in relation to alliance divergence/convergence patterns, the study is exploratory.
Method: Data will derive from the same trial data as Coyne et al. where severe GAD patients received either 15
sessions of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT; n = 43) or 4 sessions of motivational interviewing (MI) followed by
11 integrative MI-CBT sessions (n = 42). Patients and therapists rated the alliance after each session, and patients
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rated their worry and distress multiple times throughout treatment. Independent raters will conduct a fine-grained
assessment of patient-therapist in-session interpersonal behavior using the Structural Analysis of Social Behavior
(SASB). Specifically, raters will code segments of 3 sessions across the first half of therapy for 5 high convergent
and 5 high divergent alliance dyads. To control for therapist effects, one extreme convergent and one extreme
divergent case will be selected for each therapist that was involved in both extremes. Results: Interpersonal
process in these two extreme known groups will be compared with inferential statistics and estimates of effect
size. Discussion: Results will be placed in the context of interpersonal theory and alliance research, and discussed
with respect to their clinical implications for treating GAD.
Paper 4
Title: Examining therapist awareness of client-identified alliance ruptures in cognitive-behavioral therapy for
severe generalized anxiety disorder
Authors: Kimberley M. Hara, Henny A. Westra, Michael J. Constantino, Martin M. Antony
Abstract: Aim: Alliance ruptures (AR), defined as deteriorations in the relationship between client and therapist,
have been found to be detrimental to successful psychotherapy, particularly when unacknowledged or left
unaddressed. Despite increasing recommendations for therapists to monitor and identify problems in the alliance,
little is known about how aware CBT therapists are of ARs, and whether this awareness improves outcomes in CBT.
Given existing research suggesting that therapists are often unable to identify negative interpersonal processes in
which they are participants, or miss vital information regarding tensions in the therapeutic alliance, the present
study aims to examine therapist awareness of client-identified ARs, and explore whether greater therapist
underestimation of alliance problems is associated with poorer treatment outcomes. Methods: Data will derive
from a recently completed randomized clinical trial examining CBT for high severity generalized anxiety disorder.
ARs will be assessed via a self-report measure of perceived alliance problems and deteriorations in ratings on the
Working Alliance Inventory. Clients and therapists completed both of these measures on a session-by-session basis
over the course of therapy. Treatment outcome will be measured via client-rated worry severity at posttreatment
and at 1-year posttreatment. Results: Results will inform the training of therapists to detect alliance problems, and
to improve relevant clinical decision-making. They will also add to the paucity of research on therapist awareness
of problematic phenomena in CBT that are critically related to treatment outcomes.
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Discussion Session 2 (CE)
Title: From Painting by Numbers to Coming off the Rails: Personalizing Structured Approaches to Couple and
Family Therapy
Moderator: Abigail K. Mansfield
Discussants: Arthur Bohart, Rhonda Goldman, Gabor Keitner, Terence Patterson, Jerold L. Shapiro
Abstract: The importance of having a specific approach to structure and ground couple and family psychotherapy
is widely acknowledged. Regardless of the level of structure inherent to various approaches to treatment, there is
sometimes a tension between using a “paint by numbers” approach to treatment and allowing treatment to get
“pulled off the rails” by following the family or couple wherever they lead the therapist.
Our open discussion invites discussants to talk briefly about the approaches to couple and family therapy that they
use, how individualization of treatment occurs in those approaches, benefits of personalizing/individualizing the
work, and also challenges to individualization of the work. After allowing each discussant to give a brief overview
of how they work and how they individualize treatment, members of the audience will be invited to ask questions
and engage in dialogue with the panel, as structured by the moderator.
The proposed panel will be moderated by Abigail Mansfield, PhD who coordinates the family research and therapy
group at the Rhode Island Hospital. The group uses the McMaster Approach to evaluating and treating families,
which has as one of its central tenets that families decide for themselves what issues they want to work on, and
what steps they want to take to work on them.
The proposed panel of discussants includes seasoned couple and family therapists who use a variety of approaches
to couple and family work, including the McMaster Approach, Emotion Focused Therapy, Existential Therapy, and
Cognitive Behavioral approaches. The open discussion dovetails nicely with this year’s NASPR conference theme of
personalizing psychotherapy, and allows for a discussion of how structured approaches to couple and family
psychotherapy can be adapted to meet the individual needs of particular couples and families.
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Paper Session 3
Session Title: Implementation, Dissemination and Training
Moderator: Paula Ravitz
Paper 1
Title: Capacity-building to improve access to evidence-supported psychotherapies on the front-lines of care
Authors: Paula Ravitz, Dawit Wondimagegn, Clare Pain, Mesfin Araya, Carmen Wiebe, Shelley McMain, Andrea
Lawson, Erica Downes, John Teshima, Sue Biglieri, Michele Antunes, Bernadette Kint, Robert Cooke
Abstract: Background: Gaps exist between the need for, and access to evidence-supported psychotherapy
treatments (ESTs) for mental illnesses. Capacity-building may help to address these gaps by training front-line
health workers (HWs), enhancing their competence and therapeutic repertoires.
Methods: Based on learning needs assessments, we used case-based, longitudinal training with practice reminders
to disseminate EST-approaches in practice networks in urban and rural communities in Canada and Ethiopia.
Evaluation frameworks examined self-reported changes in therapeutic practices, confidence and knowledge.
Results: Four training programs with >500 front-line mental HWs, in four EST models – Motivational Interviewing
(MI), CBT, Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT) and Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT), were implemented (20102016). 497 primary care nurses learned to treat Common Mental Disorders using culturally-adapted IPT in Ethiopia,
screening 20,274 clients, and 6% received at least 1 treatment session. 30 front-line mental HWs from a Canadian
urban mental health and addictions practice network received DBT Skills Training and started several new groups
for clients with emotional dysregulation. 15 Toronto Public Health Nurses trained in IPT for use with high-risk
women with perinatal depression4. 26 front-line workers from rural Ontario MH clinics trained in MI and CBT.
Overall, knowledge, mental health literacy, confidence and self-reported skills improved in the front-line HWs of
these practice networks with some expansion of MH clinical services.
Conclusions: EST capacity-building of HWs on the front-line points-of-care may facilitate access to mental health
care. Local change champions within an organizational work culture that supports learning is a necessary precondition. Longitudinal mentorship and peer support with access to mental health experts for consultation or
referral is important for sustainability and to ensure client and staff safety. Barriers to uptake include trainee
motivation and turnover. Future dissemination of ESTs with tracking of patient outcomes, adherence, therapist
and organizational factors, waitlists, staff burnout/turnover, and healthcare utilization/cost effectiveness is
needed.
Paper 2
Title: Progress Monitoring and its Role in Psychotherapy Training Clinics
Authors: Rachel Siegal, Lynne E. Angus, John D. Eastwood
Abstract: Progress monitoring in psychotherapy and the use of client outcome measures first appeared in the
literature approximately 25 years ago (Howard et al., 1996). Its use was introduced as part of client-centred
research which emphasized the importance of recognizing whether clients are responding to the particular
approach chosen by the therapist. Subsequent research has shown that even experienced clinicians have difficulty
determining if clients’ treatment is successful solely based on clinical judgment (Lambert, 2010). However, when
client outcome measures are given the likelihood of client dropout is significantly decreased and the likelihood of
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success in therapy is significantly increased. While the research supporting the use of outcome measures in
therapy is continuing to grow, the actual implementation of such practices has not followed suit. Thus, the present
study seeks to illustrate both the necessity and utility of client outcome measures, particularly in the context of
training clinics, via a program evaluation of the York University Psychology Practicum Clinic (YUPPC). The sample
included 36 individuals receiving psychotherapy at the YUPPC. Clients completed the Outcome Questionnaire-45
(OQ-45) and the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI) immediately following therapy sessions. Preliminary results
indicate a significant reduction in client distress (pre-to-post) as measured by the OQ-45 (t(37) = 4.56, p <0.001).
There was also a significant increase in the strength of the Therapeutic Alliance overtime (pre-to-post), as
measured by the WAI (t(35) = -6.852, p<0.001). These results illustrate the effectiveness of trainee
psychotherapists at the YUPPC but also stand to support the use of client outcome monitoring. The importance of
such monitoring will be extensively discussed with particular emphasis placed on how this data can be used to
influence the direction of therapy and can be integrated into the supervisory process.
Paper 3
Title: Presenting Concerns in College Counseling Centers: The View from Clinicians on the Ground
Authors: Allison J. Lockard, Andres E. Perez-Rojas; Theodore T. Bartholomew; Rebecca A. Janis; Dever M. Carney;
Henry Xiao; Soo Youn; Brett E. Scofield; Benjamin D. Locke; Louis G. Castonguay; Jeffrey A. Hayes
Abstract: Despite growing evidence (CCMH, 2016; Brunner et al., 2014) that a greater number of students are
seeking therapy in college and university counseling centers, there is a dearth of empirical information about (a)
the psychological concerns that motivate students to seek treatment and (b) the cultural and demographic
correlates of these concerns. Knowing more about the presenting concerns and characteristics of students who
seek therapy in college campuses could inform virtually every aspect of counseling center service delivery (e.g.,
client assessment, treatment planning, outcome monitoring, etc.), and could also help clinicians to adjust the focus
of treatment to better serve the needs of diverse student populations. The overall purpose of the present study
was to examine the presenting concerns of a national sample of college students who sought treatment at college
and university counseling centers, as assessed by the clinicians who conducted their initial evaluations. Moreover,
we examined whether and how the presence of client concerns varied by demographic characteristics. In order to
enhance the ecological validity and clinical utility of findings, we analyzed a large dataset of client and clinician
information obtained via the Center for Collegiate Mental Health, a practice-research network of over 300 college
and counseling centers in the U.S. Data analysis integrated descriptive and non-parametric analyses using Kendall’s
tau. Descriptive findings revealed that students overall primarily presented with concerns related to anxiety,
depression, stress, family concerns, and academic distress. The non-parametric analyses, in general, showed high
levels of concordance between the demographic groups and the overall sample, with some groups exhibiting less
but still significant concordance (i.e., Transgender and Lesbian groups). Research and clinical implications of the
findings will be discussed, emphasizing the value, in day-to-day therapeutic practice, of both aggregate and
idiosyncratic information.
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Panel Session 7 (CE)
Panel Title: Patient-Centered Behavioral Health: Provider Performance and Matching
Moderator: James F. Boswell
Presenters: James F. Boswell, Jennifer M. Oswald, Michael J. Constantino, Matteo Bugatti
Discussant: Bruce Arnow
Panel Abstract: Discussions regarding a personalized approach to psychotherapy often focus on tailoring
psychological interventions to individual patients. Research demonstrates significant differences in within-session
behaviors and treatment outcomes both among therapists and among patients within a therapist’s caseload. Thus,
what works for whom should be considered within the context of who works for whom? With increased attention
to measurement-based care, mental health provider performance information and its use in routine care decision
making has become a critical issue for the field. This panel will present preliminary findings from studies that aim
to increase the field’s understanding of patients’ perspectives on provider performance information and the
implications for mental health care systems and decision making. In the first paper, James Boswell will describe the
conceptualization and methods of a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-funded study, “Mental Health Care
Consumer Values and Preferences Regarding the Use of Provider Performance Data.” In the second paper, Jennifer
Oswald will present survey results pertaining to patients’ experience of finding a mental health care provider, as
well as their attitudes and preferences regarding the use of provider outcome/performance information for
provider selection and patient-provider matching. In the third paper, using an adapted delay discounting paradigm,
Michael Constantino will present data on the relative values that patients place on provider track records
compared to other potentially important provider and treatment factors. In the fourth paper, Matteo Bugatti will
present preliminary results from a systematic review of the literature on the impact of pay-for-performance
interventions in behavioral health. Finally, Bruce Arnow (Discussant) will offer his own insights into the role of
provider performance information for personalized care and mental health care decision making.
Paper 1
Title: Mental Health Care Patient Values and Preferences Regarding the Use of Provider Performance Data: An
Overview
Authors: James F. Boswell (University at Albany, SUNY), Michael J. Constantino
Abstract: Despite evidence that the therapist matters, it is difficult for patients to make informed decisions
regarding provider selection. Agencies, such as the Institute of Medicine, recommend that patients be granted
access to provider performance information to inform treatment decisions, yet patient perspectives on the value
of this process and performance information are lacking. Patient views are vital given growing emphasis on
performance assessment in developing new service delivery and payment models. This paper will present the
rationale and development of a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-funded project to better understand mental
health care patient values and preferences regarding the use of provider performance data. This study leverages
established partnerships with consumers and community mental center (CMHC) networks, and employs a mixedmethod approach to examine diverse patients’ (1) attitudes and preferences regarding the use of provider
outcome/performance information, and (2) the relative values placed on providers' performance track record
compared to other potentially important provider/treatment factors. In addition to a comprehensive patient
survey, semi-structured interviews and focus groups are being conducted. Results from this research will inform
both policy and the development and implementation of other consumer-focused methods for optimizing
personalized mental health care. In addition, a broad dissemination plan is being implemented that involves
consumers and advocacy groups.
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Paper 2
Title: Finding the “right” therapist for me: Patient perspectives on provider track record information
Author: Jennifer M. Oswald, Brien Goodwin, Michael J. Constantino, Matteo Bugatti, Recai Yucel, James F. Boswell
Abstract: Research indicates that mental health care consumers have multidimensional preferences when it comes
to seeking care. Patients who receive their preferred treatment are significantly less likely to prematurely
terminate treatment and experience significantly better post-treatment outcomes. However, little is known about
consumer values and preferences regarding provider variables and mechanisms of provider performance
information access and dissemination. This study addresses this knowledge gap by examining diverse consumers’
attitudes and preferences regarding the use of provider outcome/performance information. Mental health care
consumers presenting for routine services in community mental health clinic networks in Massachusetts and New
York will complete a web-based survey with items addressing demographic information, mental health treatment
history, and attitudes/beliefs regarding provider performance information and its use in provider selection and
treatment decision making. Mental health treatment items will gather information about (1) the nature of the
consumer’s present and past concerns; (2) treatment options that consumers are seeking/considering and sought
in the past; (3) referral sources and processes; and (4) health care insurance coverage. Attitude and belief items
will address factors such as difficulty finding satisfactory providers, referral process preferences, and whether and
how consumers should use provider performance data. Results from this survey will give a more detailed picture of
consumer experiences with finding mental health care providers and indicate level of interest in and perceived
importance of matching consumers with well-suited providers. These results will inform the development and
implementation of consumer-focused methods for optimizing personalized mental health care provider selection
and fit, which, in turn, could lead to increased treatment engagement, retention, and better treatment outcomes.
Paper 3
Title: Patients’ subjective, comparative valuing of the use of provider performance data in psychotherapy decisionmaking
Authors: Michael J. Constantino, James F. Boswell, Brien J. Goodwin, Matteo Bugatti, Jennifer Oswald, Recai Yucel
Abstract: There is robust evidence that psychotherapists vary in their overall effectiveness, and possess relative
strengths and weaknesses within their own practice depending on their patients’ problems. Thus, understanding
therapists’ track records of effectiveness, both relative to other providers and to their own personal performance,
holds promise for helping match patients to personally well-suited therapists. Yet, in mental health care, patients
rarely have access to provider performance data to inform their treatment decisions. Although this seems like an
intuitive gap in evidence dissemination, patients’ own perspectives on the value of accessing provider performance
data are lacking. This study examines the relative values that patients place on provider track records compared to
other potentially important provider and treatment factors when selecting their mental health treatment. A large,
heterogeneous sample of psychotherapy patients in various community mental health clinics in Massachusetts and
New York will complete a survey that includes responses to treatment choice items presented in a delaydiscounting paradigm (adapted from economics research) to assess subjective, comparative valuing. In this case,
respondents rate their preference for working with a therapist with a strong track record of success in treating
their types of problems versus working with a less effective therapist (from some smaller to greater degree) who
possesses an alternative valued characteristic. Indifference points (the point at which the alternative provider
characteristic option is first preferred over the therapist with the strongest track record of success) will be
calculated for each choice scenario. These preference values will indicate, on average, how much of a therapist’s
known efficacy patients are willing to sacrifice to ensure alternative characteristics such as therapist experience,
ethnicity match, small co-pay, convenient location, etc. Findings will highlight what patients value when making
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treatment decisions, which will inform the responsive use of provider performance information in mental health
care.
Paper 4
Title: Pay-for-Performance in Behavioral Health: A Systematic Review
Authors: Matteo Bugatti (University at Albany, SUNY), James F. Boswell, Jennifer Oswald, Elijah Cedeno, Ann
Doucette
Abstract: The past few decades have seen a steady increase in the demand for mental health services and a quickly
changing health care landscape. Recent public health initiatives have spearheaded the search for alternative health
care payment models. An increasingly common approach is the use of pay-for-performance and other incentivebased payment models. The widespread adoption of these models in the medical field has received considerable
attention, leading to studies examining their efficacy in both small- and large-scale implementations. However,
mental health care has lagged behind in both the implementation and investigation of such payment models. For
example, the impact of these models on the delivery of services and individual patients is far from clear. This paper
will summarize the results from a systematic review of the empirical literature that aims to: (a) characterize the
state of the literature on pay-for-performance in mental health care, and (b) determine if the extant empirical
evidence supports such models in the delivery of mental health care services. This review follows the procedures
delineated by the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Review of Interventions Version 5.1.0 (The Cochrane
Collaboration, 2011) in order to ensure rigorous methodological standards. Following PRISMA guidelines, we have
identified 113 publications that meet initial criteria for inclusion in the final review. Each study is reviewed and
coded by 3 independent reviewers, while a fourth reviewer serves as an auditor. In addition, study quality will be
rated with the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies developed by the Effective Public Health Practice
Project (2007). Inter-rater agreement will be assessed for both study content and quality ratings. The results of this
review will have important implications for the implementation of performance-based payment models in mental
health care, as well as set the stage for future health services research and policy discussions.
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Panel Session 8
Panel Title: Therapists and Clients Crying in Psychotherapy
Moderator: Sarah Knox
Panelists: Sarah Knox, Graham Knowlton, Clara E. Hill
Discussant: Barry A. Farber
Panel Abstract: Crying is a frequent phenomenon in psychotherapy, undoubtedly moreso for clients, but therapists
also may be moved to tears when working with their clients. Minimal literature, however, actually examines the
experience of crying in therapy, whether from the therapist or client perspective. This study sought to begin to fill
this gap in the literature. We interviewed participants about three such experiences: a time when, as a therapist,
they cried when providing therapy to a client; a time when, as a client, they cried in therapy with their therapist;
and a time when their therapist cried when providing therapy to them. The project's goal was thus to deeply
examine the experience of crying in psychotherapy, from both client and therapist perspectives.
Paper 1
Title: Overview of Study
Authors: Sarah Knox, Clara E. Hill, Graham Knowlton
Abstract: In the first presentation, we introduce the study’s participants and method. Eighteen US-based
participants were interviewed by phone (15 women, 3 men; 16 European American, 2 Latina, 1 Black, 1 Indian, 1
Jewish; 12 counseling psychology PhD, 6 clinical psychology PhD students; between 24-44 years old; clinical
experience from 0 to 11 semesters of practicum/clinical training and between 1 and 300 clients; varied clinical
settings [community clinical, private practice, university counseling centers, VA medical centers]; varied theoretical
orientations [integrative/eclectic, interpersonal, person-centered, psychodynamic]; had seen between 1 and 5
therapists for between 40 and 300 sessions; therapists’ theoretical orientations varied [CBT, humanistic,
interpersonal, psychodynamic, solution-focused, systems)]. Ten described experiences of crying, as therapists,
when providing therapy to clients; 15 described experiences of crying as clients when in their own therapy; 6
described experiences of their therapist crying when providing therapy to them. Data were analyzed using
consensual qualitative research: We first identified domains that captured the topic areas emerging from
participants’ responses; we then distilled the data in the domains into core ideas that efficiently captured each
participant’s experiences; finally, we identified categories across participants but within domains that captured
common themes reflected in the experiences. Auditors reviewed each step of the data analysis.
Paper 2
Title: Therapists' Crying when Providing Therapy to Clients
Author: Graham Knowlton, Sarah Knox, Clara E. Hill
Abstract: In the second presentation, we discuss findings regarding therapists’ crying when providing therapy to
clients. As we are still analyzing data, we are unable to include findings in the submission abstract. We do,
however, include a description of preliminary findings based on one case. As an example based on one case, the
therapist’s crying was preceded by the therapist and client discussing the client’s past trauma experiences, as well
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as the residual emotional impact of the trauma. The crying itself was very brief and involved visible tears building
in the therapist’s eyes, though never actually falling. The therapist maintained eye contact with the client during
the event, but did not recall exhibiting any other behaviors at the time. Perceived impacts of the crying were
providing reassurance to the client, conveying understanding to the client, strengthening the relationship, and reinstilling the therapist’s love for her/his chosen profession.
Paper 3
Title: Therapists' Crying During their own Therapy as Clients
Author: Clara E. Hill, Sarah Knox, Graham Knowlton
Abstract: In the third presentation, we present findings regarding participants’ crying during their own therapy as
clients. As we are still analyzing data, we are unable to include findings in the submission abstract. We do,
however, include a description of preliminary findings based on one case. As an example based on one case, the
client’s crying was preceded by discussion of the client receiving mixed feedback about a case presentation at the
client’s practicum site. The client identified being under heightened stress at the time because of the internship
application process. The crying itself was intermittent during a period of five minutes, and was “definitely more
than tearing up.” Perceived impacts of the crying were promoting empathy in the therapist, establishing a deeper
connection between therapist and client, and client catharsis and relief.
Paper 4
Title: Therapists' Therapist Crying During Therapy
Authors: Sarah Knox, Clara E. Hill, Graham Knowlton
Abstract: In the fourth presentation, we present findings regarding participants’ experiences of their own
therapists crying with them during therapy. As we are still analyzing data, we are unable to include findings in the
submission abstract. We do, however, include a description of preliminary findings based on one case. As an
example based on one case, the therapist’s crying occurred during termination. The client and therapist were
summarizing the course of therapy, addressing their relationship, and looking toward the future. The crying itself
involved visible tears building in the therapist’s eyes, though never actually falling. Impacts of the crying were
providing the client with “visible proof” that the client had affected the therapist and that they had a good
relationship, making the work more meaningful to the client, and giving the client “license” to tear up in the
client’s own sessions as a therapist.
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Discussion Session 3
Title: Creating therapeutic experiences in virtual reality: An open discussion
Moderator: Noah M. Robinson
Abstract: A central tenet to psychotherapy is the patient’s relationship with the therapist—as an intimate
relationship develops, a client can learn to resolve inner conflicts. Whether experienced individually or in the
context of a group, the client can gain insight and learn to facilitate positive life changes. Negative emotional
experiences are often the impetus for clients seeking therapy, and it is in the unique therapeutic environment that
clients are able to address the origins of negative affect.
For the first time, virtual reality goggles have become accessible to potential clients. How can researchers develop
and test therapeutic environments that can be delivered to clients’ homes through the Internet? What are new
measurement techniques that become available when we immerse clients in a computerized environment? How
can we use these measurements to individually tailor environments and optimize the therapeutic experience?
From their own homes, clients could be transported to a carefully controlled world that changes dynamically as
interactions take place. Internet-based social virtual worlds can allow therapists to lead group experiences, inviting
clients to form new relationships and become vulnerable. Might it be possible to generate virtual therapeutic
experiences that facilitate client growth, exploration, and insight? In this discussion, we plan to explore new
empirical approaches to developing virtual psychotherapeutic interventions in immersive, 3-D worlds. We will
begin with a short demo of how a user experiences the technology, followed by a brief description of an event I
hosted with 30 people in an online virtual social environment. A simple question, “Why did you choose your
avatar?” led to vulnerable disclosures about identity, fears, and new possibilities.
We hope to elucidate new research directions that could take advantage of the unique potential of virtual reality. I
hope this discussion can generate ideas for virtual reality research projects that uncover new ways to personalize
psychotherapy.
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Paper Session 4
Session Title: Cognitive Behavioral Therapies
Moderator: Jacqueline B. Persons
Paper 1
Title: Emotion Regulation in Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy vs. Attention Bias Modification for Social Anxiety
Disorder: A Randomized Controlled Trial Using Self-Report, Behavioral, and Electrocortical Measures
Authors: Yogev Kivity, Lior Cohen, Michal Weiss, Jonathan Elizur, Jonathan D. Huppert
Abstract: Objective: To examine changes in emotion regulation (ER) and their associations with the outcome of
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and attention bias modification (ABM) for social anxiety disorder (SAD).
Method: Patients (MAge = 28.36; 56% males) were randomized to 16-20 sessions of CBT (n = 33) or 8 sessions of
ABM (n = 17). A behavioral and electrocortical task of ER and clinician rated Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale
(Liebowitz, 1987) were administered every 4 weeks. The Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Gross & John, 2003)
and Social Phobia Inventory (Connor et al., 2000) were administered every session. Results: Both treatments led to
similar increases in self-reported cognitive reappraisal self-efficacy, decreases in self-reported expressive
suppression frequency, and decreases in unpleasantness while viewing shame-arousing pictures (all ps < .05). The
electrocortical late positive potential (LPP) while viewing shame-arousing pictures increased during ABM (p = .02).
During CBT, lower session by session social anxiety was consistently predicted by increased reappraisal selfefficacy, decreased suppression frequency, and decreased LPP while viewing shame-arousing pictures in the same
session and increased self-efficacy of reappraisal in the previous session (all ps < .05). No consistent predictors of
outcome emerged for ABM. Conclusions: The results suggest that changes in emotion reactivity and regulation,
and especially reappraisal, are potential specific mechanisms of change in CBT for SAD.
Paper 2
Title: Is Computer-Assisted CBT Effective in Treating Anxiety Disorders?
Authors: Golkoo Hosseini, Marna S. Barrett, Tracy Eells, Jesse H. Wright, Michael E. Thase
Abstract: Objective: Computer-assisted forms of cognitive behavior therapy (CCBT) offer greater availability to
treatment than traditional face-to-face therapy and meta-analyses have demonstrated its’ effectiveness in the
treatment of anxiety disorders. However, past reviews have often included studies with mixed diagnostic groups
(e.g., range of anxiety disorders) and have not fully assessed the importance of professional support or therapist
contact. Furthermore, with technology advancing at a rapid pace, the last decade has seen an increase in the
number of randomized trials and trials including more sophisticated technology. The purpose of this study is to
evaluate the efficacy of CCBT for Anxiety Disorders and to examine the role of clinical contact and other factors
that might affect outcome.
Method: A systematic computerized search for eligible studies was conducted using PsycINFO, Science Direct, and
Cochrane database (1806 to April 1, 2016) and Ovid MEDLINE (1946 to April 1, 2016). A total of 286 abstracts were
reviewed yielding 80 studies meeting the inclusion criteria (randomized design with control, measured outcome
using reliable symptom rating). Data regarding sample size, study quality, setting, outcome measure, type of
computer assistance, level of clinical support, and statistics necessary to calculate ES will be extracted from the
eligible studies.
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Results: The overall effect size of CCBT will be assessed as well as that within individual anxiety disorders (GAD,
Panic, Social anxiety, Phobia). The relationship between level of clinical support and CCBT efficacy will be examined
as will the influence of study quality and type of technology on outcome.
Conclusions: This paper extends the work of earlier reviews in evaluating the efficacy and clinical support of CCBT
for patients diagnosed with various anxiety disorders across a wide range of settings. Suggestions for future
directions of research regarding the effective delivery of computer-assisted therapies will be presented.
Paper 3
Title: Do Therapist Effects Differ Between Traditional and Computer-Assisted Cognitive Behavior Therapy?
Authors: Marna S. Barrett, Tracy Eells, Jesse H. Wright, & Michael E. Thase
Abstract: Aim: Computer-assisted models of CBT (CCBT) are gaining empirical support for their effectiveness in
reducing distress and at least one study has shown the effect to be equivalent to that of traditional CBT. This is
important given that the amount of therapist time involved in providing such treatments is significantly reduced
and thus treatment is more cost effective. A recently completed randomized trial of CCBT versus traditional CBT
for depression found that therapist time reduced from 16.6 hours to 5.5 hours.
Previous research has suggested that therapists account for roughly 6% to 10% of the variability in treatment
outcome. With substantial decreases in the amount of therapist support in computer-assisted treatments, one
might question whether therapist influence on outcome is similarly decreased. The goal of this study was to
compare therapist effects in a randomized controlled trial of computer-assisted CBT and traditional CBT for major
depressive disorder.
Methods: The analyses are based on data from a two site randomized controlled trial of CCBT for major depressive
disorder. Participating in this study were 8 therapists and 154 patients with each therapist providing treatment to
at least 5 patients in each condition. Because therapists provided treatment to multiple patients in both
conditions, both therapist main effect and therapist-client interaction were tested.
Results: Preliminary results indicate that overall therapist effects are small across three measures of outcome
(HRSD = 1.6%, IDS = 2.6%, BDI-II = 4.5%) and differences between conditions are negligible.
Discussion: This study offers one of the first tests of therapist effects in a randomized study of computer-assisted
CBT. Moreover, the findings offer evidence that reductions in time spent with patients as a result of computerassisted treatment does not similarly reduce influence on outcome.
Paper 4
Title: Early Response and Depression Remission in Naturalistic and Standardized Cognitive Therapy
Authors: Jacqueline B. Persons, Cannon Thomas
Abstract: Early response is a well-known predictor of treatment outcome. We asked whether the strength of the
relationship between early response and outcome was sufficient to guide clinical decision-making for the therapist
providing cognitive therapy for depression. We examined weekly scores on the Beck Depression Inventory in two
samples of depressed patients who received cognitive therapy: 124 patients who received naturalistic treatment in
a private practice setting, and 41 patients who received protocol treatment in a research setting. Results of logistic
regressions showed that a simple model based on Week 4 BDI score was as predictive of remission as more
complex models of early change (n.s. difference between the models). ROC curves showed that BDI score at week
4 was moderately predictive of remission in the naturalistic treatment (area under the curve of 0.78) and almost
completely predictive of remission in the protocol treatment (AUC of 0.94). As predicted, the relationship between
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early response and remission was weaker in the naturalistic than the protocol treatment (Wald 95% confidence
intervals for the AUC in the two samples do not overlap (Wald CI = .69 - .86 for the naturalistic sample and .87 –
1.0 for the protocol sample)). Our results point to the advantages of monitoring the depressed patient’s progress
in every session and modifying treatment when the patient does not show an early response.
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Poster Sessions
Poster 1
Title: The Relation Between Mentalization and Prosocial Behavior in the Play Therapy of a Boy with HighFunctioning Autism Spectrum Disorder
Authors: Julia C. Lynford, Michael Miller, Naomi Mejia-Murphy, Kaylene Irizarry, Seerat Kapani, Anna Rivera,
Adema Toure, Angel Vidal, & Geoff Goodman
Abstract: While previous studies have linked intervention research with therapeutic process research, the future of
intervention research lies in the combined study of specific interventions and their therapeutic processes in
conjunction with assessments of personality and intervention outcomes. Relating both interaction structures and
psychotherapy process prototypes with patient personality prototypes can inform clinicians which interventions
can be most useful in producing a specific and desired outcome. The Child Psychotherapy Process Q-Set (CPQ) has
been used to delineate four interaction structures present between a child and his or her therapist during a session
as well as define psychotherapy process prototypes adhered to during a session (Goodman & Athey-Lloyd, 2011;
Goodman, Reed, & Athey-Lloyd, 2015). Research using the California Child Q-Set (CCQ) has yielded distinct
prototypes of child personality and disorder. Two hypotheses will be tested: 1) interaction structure 2 defined by
the CPQ, “Helpful, mentalizing, confident therapist with expressive, comfortable, help-seeking child,” will correlate
more positively with the prosocial prototype of the CCQ than the other three interaction structures; and 2) based
on the operationalization of the Reflective Functioning (RF) process prototype defined by the CPQ, the RF process
prototype will correlate more positively with the prosocial prototype of the CCQ than the other three process
prototypes. These two hypotheses will be tested on a two-year play therapy conducted with a 6-year-old boy
diagnosed with high-functioning autism spectrum disorder. Results will indicate whether a treatment model that
focuses on enhancement of mentalization facilitates prosocial behavior in children so diagnosed.
Poster 2
Title: Predictors of Patient Dropout in Computerized Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depression
Authors: Iony D. Schmidt, Daniel R. Strunk, Nicholas R. Forand, Jeffrey G. Barnett, Jason Feinberg
Abstract: Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has been demonstrated to be an efficacious treatment for depression
(Strunk & DeRubeis, 2001; DeRubeis et al., 2010). Despite increasing adoption of this treatment, the need for
individual psychotherapies such as CBT continues to exceed the supply. In an effort to meet this ongoing need,
online treatments requiring considerably less labor per treatment course have been introduced. These programs
include Beating the Blues, Mood Gym, and Good Days Ahead. Research on computerized CBT (cCBT) has indicated
that the provision of help (i.e., contact with a coach or helper) is key to maximizing therapeutic benefits of these
programs (Johansson & Andersson, 2012). Overall, clinical trials have shown cCBT outperforms wait-list control
conditions and may even perform on par with face-to-face psychotherapy (Titov, 2007; Cuijpers et al., 2010).
Nonetheless, even with help, cCBT is far from universally successful. A substantial number of patients do not
respond. Others drop out of treatment prematurely. While the definition of dropout (and treatment completion)
has varied from study to study, there is reason to suspect that the rate of dropout may be an important problem
for cCBT programs, especially with studies such as de Graaf et al. (2009) suggesting that frequent use of cCBT is
positively associated with depressive improvement. Dropout rates for cCBT range from 0% to 75%, with a mean of
32% (Kaltenthaler et al., 2008).
In the context of 79 patients participating in a study of cCBT provided with support, we seek to examine predictors
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of program dropout. Overall, we observed a dropout rate of 31%. Through an examination of baseline assessment
variables and chart review, we are examining patient characteristics and variables characterizing the process of
providing support (via email and phone) as predictors of dropout risk. Work is ongoing and results will be available
at the conference.
Poster 3
Title: Are Psychotherapies with More Dropout Also Less Effective?
Authors: Catherine M. Reich, Jeffrey S. Berman
Abstract: Psychotherapy dropout is often regarded as an indicator of treatment failure. However, this assumed
relationship between dropout and outcome has not been well established. The current research consisted of three
meta-analytic studies, the results of which found (a) greater dropout from one treatment relative to another was
predictive of lower therapeutic effectiveness for the treatment completers (b) individuals who dropped out of
therapy were more distressed at posttreatment than individuals who completed therapy, and (c) individuals who
dropped out began treatment more distressed than those who completed therapy. The issue of continued
ambiguity in the meaning of dropout is discussed as well as the promising potential for future research in the area
of dropout as it relates to outcome.
Poster 4
Title: Childhood Trauma and the Impacts of Parenting in New Mothers
Author: Molly J. Kennedy, Kenneth L. Critchfield
Abstract: There is a long empirical track record finding links between childhood adversity or trauma and adult
functioning. Specificity between particular past experiences and particular adult outcomes has been difficult to
attain, however. Recent work to test Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy theory (Benjamin, 2003/2006; in press)
suggests that specificity between past and present experience does exist for interpersonal patterns and can be
used to explain more diffuse links found for broader constructs (e.g., divorce, trauma, abuse, neglect). According to
copy process theory, experiences are learned and “copied” in three basic ways: Identification (behaving as the
loved one behaved), Recapitulation (behaving as one behaved with the loved one), and Introjection (treating
oneself as once treated by the loved one). Past work has shown that these patterns are ubiquitous and can
support healthy adaptation as well as psychopathology. Copy process patterns have also been shown to be key to
conducting tailored treatments for a variety of symptoms and problems that can be traced to learning with early
attachment figures (Critchfield, Benjamin, & Levenick, 2015). Work with IRT points to the prime importance of the
parenting relationship for understanding psychopathology as well as resilience. The present study builds on
previous work (e.g., Woehrle, 2013; Critchfield & Benjamin, 2008; 2010) by focusing on the relation between new
mothers’ perceptions of their own childhood and how they see themselves as parents. Preliminary findings from
work with a small community sample will be presented and demonstrate specific ways in which initial approach to
parenting is impacted based on a spectrum of treatment during childhood and how, in turn, this begins to impact
subsequent intergenerational patterns.
Poster 5
Title: A Review of the Therapist’s Responsiveness Literature: What Do We Know?
Authors: Max B. Wu, Heidi M. Levitt
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Abstract: Research on therapist responsiveness increasingly has become a focus of the psychotherapy literature.
Over the last few decades, psychotherapy researchers have developed a body of research on the construct of
therapist responsiveness (Bacal, 1998; Stiles, Honos-Webb, & Surko, 1998) and a clearer picture of how therapists
adjust their interventions according to their individual clients’ presentations. In this literature review, we explored
the evolving understanding of therapist responsiveness and its associations with client outcomes. Findings are
organized in terms of major types of therapist interventions, including validating, empathizing, interpreting,
challenging, and rebuilding after ruptures, in order to see how researchers described responsiveness within and
across these interventions. Responsiveness to characteristics such as client attachment style and sociocultural
factors such as economic stress, race, and ethnicity also are examined.
An examination of this literature review yielded a set of principles for responsiveness. These questions will
consider key concerns that therapists may have in adapting their interventions to clients. For instance, therapists
might wonder, when is challenging clients most useful? This literature has suggested that when therapists are
emotionally attuned, they better provide support and structure to create a secure base for challenging client’s
perspectives. Also, there is documentation that therapists can adjust to session-to-session or moment-to-moment
markers by increasing their level of challenging when noticing the increased willingness to engage in difficult
emotional material or increased client initiation of discussions. By learning more about how responsiveness works
in relation to therapy interventions and client characteristics, we can expand our perspectives on how therapists
work with clients, and how clients are helped.
Poster 6
Title: Does parenting self-efficacy moderate response to treatments for children with ADHD Inattentive
Presentation?
Author: Yuanyuan Jiang, Lauren Haack, Linda Pfiffner
Abstract: Parenting self-efficacy describes parents’ beliefs in their ability to effectively raise their children.
Although research shows that these beliefs are associated with relevant parenting outcomes (Jones & Prinz, 2005),
no studies have examined whether parenting self-efficacy moderates treatment outcomes for single versus
multicomponent psychosocial treatments (e.g., combination of parent training, child skills training, and/or
classroom intervention) or for children with the predominantly inattentive presentation of ADHD (ADHD-I). The
Child Life and Attention Skills (CLAS) program is a psychosocial intervention tailored for ADHD-I, and targets
difficulties through joint teacher, parent, and child components. In a randomized controlled trial across 2 sites,
children obtained CLAS (which involved concurrent group parent training, group child skills training, and teacher
consultations), parent-focused treatment (PFT, which included only the parent group), or treatment as usual
(TAU). Prior findings showed that CLAS led to significant improvement in various teacher- and parent-reported
child outcomes (Pfiffner et al., 2014). The current study examined whether pre-treatment parenting self-efficacy is
associated with differential responses on outcomes to CLAS and PFT as compared to TAU. Linear regressions
investigated whether baseline parenting self-efficacy interacted with treatment to predict specific treatment
outcomes (parent- and teacher-rated inattention symptoms, social skills, organizational skills, and global
improvement). Findings showed that parenting self-efficacy moderated treatment response most prominently for
parent-rated outcomes. More specifically, moderation for PFT alone occurred for parent-rated inattentive
symptoms, β = -.27, p < .01, and organizational skills, β = -.26, p < .01, whereas moderation for IPT occurred for
parent-rated social skills, β = .19, p < .05. Simple slopes demonstrated that IPT was associated with improvement in
parent-rated inattentive symptoms, organizational skills, and social skills for a wider range of degrees of parenting
self-efficacy than PFT. Overall, improvement on certain CLAS outcomes may be more robust across levels of
parenting self-efficacy than PFT.
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Poster 7
Title: A thematic analysis of perceived gold-standard alliance-centered training practices in clinical and counseling
psychology graduate programs
Author: Nicholas R. Morrison, Terence Howard, Shannon Slater, Michael J. Constantino
Abstract: Aim: The therapeutic alliance is an empirically-supported element of successful psychotherapy, and APA
accreditation standards emphasize the importance of trainees being able to establish and maintain effective
alliances with their patients. However, training programs’ perspectives on gold-standard alliance-centered training
practices remain unclear. This qualitative study aimed to cultivate an understanding of what training programs
consider ideal alliance training practices and the barriers that may interfere with them. Methods: Data derived
from an open-ended survey that examined participant (N = 13) reactions to the initial survey results of a larger,
closed-ended survey of directors of APA-accredited clinical and counseling doctoral programs in the United States
and Canada. We analyzed the open-ended questions with thematic analysis, an inductive method for gaining a rich
understanding of participants’ perceptions of target phenomena. Two analysts independently reviewed the data
across 5 question domains and generated initial categories before coming together to discuss emerging themes.
Results: Although respondents suggested ideals for alliance-centered training practices, no consensual gold
standard for such practices emerged. Moreover, respondents indicated that the greatest barrier to implementing
their ideas for enhancing alliance training was a lack of interest, which ran counter to our expectation that
logistical concerns would be the most prominent barriers. Additionally, most respondents did not endorse plans to
change their program’s alliance training in the next 5 years. Discussion: These results, though preliminary, help
shed light on perceived ideal alliance training practices and current gaps in achieving them.
Poster 8
Title: What Determines Response to Email Appeals for Unpublished Data in Meta-Analysis?
Author: Shea M. Voss, William Ellison
Abstract: One frequently cited shortcoming of meta-analyses is that their findings are limited by what is reported
in the studies they synthesize (Timulak & Creaner, 2013). For example, a meta-analyst might find that a primary
study lacks details that would be crucial in deciding whether it fits inclusion criteria or in comparing its effect size
to other studies, leading to exclusion of the study from the meta-analysis. This can, in turn, produce bias in the
analysis’s overall conclusions. One frequent way to solve this problem is to reach out to the authors of these
published studies to gather more information about the sample, design, results, or other necessary details. This
practice is often seen as useful in decreasing bias and improving the power of the meta-analysis (Rothstein &
Bushman, 2012). However, this claim has also been challenged because response rates to these appeals are
typically low and non-random, potentially leading to an increase in bias (Ferguson & Brannick, 2012). The present
study uses a meta-analysis of Dialectical Behavior Therapy to analyze what factors correspond to responses to
emailed appeals for additional information, including the primary study’s effect size, setting in which the trial was
conducted, year of publication of the report, and impact factor of the publication outlet. Conclusions from this
investigation have implications for whether appeals to authors for unpublished information are likely to bias
overall conclusions due to these factors. In addition, the findings will help consumers of the psychotherapy
literature interpret existing meta-analyses in light of possible bias.
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Poster 9
Title: Moving “beyond Baron and Kenny” to examine indirect effects in a comparative clinical trial for severe
generalized anxiety disorder
Authors: Alice E. Coyne, Michael J. Constantino, Henny A. Westra, & Martin M. Antony
Abstract: A recent trial for generalized anxiety disorder (GAD; Westra, Constantino, & Antony, 2016) revealed that
patients receiving either cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) integrated with motivational interviewing (MI) or CBT
alone had comparable outcomes at posttreatment. However, across a 1-year follow up, MI-CBT patients exhibited
significantly more worry reduction than CBT patients. To understand possible mechanisms of this longer-term
treatment effect, a recent study examined whether less patient trusting compliance, a theory-specific mechanism
of MI, mediated the effect of treatment on follow-up worry. There was a significant indirect effect of treatment on
outcome through compliance; CBT therapists promoted more compliance among their patients, which in turn
facilitated better outcomes for CBT patients. Though CBT patients’ outcomes remained inferior to MI patients, the
presence of more compliance made the advantage of MI less pronounced. In the present study, we examined
whether this “suppression” effect was also evident at posttreatment where the groups’ outcomes were
indistinguishable without compliance in the model. Patients with severe GAD were randomly assigned to receive
either 4 MI sessions followed by 11 CBT sessions (n = 42) or 15 sessions of CBT (n = 43). Therapists rated patient
interpersonal behavior (via the Impact Message Inventory) at 5 sessions throughout treatment, and patient rated
their worry at baseline, each session, and posttreatment. Using bootstrap methods for analyzing indirect effects,
we replicated the indirect effect of treatment on outcome through compliance, but now when outcome was
measured at posttreatment. Moreover, with compliance in the model, there was a near significant main effect of
treatment on worry favoring MI-CBT, which was suppressed to indistinguishable when the indirect effect was not
accounted for. Results will be discussed regarding their clinical and empirical implications, the latter of which
highlights the need to move “beyond Baron and Kenny” (Hayes, 2009) when testing indirect effects.
Poster 10
Title: Group Psychodynamic Interpersonal Psychotherapy (GPIP) for Depression in a Rehabilitation Psychology
Context: Pilot Study Examination of Group Process and Changes in Depression
Authors: Stephanie A. Wiebe, Louise Balfour, John Kowal, Peter Henderson, Danijela Maras, Lucia Farinon, Giorgio
A. Tasca
Abstract: Depression is a common co-morbidity among people living with chronic health conditions and disabilities
in rehabilitation psychology settings (Martz & Livneh, 2007) and is associated with worse clinical outcomes for
these patients including greater risk of hospitalization, disability and early mortality (Krishnan et al., 2002). The
effectiveness of Group Psychodynamic Interpersonal Psychotherapy (GPIP) as a treatment for depression is well
documented in the literature (Leszcz & Kobos, 2008; Yalom & Leszcz, 2005). To date, few studies have examined
GPIP in rehabilitation settings in people who have co-morbid mental health issues and physical disabilities. Thus,
the goal of the current pilot study is to examine trajectories of change in depression and psychological distress
among patients with depression participating in GPIP in an outpatient rehabilitation psychology setting. Method:
We will present data obtained from a program evaluation project in a rehabilitation centre. Hierarchical Linear
Modeling will be used to examine the trajectory change in depression as measured using the Patient Health
Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) and psychological distress as measured using the Outcome Questionnaire (OQ-45) across
16 sessions of GPIP. We will also examine the association between patient outcomes and group cohesion. Further,
we will examine clinical change in outcome scores using the Reliable Change Index (RCI; Jacobson & Truax, 1991).
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Hypotheses: We predict that depression and psychological distress scores will demonstrate session-by-session
linear decreases across the 16 weekly group sessions and that improvements in depression and psychological
distress will be associated with higher levels of group cohesion across sessions. Implications: These results will
provide preliminary data toward our understanding of the process and clinical outcomes of GPIP, and group
psychotherapy more generally, for patients with depression in a rehabilitation setting and ultimately contribute to
a better understanding of psychotherapy treatment for depression in a rehabilitation context.
Poster 11
Title: A Qualitative Study of Feminist Multicultural Therapy with Male Clients
Authors: Elizabeth Nutt Williams, Jacob Wolf
Abstract: Feminist multicultural therapy (FMCT) is an integrative approach to psychotherapy that emphasizes a
contextual perspective in understanding psychological distress (Williams & Barber, 2004). Clients are seen as acting
within in a larger system of environmental resources and strains. FMCT builds on the work of feminist therapy and
multicultural counseling as both feminism and multiculturalism are complimentary ideals that promote social
change and empowerment (Enns, Williams, & Fassinger, 2013). The call to integrate feminist and multicultural
therapies into one cohesive model emphasized the idea of power and responsibility (Williams & Barber, 2004).
Thus, the model is broadly inclusive of a variety of social identities. Writing and research in the field of feminist
multicultural counseling asserts that the model is applicable to all people, regardless of sex, gender, race, ethnicity,
etc.; yet there is only some evidence to support this claim (Brown, 2010a, 2010b; Mintz & Tager, 2013). Thus the
experiences of feminist multicultural therapists working with male clients were studied using Consensual
Qualitative Research (CQR) (Hill, Thompson, & Williams, 1997). Phone interviews were conducted with practicing
licensed or license-eligible therapists who had worked with at least one male client in the past six months.
Consistent with the theoretical approach, all of the therapists interviewed expressed their belief that psychological
symptoms can be seen as a reaction to a loss of power or related to the effects of an oppressive system. When
asked about applicability of the feminist multicultural model of counseling to male clients, in particular, the
therapists believed that the model is broad enough for varying types of intersecting social identities. How the
model is expressed, however, may differ significantly across clients, necessitating a personalized approach to the
psychotherapy. Implications of the findings and directions for future psychotherapy research and practice will be
discussed.
Poster 12
Title: Group-based psychotherapies at a rehabilitation centre: Preliminary examination of patient characteristics
and treatment uptake
Authors: Danijela Maras, Louise Balfour, John Kowal, Stephanie Wiebe, Lucia Farinon, Giorgio A Tasca
Abstract: Background: Patients living with a disability or chronic illness often experience psychological difficulties.
Psychological well-being can also impact overall adjustment and health outcomes. The Clinical Psychology
Outpatient Program at The Ottawa Hospital Rehabilitation Centre (TOHRC) provides psychological treatment to
individuals living with a disability or chronic health condition. The program has recently transitioned from a largely
individual-based approach, in favor of a group-based approach to psychotherapy. The new psychological services
include Group-based Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (GCBT), and Group Psychodynamic Interpersonal
Psychotherapy (GPIP). There is a paucity of research examining predictors of group treatment uptake, drop-out,
and outcomes in the rehabilitation patient population. Patient attachment style is increasingly being recognized as
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an important predictor of treatment fit and outcomes in different patient populations.
Methods: Patients are asked to complete baseline questionnaires assessing depression, anxiety, psychological
distress, quality of life, and adult attachment style. Patients are admitted to either the GCBT or GPIP treatment,
based on severity of depressive symptoms, as measured by the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (i.e. score of >10 =
GCBT; > 15 = GPIP), as well as patient preferences and clinician recommendations. Treatment and outcome
monitoring occurs throughout group therapy sessions.
Results: The present study will describe the new group-based psychotherapies offered at TOHRC. Patient sociodemographics, type of disability or chronic illness, and baseline levels of depression, anxiety, psychological distress,
quality of life, and adult attachment style will be reported. Preliminary process and outcome data will also be
presented.
Conclusion: Given the new group-based structure of the Clinical Psychology Outpatient Program at TOHRC, it is
important to assess the implementation of the program and understand the patient population being served by
the program. Results will help inform the ongoing evolution of the program, and help further tailor the newlyimplemented group-based psychological services to optimize patient treatment match and treatment outcomes.
Poster 13
Title: The Effect of MDMA on Therapeutic Alliance in a Phase 2 Clinic Trail of MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy for
the Treatment of PTSD: A Secondary Analysis Protocol
Authors: Emily N. Williams, Joshua Woolley
Abstract: Purpose: MDMA-assisted psychotherapy continues to show promise as an adjunct to more traditional
treatments in patients with treatment-refractory PTSD. The purpose of this project is to evaluate the effect of 3,4methelyenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) on therapeutic alliance in an already completed Phase 2 clinical trial
of the use of MDMA–assisted psychotherapy for the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
Methods: During this already completed phase 2 clinical trial, subjects participated 13 psychotherapy sessions,
including three sessions in which subjects ingested 125mg of MDMA and engaged in an approximately 8 hour
psychotherapy session. Video and transcripts of these psychotherapy sessions will be used in a linguistic and
behavioral analysis investigating markers of therapeutic alliance before, during, and after MDMA-assisted
psychotherapy. Language-based indicators of therapeutic alliance will be quantified using a text analysis
application called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC2015). We will also quantify behavioral coordination
between the patient and therapist, such as posture, gestures, and mannerisms, during each session using an
automated computer-based approach. This novel approach will allow for fine-grained analysis of verbal and nonverbal behaviors in patient and therapist. These
behavioral and verbal markers will be correlated with more traditional, well-validated, questionnaire measures of
therapeutic alliance (e.g.,Working Alliance Inventory- Self Report, WAI-SR) as well as with the primary clinical
outcomes of the parent study (e.g., decreases in PTSD symptoms, Clinician Administered PTSD Scale, CAPS).
Results: We present a protocol for a secondary analysis of an already completed randomized controlled study to
evaluate the effect of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for the treatment of PTSD. Results from this analysis will
provide high-impact data on the mechanisms of MDMA-psychotherapy, a critical next step in developing a
behavioral biomarker for efficacious MDMA-assisted psychotherapy.
Conclusions: The overarching goal of this study is to determine the effects of MDMA on therapeutic alliance in a
psychotherapeutic relationship. In the proposed study, we will perform both verbal and behavioral analysis of
MDMA-assisted therapy sessions as well as non-drug psychotherapy sessions to quantify markers for synchrony,
rapport, and empathy. With this protocol, we aim to investigate the mechanisms of change in therapeutic alliance
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induced by MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. This study may provide support for further inquiry into the
psychotherapeutic explanations for the marked clinical improvements in psychedelic studies.
Poster 14
Title: Sustaining evidence based practices for collaborative care in primary care settings with depressed minority
patients
Authors: Kelly Carleton, Wilson, K., Blackmore, M., Urvashi, P., Stein, D, Chung, H.
Abstract: Rationale: Use of evidence-based practices to enhance integration of behavioral health into primary care
settings has been successfully tested through various implementation models. However, barriers to engaging
patients may prevent sustainable adoption of these models. The Bronx Behavioral Health Integration Program (BBHIP), a collaborative care initiative, addresses issues surrounding care access and barriers to treatment adherence
by employing evidence-based, measurement-informed care.
Methods: A prospective, natural experimental design compared depression symptom severity outcomes for
Montefiore primary care sites employing treatment as usual co-located care (N = 12 sites; 122 patients) and sites
utilizing CCM with enhanced between visit care (N = 7 sites, 118 patients). CCM sites integrated behavioral health
teams (e.g. consulting psychiatrist, licensed social worker, and care manager) thoroughly trained in CBT-based
treatments into primary care clinics. Depression symptom severity was measured with the Patient Health
Questionnaire 9 (PHQ-9). Patients enrolled at CCM sites received enhanced integrated care with between visit
follow up focused on CBT principles. Ten to 16 weeks (mean = 11.3) following enrollment, patients were readministered the PHQ-9 by a trained and blinded independent assessor over the phone.
Results: Significant within group reductions in depressive symptoms were observed in the co-location sites
(difference, 2.23, p = .0003) and CCM practices (difference, 5.04, p = .0001). Between group differences indicated
patients at the CCM sites using enhanced between visit care demonstrated a significantly greater reduction in
depressive symptoms compared to patients at the co-location sites (difference, -2.81; p = .0005).
Conclusions: The CCM intervention appears to result in significantly greater reduction in depressive symptoms
compared to the treatment as usual co-location model. Adapting CBT-based treatments to best fit the demands of
primary care settings may strengthen providers’ ability to manage larger caseload and improve clinical outcomes,
and yields the needed elements to support a case-based payment model.
Poster 15
Title: How Therapists Carry Their Clients’ Presence with them Between Sessions
Authors: Graham G. Knowlton, Sarah Knox, Jennifer Cook
Abstract: The therapeutic relationship is of utmost importance in predicting therapeutic outcome. In this vital
relationship, both therapist and client affect each other and influence the course of therapy. Much of the research
surrounding the therapeutic process and relationship has focused on in-session factors (e.g., interventions,
transference/countertransference dynamics). Although such in-session processes are immensely important, most
of clients’ and therapists’ time is spent apart from each other, which leaves a huge portion of the overall
therapeutic process unexplored. Studying what happens between sessions could have important implications, as it
could shine light on the continuity, or lack thereof, of therapeutic growth from session to session. Although some
research has examined clients’ internal representations of therapists, scant literature focuses on how therapists
carry the presence of their clients with them between sessions.
The current study sought to begin to fill this gap in the literature. We examined therapists’ experience of being
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deeply touched or moved by clients and then carrying around clients’ presence with them when not in session,
using consensual qualitative research (CQR; Hill, 2012) to explore this phenomenon. More specifically, we
investigated therapists’ overall thoughts about such experiences (e.g., frequency, types of clients with whom they
occur, why they occur, when/where they occur, training regarding such experiences), and also asked therapists to
describe a specific example of such an experience. Within this latter focus, we asked about what precipitated the
experience, the experience itself, and its impact.
Poster 16
Title: Perfectionism and Generalized Anxiety Disorder: Investigating the Mediating Effect of Emotion Dysregulation
Authors: Nikoo Shirazi, Jeanne C. Watson
Abstract: Perfectionism is conceptualized to consist of adaptive and maladaptive dimensions; while adaptive
perfectionism has been linked to satisfaction with life and positive mood (Hill, Huelsman, & Araujo, 2010),
maladaptive perfectionism has been associated with high stress levels and poor emotional adjustment (Aldea &
Rice, 2006). One component that has been proposed to constitute maladaptive perfectionism is socially prescribed
perfectionism (SPP; Hewitt & Flett, 1991), which entails a striving for approval from others coupled with the belief
that others expect perfection. Recent empirical work suggests that SPP is significantly associated with various
anxiety disorders such as generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and individuals with SPP and GAD have problems with
emotion regulation (Aldea & Rice, 2006). Considering the prevalence of GAD worldwide (Baxter, Scott, Vos, &
Whiteford, 2013), it is essential to uncover the pathways by which maladaptive perfectionism is related to GAD.
The purpose of the current study was to examine emotion dysregulation as a potential mediator in the relationship
between maladaptive perfectionism and GAD in adults. 80 individuals between the ages of 18 and 65 completed
the measures of the Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS; Hewitt & Flett, 1991), the Difficulties in Emotion
Regulation Scale (DERS; Gratz & Roemer, 2004), and the Generalized Anxiety Disorder Questionnaire-IV (GAD-Q-IV;
Newman et al., 2002). The results of mediation analyses revealed that emotion dysregulation statistically mediated
the relationship between SPP and GAD (β=.68, p<.05). Both SPP and emotion dysregulation accounted for 45% of
the variance in GAD scores. These findings may have important treatment implications since GAD has been
characterized by persistent symptomatic recurrence (Borkovec &Ruscio, 2001). Understanding the role of
perfectionism and emotion dysregulation in the functioning of individuals with GAD may assist in generating new
forms of intervention that could be more effective in providing a consistent level of symptom reduction and
functionality.
Poster 17
Title: Neuroticism, irritability, and group CBT for adolescents with depressive symptoms
Authors: Pardis M. Khosravi, Anaid Atasunteva, Victoria E. Cosgrove
Abstract: Objective/Background: Irritability, a noted feature of adolescent depression, is defined as annoyance and
touchiness and characterized by anger. The primary aim of this study was to examine the effect of group cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) on irritability in adolescents with depressive symptoms. We hypothesized that
adolescents would report significantly reduced irritability after treatment. Further, we hypothesized that
adolescents high in neuroticism would show smaller reductions in irritability than adolescents low in neuroticism.
Method: Participants were recruited through the Cosgrove Prevention and Intervention Lab as part of a larger
study. Participants were youth with mood symptoms, ages 12-17, who participated in a group CBT intervention.
Participants completed the Affective Reactivity Index (ARI) measuring irritability pre- and post-group and the Five-
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Factor Personality Inventory-Children measuring personality factors including neuroticism pre-group. Depressive
symptoms were measured pre- and post-group using the Child’s Depression Rating Scale-Revised (CDRS-R), a
clinician-rated 17-item interview. Analyses were performed using SPSS 23.0. A paired samples t-test was
conducted to compare the difference in irritability before and after the group CBT intervention. By time of
presentation, we anticipate complete data for 10-15 additional participants and will complete moderator analyses
to determine whether neuroticism moderates the pre- to post-group change in irritability.
Results: Adolescents (N=31) from both genders (F=24, 77%, M=7, 23%) had a mean age of 14.39 (SD=1.48). The
mean CDRS-R score was 49.71 (SD=14.73). There was a significant difference in pre-group ARI scores (M=8.4,
SD=2.59) and post-group ARI scores (M=3.9, SD=3.78); t(9)=4.26, p<.01. Moderator analyses will be presented in
the final poster.
Conclusions: Self-reported irritability significantly decreased following a group CBT intervention for adolescents
focused on mood management skills. Irritability manifests emotionally as anger and behaviorally as temper
outbursts; thus, reduced irritability will likely reduce family and peer conflict and improve interpersonal
functioning. Neuroticism may moderate this outcome which may help us better understand a patient’s prognosis,
allowing us to make better informed decisions about supplementing additional care to improve outcome.
Poster 18
Title: Moving on, or starting over? Time series analysis of session quality and outcomes for clients who transfer
between therapists
Authors: Seini O’Connor, Dennis M. Kivlighan Jr.
Abstract: Research indicates that transferring between counselors can be very disruptive for clients, with many
dropping out when faced with this prospect. For those who do continue counseling, a trusting relationship with
not only their counselor but the clinic seems to be important. In such cases, the transfer might be experienced as a
‘rupture’ in a continuous, single-setting counseling experience, rather than a complete ‘starting over’. To test this
possibility, we studied therapeutic relationship quality (using the Working Alliance Inventory—WAI, the Real
Relationship Inventory—RR, and the Session Evaluation Scale—SES) and outcomes (Inventory of Interpersonal
Problems—IIP, and Outcomes Questionnaire—OQ) for 12 long-term therapy clients who transferred between
counselors in a training clinic. Scores from 20 pre-transfer and 20 post-transfer sessions were analyzed. Using
hierarchical linear modelling, we modelled linear and quadratic changes in relationship quality and outcomes
before and after transfers. Results indicated that within aggregated clients (level one), mean WAI, RR, and SES
scores were all significantly lower after the transfer, and mean IIP scores were significantly higher. Nevertheless,
across all sessions there were significant patterns of positive linear and quadratic change in SES. For RR, there was
a significant quadratic by transfer interaction, such that pre-transfer scores started higher, decreased slightly and
then increased (U-shaped), and post-transfer scores started lower, increased quickly, and then increased more
slowly. Between clients (level two), there were significant differences in WAI, RR, and SES changes across the
transfer, how the WAI changed linearly and quadratically over all sessions, and how linear and quadratic changes
in the RR differed pre- and post-transfer. These findings suggest that, as with ruptures, transfers may result in
short-term declines in relationship quality and client outcomes, but many clients are able to quickly ‘move on’ and
continue positive patterns of change.
Poster 19
Title: Mind the Gap: Bridging Research and Practice
Authors: Jade Ozawa-Kirk, Charles Johnson, Uma P. Dorn
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Abstract: Mental health clinicians have an ethical obligation to provide the highest standard of care for their
clients. Despite or because of this requirement, debate has continued over the gap between research and practice
in the field for decades (Goldfried, 2010; Wolfe, 2012; Jones, 1986; Harari, 1987). From as early as 1933 there has
been discussion on this topic (Goldfried, 2010), and yet it has persisted, suggesting that both practitioner variables
(Henderson, et al., 2006; Bearman, et al., 2015) and training and practice structures fail to meet the needs of
science-practice integration(Henderson, et al., 2006; Bearman, et al., 2015; Wolfe, 2012; Wright, 2005; Goldfried,
2010). Researchers’ attitudes toward practice integration are well documented while clinicians’ experiences are
lacking in the literature. Through semi-structured interviews we examined and compared researcher and
practitioner perspectives on the research-practice gap. Our pilot study found numerous systemic barriers to
integration including cost, accessibility, and lack of collaboration. The primary support factors found were personal
qualities and motivations of clinicians and researchers. Our findings corroborate the existence of the researchpractice gap, and indicate that clinicians and researchers alike view this as a problem. We suggest systemic
changes that may bridge the research-practice gap, and propose a model to facilitate collaboration between
researchers and clinicians.
Poster 20
Title: Biological markers of stress response in behavioral intervention for childhood disruptive behaviors: Ecological
momentary assessment of salivary cortisol, α-amylase, mood, and behavior
Authors: Mei Yi Ng, Nazc-a-ru H. Gonzalez, Douglas A. Granger, James Slavet, & John R. Weisz
Abstract: Objective: Theories suggesting that aggressive and antisocial behaviors emerge in individuals with low
sensitivity to stress are partially supported by research linking disruptive behavior among children to biological
markers of stress response, including cortisol and salivary α-amylase (sAA) (e.g., Gordis et al., 2006). However, this
research has predominantly involved single-occasion laboratory stress inductions and subjective behavioral
reports, limiting advancement in the use of these biomarkers for clinical applications. To understand how stress
responses relate to disruptive behavior in a naturalistic treatment context, we used an ecological momentary
assessment approach to examine associations among salivary cortisol, sAA, perceived stress, and observed
behaviors in children attending a six-week version of the Summer Treatment Program (STP), an intensive group
behavioral intervention with behavioral parent-training that has been identified as an empirically supported
therapy (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). Method: Participants were 19 treatment-seeking children aged 6-12 years
(mean=8.89 years, 89.5% male). Saliva was sampled four times between 8:00 AM and 3:15 PM on six days at the
program’s start, middle, and end. Child reports of momentary mood and naturally occurring stressors (e.g.,
teasing, fighting) were obtained before saliva sampling. In addition, child disruptive and prosocial behaviors were
documented continuously throughout the day. Results: General linear models (SAS PROC GLM) revealed that
steeper diurnal cortisol slopes were significantly associated with lower daily disruptive behavior counts, longer
periods of rule following, and less negative affect following stressful peer interactions; higher morning sAA was
also significantly associated with longer rule-following periods. Further analyses are planned to examine withinand between-child associations among momentary behavioral counts, mood, cortisol, and sAA, with the aim of
investigating whether baseline differences or changes in biological stress response predict treatment outcomes.
Conclusion: Personalized monitoring of stress biomarkers may yield useful insights into differential response to
behavioral interventions among children with disruptive behavior.
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Poster 21
Title: Eating Disorder, Body Image, And The Internalized Coaching Relationship Among Collegiate Female Athletes
Authors: Bridget E. Smith & Kenneth L. Critchfield
Abstract: Collegiate female athletes face strong challenges involving feminine body ideals in society and in their
sport. There is evidence to suggest that coaches play a significant role in an athlete’s psychological and identity
development, becoming internalized as important attachment figures over time (Conroy & Benjamin, 2001; Conroy
& Pincus, 2006). The coaching relationship thus has potential, like all internalized attachments, to ameliorate,
reinforce, or exacerbate problem patterns. According to Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy theory (IRT:
Benjamin, 2003/2006; in press), experiences with close attachment figures are learned and repeated in three basic
ways: Identification (behaving as the other person behaved), Recapitulation (behaving as if the other person is still
present and in charge), and Introjection (treating oneself as the other person did). Recent work to test this “copy
process theory” shows strong specificity of links between past and present relational patterns, including that when
they are maladaptive, symptoms of psychopathology result (Critchfield & Benjamin, 2008; 2010). Of particular
relevance to the present work is evidence that eating disorder has been linked to copy process (Wonderlich, Klein,
& Council, 1996), This poster describes our work using IRT’s copy process theory to weave together coaching and
eating disorder literatures that both suggest the coaching relationship will also function as a close attachment
relationship in the lives of elite athletes, for better or for worse. Preliminary data will be presented from a sample
of female college athletes asked to rate relationship patterns with their coach, their parents, and themselves,
along with measures of eating disorder and body image. Implication of the coaching relationship in copy process
links to eating disorder and body image constructs are discussed in light of both performance enhancement as well
as for clinical intervention with elite athletes in trouble.
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Saturday November 19th, 2016
Panel Session 9
Panel Title: The Psychotherapist’s Family-of-Origin and Adult Life Outcomes
Moderator: David E. Orlinsky
Panelists: Michael Helge Rønnestad, Helene A. Nissen-Lie, David E. Orlinsky
Discussant: Barry A. Farber
Panel Abstract: The understanding that consistent differences in client outcomes exist between therapists has
prompted psychotherapy researchers to investigate therapists’ professional and personal characteristics, both as
potential contributors to treatment and as topics of interest in their own right. Therapists’ professional
characteristics generally are formed during their training and subsequent career experiences. Therapists’ personal
characteristics are formed, initially at least, in their families-of-origin as they grow from childhood to adolescence.
The current panel presents innovative empirical research on characteristics and qualities of therapists’ childhood
families, and traces some of their influence on adult life and experience. Rønnestad and Orlinsky draw on
extensive data collected for many years with the Development of Psychotherapists Common Core Questionnaire
(DPCCQ) to explore the impact of family’s economic status and material resources on their psychological
functioning, quality of care, and childhood experiences of emotionally significant trauma or abuse. Following this,
Nissen-Lie and colleagues, using DPCCQ data collected in Norway, present findings on the interrelations of
therapists’ early family care and current quality of life as adults, and on the mediating and moderating influences
of personal therapy. Finally, Orlinsky, Schofield and Rønnestad analyze the influence of childhood quality of care
and significant trauma or abuse on adult attachment dimensions and on how therapists experience themselves as
partners in their close personal relationships.
Paper 1
Title: Therapists’ Early Family Life: Economic Status, Psychological Functioning, and Childhood Trauma or Abuse
Authors: Michael Helge Rønnestad, David E. Orlinsky
Abstract: Aim: Economic status is commonly reported in social science research yet is rarely recognized in research
on psychotherapists, possibly because practitioners typically attain middle or upper-middle class status. However,
the families-of-origin in which therapists grow up do vary in economic status, and these variations may affect the
quality of formative childhood experiences. The present study explores the impact of family-of-origin economic
status on therapists’ ratings of their childhood family’s emotional functioning, quality of care, and extent of trauma
or abuse.
Method: Information on therapists’ family economic backgrounds was included in recent versions of the
Development of Psychotherapists Common Core Questionnaire (DPCCQ) used by members of the SPR
Collaborative Research Network to collect data in Denmark (N=378), China (N=454) and the USA (N=81).
Results: Significantly different economic backgrounds were found for therapists in these countries. Overall, a
majority (52%) of therapists from economically challenged backgrounds rated their early family functioning
positively, but also reported they were more likely to have experienced emotionally significant trauma or abuse. By
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contrast, only 28% of therapists from economically comfortable backgrounds indicated their families functioned
well, emotionally and psychologically, but on the other hand they and those from economically secure families
were less likely to have experienced trauma or abuse. Separate analyses revealed different results for different
national subsamples, which differed from one another in numerous respects.
Discussion: Findings highlight the value of research on therapists’ personal characteristics, and the importance of
recognizing variations in social and cultural conditions in different countries.
Paper 2
Title: Interrelations of therapists’ current life quality, early family care and personal therapy experiences
Authors: Helene A. Nissen-Lie, Michael Helge Rønnestad, David E. Orlinsky
Abstract: Aims: Research on the ‘therapist as a person’ and its relevance to successful therapeutic work is an area
of study that should shed light on how therapist characteristics contribute to the ‘therapist effects’ that influence
patient outcomes. Therapists’ personal characteristics include variables such as current quality of life, early family
experience, and their own personal therapy experiences. This study explores interrelations among these variables
in a sample of psychotherapists of varied professional background, career level, and theoretical orientation.
Methods: Structural equation modeling (SEM) will be used to investigate the extent to which the quality of early
family care affects therapists’ current life quality, the degree to which that personal therapy experience is a
potential ‘mediating moderator’ of that relationship.
Results: The responses of 1600 Norwegian psychotherapists to relevant sections of the Development of
Psychotherapists Common Core Questionnaire (DPCCQ) will be analyzed.
Discussion: Findings will be discussed in terms of their implications for the use of personal therapy in therapist
training, for therapist self-care, and the quality of therapists’ clinical work.
Paper 3
Title: Early Family Experience, Adult Attachment, and Self-Experience in Close Relationships
Author: David E. Orlinsky, Margot Schofield, Michael Helge Rønnestad
Abstract: Aims: To what extent do psychotherapists’ adult attachment patterns reflect qualities of their childhood
family experiences? To what extent do therapists’ close personal relationships in adulthood reflect their
attachment patterns? The present study explores these questions, extending the research reported in the first two
studies of this panel and a prior study of adult attachment and personal relations by Schofield, Orlinsky, Wiseman
& Grant (2011).
Method: Data on therapists’ family background and childhood experiences, and on their current personal
relationships, were collected with online versions of the Development of Psychotherapists Common Core
Questionnaire (DPCCQ) from therapists in Australia (N=942) and the US (N=88). Attachment style was measured by
the ECR-12 (Wei et al, 2007).
Results: The ECR items yielded 3 meaningful higher order factors: avoidant, anxious, and secure. Relationships
between attachment styles and therapists' relational manner in personal and therapeutic interactions are
presented.
Discussion: Findings demonstrate moderate and meaningful associations between attachment style and relational
manner in both personal and professional relationships. Although correlational in nature, the analyses suggest
hypothetical patterns of influence shaping therapeutically relevant personal characteristics of therapists.
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Panel Session 10
Panel Title: "What works for whom?" in the 21st century: Ideals and applications of personalized medicine in
psychotherapy research
Moderator: Robert J. DeRubeis
Panelists: Zachary D. Cohen, Robert J. DeRubeis, John (Jack) R. Keefe
Discussants: Aaron J. Fisher
Panel Abstract: While psychotherapists have long advocated that the unique characteristics of individual patients
should strongly inform their treatment, empirical research on this subject has generally been wanting. This panel
will present a perspective on how to pursue personalized medicine research for psychotherapies, and discuss
contemporary applications of “what works for whom” that go beyond the level of the treatment package to
questions of process and mechanism. Cohen will present ideas and conclusions from a personalized medicine
conference taking place this summer at the University of Pennsylvania, The Treatment Selection Idea Lab. This
conference will bring together researchers from the fields of psychotherapy, neuroimaging, genetics, statistics, and
implementation science to discuss ways to advance treatment selection research, design and analyze studies
pertaining to treatment selection, and implement findings into clinical settings. DeRubeis will examine the
hypothesis that patient variables not only influence what treatment packages are most likely to help them, but
what processes within treatments are most conducive to change. He will discuss analyses from a trial of
computerized cCBT suggesting that the relationship between engagement in cCBT and outcome is moderated by
the prognostic status and complexity of the patient, which inform how to optimize this low-intensity treatment for
the patients it may best serve. Keefe’s presentation will address not only what treatments work best for whom,
but what mechanisms of treatment—which may be engaged by many different therapeutic interventions—a
patient is most likely to find helpful. Keefe will build on mediation findings detected in the Cornell-Penn
Psychotherapies for Panic Trial, using powerful, novel, but underutilized statistical models to examine moderation
of this mediation. Employing a combination of bootstrapped random-forest and model selection methods, Keefe
will test whether there are certain patient characteristics that make one mechanism more powerful than another
for a given patient type.
Paper 1
Title: The Treatment Selection Idea Lab: Collaborating toward the Future of Personalized Medicine in Mental
Health
Author: Zachary D. Cohen
Abstract: In June of 2016, the “Treatment Selection Idea Lab” (TSIL) will bring together researchers from around
the world to discuss the future of personalized medicine in mental health. At the TSIL, experts from diverse areas
including treatment research, neuroimaging, genetics, oncology, statistics, implementation and primary care will
present work relevant to the important question of “What works for whom.” The topic, of great importance and
increasing interest, has yet to generate substantial systematic, empirical findings that can inform treatment
selection. The meeting will cover topics ranging from methods to build the most powerful statistical models to
implementing personalized medicine in real world settings. The presenter will summarize the major conclusions of
TSIL 2016, and propose recommendations for how the field can move forward into increasingly translational work
that maximizes the potential of research to inform and improve mental health treatment.
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Paper 2
Title: Prognostic Status Moderates the Relationship between Patient Engagement and Outcome in Computerized
CBT in Depression
Authors: Robert J. DeRubeis, Marcus J. Huibers, Nicholas N. Forand
Abstract: Objective: DeRubeis et al. (2014) proposed that “patient response profiles” might moderate the
relationship between therapy process variables and outcome. The current study assesses whether prognostic
status of patients in computerized CBT for depression moderates the relationship between engagement in the
cCBT program and change in depression symptoms.
Method: Participants were randomized to 8 weeks of unsupported cCBT (n=95) or unsupported cCBT + treatment
as usual (n=92) conducted in the Netherlands. Engagement variables included number of sessions, homework
completed, mood diary uses, time spent logged in. Engagement variables were standardized and averaged to
create an engagement index. A prognostic model predicting symptom change was created from a possible 38
predictive variables using best subsets regression (final model included 6 variables). Predicted scores from this
model were used to define prognostic status.
Results: The overall Spearman correlation between engagement and symptom change was r = -.21. Using the
PROCESS macro, a continuous interaction between prognosis score and engagement predicting symptom change
was found to be significant (b = .68, p < .05, 95% CI: 0.038, 1.132). Probing this effect with the Johnson-Neyman
technique indicated that those who were predicted to improve by 35% or greater showed a significant relationship
between engagement and outcome, corresponding to about 58% of the sample, whereas those predicted to have
less than 35% showed no relationship between engagement and outcome.
Conclusions: Prognostic status, as determined by a predicted prognostic score, was associated with the
relationship between patient-initiated engagement in cCBT and symptom change. The confinement of this effect
to the good and moderate prognostic group is consistent with cCBT being a “low intensity” treatment that is most
effective for those with better prognosis. If replicated, these findings suggest that the identification of active
therapeutic processes must account for variation in patient responsiveness to these processes.
Paper 3
Title: What (Mechanism) Works for Whom: Moderated Mediation of Change in Psychotherapies for Panic Disorder
Authors: John (Jack) R. Keefe, Jacques P. Barber, Barbara L. Milrod, Dianne L. Chambless
Abstract: Investigations into moderated mediation help answer whether patient traits influence which
mechanisms of treatment are most likely to help them achieve symptomatic relief. Knowing that a particular
mechanism of change is important for particular patients would inform clinicians as to what mechanisms to focus
on in the context of individual therapies. Despite interest in such empirically “personalized” psychotherapy, almost
no research has examined this topic. We will investigate moderated mediation within the context of the CornellPenn Psychotherapies for Panic Disorder Trial (Milrod et al., 2015). Two-hundred and one patients with panic
disorder with or without agoraphobia were randomized to receive an extended Panic Control Treatment (CBT),
Applied Relaxation Training, or Panic-Focused Psychodynamic Psychotherapy. In this trial, two cross-therapy
mechanisms of treatment improvement were identified (Barber et al., 2016). In the present paper, we build on
these results. Exploratory moderator analyses using a combination of bootstrapped random-forest (Garge et al.,
2013) and AIC-based model selection (Austin & Tu, 2004) methods will be employed to detect robust moderators
of the mediation relationships. We hypothesize that intake severity in the mediators will be a significant
moderator of mediation, which will prove to be consistent with either a “capitalize on strengths” or “build on
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weaknesses” model. Moderated mediation will also be examined in the specific context of overall moderators of
treatment efficacy in the trial (Chambless et al., 2016) to see whether there is evidence that treatment-level
moderator differences are explained by the mechanisms of change that each treatment preferentially engaged.
Clinical implications of detected moderated mediation—or lack thereof—in terms of treatment selection and
process will be discussed.
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Discussion Session 4 (CE)
Title: Understanding and Supporting Psychotherapists
Moderators: Barbara L. Vivino, Barbara J. Thompson
Discussants: Clara E. Hill, Patricia Spangler, Kristen Pinto-Coelho
Abstract: The essence of psychotherapy is embodied in the therapist (Wampold, 2013). Some therapists seem to
be more effective than others, and even these therapists are differentially effective (e.g., Kraus, Castonguay,
Boswell, Nordberg, & Hayes, 2011). Recent surveys of therapists needs have focused on their needs of
psychotherapy research (Tasca et al., 2015) or of psychotherapy or practice research networks (McAleavey et al.,
2014). Although important, a broader understanding of therapist needs is still needed. For example, therapists’
access to information and support may be a significant component to their overall effectiveness as clinicians.
Variability in therapists’ effectiveness is important, as it even has implications in our understanding of treatment
effects (Baldwin and Imel, 2013). Asking therapists what they need in order to be an effective therapist is an initial
step towards discovering how to assist them, and may also uncover some of the as yet unknown components of
therapist effectiveness. Results of a survey of practitioners in private practice will be presented as a starting point
for the discussion. The therapists surveyed included a broad range of psychotherapists in private practice (MFTs,
LCSW’s, psychologists, and psychiatrists). Initial results revealed that psychotherapists in private practice were
interested in having more personal contact with peers and mentors, and would like more help in forming peer
consultation or support groups. Practitioners also reported wanting easier access to information regarding
insurance billing, business development, diversity, the Internet and social media, and medication. Many
practitioners seemed unaware of resources that were available through APA and other organizations. Results of
the survey will be explored along with recommendations for more adequately meeting the needs of clinicians.
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Paper Session 5
Session Title: Personality/Psychosis
Moderator: Kenneth Critchfield
Paper 1
Title: Predicted and observed patterns of comorbidity: A test of the Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy theory
of personality disorder prototypes
Authors: Mariafe T. Panizo, Kenneth Critchfield
Abstract: Repeated interpersonal patterns are central to case conceptualization and treatment planning in
Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy (IRT: Benjamin, 2003/2006; in press), which asserts that a patient’s problems
often reflect lessons learned in relationships with close attachment figures. The lessons and values of these figures
can be seen behaviorally in terms of three basic copy processes: (1) Identification (be like the early attachment
figure), (2) Recapitulation (act like the figure is still present and in charge), and (3) Introjection (treat myself as I
was treated). In this approach, the Structural Analysis of Social Behavior (SASB: Benjamin, 1974) is used to define
relational behavior with a high degree of specificity, allowing reliable detection of copy process patterns that are
unique to individuals and that can be used to tailor psychotherapy (Critchfield, Benjamin, & Levenick, 2015). The
same IRT framework has been used to characterize each of the DSM-IV personality disorders in terms of the
prototypical attachment-based learning of SASB-defined relational patterns (Benjamin, 1996). The resulting
interpersonal model of personality disorder predicts varying degrees of comorbidity based simply on shared
interpersonal features. Aim: One test of the IRT model is to relate theoretical prediction to observed patterns of
comorbidity. Method: In this study, a total of 93 patients were referred for personality disorder evaluation in
context of severe and comorbid psychopathology. Results: Copy process formulation results show a high degree of
correspondence between patterns of predicted and observed comorbidity in the sample. Discussion: Details of the
methods allowing for this analysis, plus implications for theory and practice are discussed.
Paper 2
Title: Early intervention with psychotic clients: Adventure therapy as a potential catalytic adjunct to treatment-asusual
Authors: Camille Girard, J. Éric Dubé, Clairélaine Ouellet-Plamondon
Abstract: Psychosis is a complex Mental Health disorder and many efforts in the field of its management and
treatment center around early intervention to allow the person to engage quickly in a recovery process and reduce
the risk of relapse (Ehmann, Gilbert & Hanson, 2004). Because of the symptoms associated with psychosis, the
recovery process is often complex, and the person who suffers from it often shows only partial response to the
usual methods of treatment (Voruganti & al., 2006). The use of adjunct interventions to treatment-as-usual is
advocated by many in order to support the person in their recovery process, and to promote adherence to
treatment. Among such potential adjuncts, Adventure Therapy (AT)—an innovative intervention modality which
uses adventure activities carried out in nature (Gass, Gillis, & Russell, 2012)—has shown promising potential in
patients who have experienced a psychotic episode. AT is conceived of as having, among other things, a catalytic
effect on perceived self-efficacy and motivation (Kelley, Coursey & Selby, 1997) that would transfer onto
therapeutic alliance with regular treatment efforts because it is carried out in a unique setting that tends to elicit
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less resistance from the patient than the clinical one. Our study aims at evaluating the impact of AT on 8 psychotic
young adults on their perception of self-efficacy and on other factors associated with their recovery process.
Interviews were conducted with the participants before, immediately following, and six months after a 4-day
group adventure. The focus of the interviews was their subjective experience of AT and the process of recovery.
Self-report questionnaires (on self-efficacy and recovery) were also filled out at each measurement time. We will
present results from a qualitative analysis of the interviews at each measurement time, as well as quantitative
results pertaining to self-efficacy. Preliminary qualitative results on the first two measurement times already
suggest that a majority of the patients perceived an increase in their motivation and self-efficacy immediately
following the adventure experience (eg., changes in self-perception, a higher level of motivation in their daily
activities, etc.). Results will be discussed with specific reference to contemporary psychodynamic perspectives
(Brun & al., 2011) on adjunct treatment for patients facing severe difficulties or showing resistance to the usual
treatment.
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Paper Session 6
Session Title: Cross-Cultural Issues
Moderator: Robinder P. Bedi
Paper 1
Title: Characteristics of Psychotherapy Provided in India
Author: Robinder P. Bedi
Abstract: Relatively little is known about the practice of psychotherapy in India. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the characteristics of psychotherapy provided in India. A sample of 65 practitioners (63% female), with
at least a master’s degree, who provided psychotherapy across various parts of India were surveyed about features
of the psychotherapy they offered. Approximately 57% completed the survey online. Results indicated that
cognitive-behavioural (34%) and eclectic (31%) were the most frequently endorsed employed primary theories
(with 58% of eclectic psychotherapists endorsing technical eclecticism). Cognitive-behavioural was also the most
common secondary theoretical orientation drawn upon (26%) followed by behavioural/learning theory (18%).
Participants indicated that their theory typically “often” influenced their practice. Individual psychotherapy was, by
far, the most common modality mode, being provided about five to six times more frequently than family, couples,
and group psychotherapy. Psychotherapy is only rarely, if ever, provided remotely through the internet. Most
psychotherapy was provided in the English language followed by Hindi. This study provides preliminary
information about the nature of psychotherapy provided in India subject to replication in future, larger sample size
research.
Paper 2
Title: Missing Evidence on Indigenous Psychotherapy Clients in Four Countries: A Systematic Review
Authors: Andrew Pomerville, Rachel L. Burrage, Joseph P. Gone
Abstract: Indigenous populations in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States have similar
experiences as colonized peoples with a history of disenfranchisement and cultural erasure alongside historical and
contemporary racism. Unsurprisingly, these Indigenous populations also share distressingly high rates of
psychological illness compared to the general populations in these nations. At the same time, although culturally
tailored approaches have been designed for Indigenous clients in each of these nations, the general impression
among clinicians and researchers in these areas is that little empirical research has been conducted to establish the
treatment needs of these populations or establish the efficacy of culturally tailored approaches. This review sought
to find and integrate, to the extent possible, all existing research regarding psychotherapy with Indigenous clients
from these four countries. A systematic review of empirical research on psychotherapy for these populations
found 44 publications, the majority of which (33) concerned psychotherapy for American Indians and Alaska
Natives in the United States. Only two controlled outcome trials were found across the entire body of literature.
The results of this review suggest three central takeaways: first, although the research is limited, it appears that
there are differences in preferences and outcomes for Indigenous clients which necessitate a body of empirical
literature on psychotherapy aimed at this population; second, the incorporation of cultural practices into
treatment is widely endorsed by Indigenous clients, community members, and therapists; and third, little
psychotherapy research has been conducted in this area overall and it is vitally needed for these underserved
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populations. This presentation will explicate our review and its findings, the implications for clinicians serving
Indigenous clients, and potential next steps for psychotherapy researchers interested in working to close this
research gap.
Paper 3
Title: Systematic Treatment Selection (STS): Psychometric Properties of a Short Version of Therapist Process Rating
Scale (TPRS) and Cross-Cultural STS Factors
Authors: Satoko Kimpara, Evangelina Regner, Larry E. Beutler
Abstract: The Systematic Treatment Selection (STS) assessment system guides clinicians to examine individual
dispositional factors (characteristics) and matching interventions that enhance outcome of psychotherapy.
Therapist Process Rating Scale (TPRS) was originally developed by Beutler and his colleague to assess and monitor
therapist actual interventions using the third-raters. The study is to examine reliability and validity of a short
version of TPRS using confirmatory and exploratory factor analyses. Since the combined three samples have
differentially cultural groups, the cultural differences of these STS factors are examined using multi-group analysis.
The results reveal moderately high reliability (.727-.901) and good construct validity of five STS factors (77.3 % of
total variance). The two factors are common across these groups and the three factors are culturally specific.
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Semi-Plenary Discussion (CE)
Title: Tailoring Psychotherapy to Individual Client Needs
Panelists: Aaron Fisher, Ueli Kramer
Moderators: Tali Z. Boritz
Discussants: Barry Farber, Kelly Koerner
Plenary Abstract: The field of psychotherapy has rapidly witnessed a paradigm shift with a move towards
methodologies that advance our understanding of how to personalize psychotherapy interventions. In this invited
semi-plenary, Ueili Kramer and Aaron Fisher, two outstanding early/mid-career psychotherapy researchers, will
describe their research achievements in the area of personalized therapy, including advances in refined
assessment and formulation that inform clinical decision-making.
Presentation 1
Title: Bringing Precision Medicine to Behavioral Health
Presenter: Aaron J. Fisher
Abstract: The drive to personalize the delivery of psychotherapy is embodied in Gordon Paul’s (1967) famous
question, “What treatment, by whom, is most effective for this individual with that specific problem, and under
which set of circumstances?” However, for much of the intervening half-century, our methods for determining
treatment efficacy have been based on the outcome of RCTs – experimental designs intended to reveal relatively
macroscopic differences between large groups (i.e. treatment conditions). Moreover, post hoc moderator analyses
aimed at identifying the characteristics of optimal subpopulations have often suffered from poor replication and
statistical bias due a lack of random assignment. In medical fields such as oncology, a recent upsurge of interest in
“precision medicine” – the targeted matching of interventions to specific individuals or populations – has followed
recent advances in genetic science; however this approach has yielded little utility for psychosocial interventions
(c.f. Fisher & Bosley, 2015). It is my contention that behavioral interventions require behavioral methods.
The current talk will discuss methods for applying precision medicine concepts to behavioral data and cognitivebehavioral interventions. I will discuss data collection, analysis, and application methodologies for understanding
individual psychopathologies. To this end I will discuss methods for identifying the symptoms and behaviors that
make the greatest contribution to the structure and dynamics of individual pathologic systems and how to
leverage this information for targeted, personalized interventions.
Presentation 2
Title: Using the Motive-Oriented Therapeutic Relationship for Tailoring Psychotherapy to the Client: The Case of
Borderline Personality Disorder
Presenter: Ueli Kramer
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Abstract: This presentation will introduce the Plan Analysis approach to individualizing psychotherapy. It will make
the case that individualizing treatments is particularly helpful in therapies facing clients with personality disorders.
In order to do so, this presentation will lay out the conceptual and methodological basis of this approach, then give
a clinical example of a client presenting with borderline personality disorder and explain the use of the motiveoriented therapeutic relationship facing this client. The individualized formulation in terms of different Plans – and
how they are possibly linked with each other –will be presented and possible therapist interventions and
intervention strategies that are complementary to the client’s acceptable Plans are discussed. On the basis of the
individualized formulation, the therapy process with this client will be illustrated with verbatim. A particular
attention will be given on the specific processes involved in the therapy of personality disorders. The effectiveness
of this individualized formulation and intervention will be discussed from two perspectives: (a) short- and mediumterm symptom change and (b) short-term changes in client processes.
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Panel Session 11 (CE)
Panel Title: Empirical and Clinical Approaches to Personalizing Therapist Responsiveness
Moderator: George Silberschatz
Panelists: George Silberschatz, John Snyder, Katie Aafjes- van Doorn
Discussant: John T. Curtis
Panel Abstract: The concept of therapist responsiveness has received increasing attention in the psychotherapy
literature. Practicing clinicians and psychotherapy researchers alike would generally agree that therapists who are
responsive to their patients are likely to be more effective than therapists who are not. What constitutes
responsiveness and how to be assess it remains an important issue in the field. This panel presents different
approaches to personalizing therapist responsiveness. In the first paper, Silberschatz provides an overview of how
he and his colleagues assess responsiveness in an individualized way using reliable case formulations. In the second
paper, Snyder describes a new measure, the Patient’s Experience of Attunement and Responsiveness (“PEAR”),
that patients complete after each session. In the third paper, Aafjes - van Doorn describes a clinical example of a
rupture in the treatment of a highly traumatized young woman and shows how the therapist utilized measurebased feedback (session by session measures of the PEAR) to identify that a rupture occurred and to address this
error with the patient.
Paper 1
Title: Looking at therapist responsiveness through the patient’s eyes:
Author: George Silberschatz
Abstract: The therapeutic or working alliance – I use the terms interchangeably and will generally refer to the
alliance – is among the most written about and studied aspects of psychotherapy. Hundreds of studies have
consistently found a statistically significant (but relatively small) correlation between the quality of the alliance and
treatment outcome. Despite the voluminous research and many thousands of articles on the alliance, the concept
remains somewhat fuzzy and lacking in clinical precision. A term that best describes the alliance (and a good
therapeutic relationship more broadly) is “rapport” – a relationship characterized by emotional affinity or mutual
trust. However, building and maintaining an alliance or rapport is certainly not a uniform process. Patients differ
substantially in what constitutes rapport, nor is the meaning of alliance uniform or constant over a long term
therapy. Two approaches to bringing more precision to the alliance concept will be discussed. The first is a case
specific approach of formulating the patient’s problems, goals, and conflicts and then determining the degree to
which the therapist’s interventions or attitudes are aligned with the patient’s particular needs (i.e., how good an
ally is the therapist for this particular patient?). The second approach begins by assessing what the patient’s
relationship preferences are and comparing those with the therapist’s preferences. Both of these approaches are
likely to strengthen research findings on how the alliance is related to outcome. And equally, if not more
important, these strategies provide useful clinical guidelines and may enhance psychotherapy training.
Paper 2
Title: Evaluating therapist responsiveness on a larger scale
Author: John Snyder, George Silberschatz
Abstract: Therapist responsiveness is an important but understudied aspect of psychotherapy. Hatcher (2015) has
described therapist responsiveness as the therapist’s moment-to-moment ability to adjust responses to the
current client interaction. But how do we evaluate the accuracy of therapists’ responsiveness in a clinical setting?
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In most psychotherapy cases, the therapist must rely on his or her own clinical judgment when choosing a
response and subsequently evaluating that response. This is problematic due to a tendency for clinicians to
overestimate the accuracy of their own clinical decision-making. Indeed, Miller, Spengler, & Spengler (2015) have
pointed out that clinical decision-making is least accurate when there are multiple judgments - precisely the case in
psychotherapy. It has been suggested that an important area of focus should be on evidence-based decisionmaking and development of technology to support clinical decision-making (Goldberg et al., 2002). This portion of
the panel discussion will focus on a relatively new measurement tool, the Patient’s Experience of Attunement and
Responsiveness (“PEAR”). The tool is a brief questionnaire that can be administered on a larger scale to help
therapists evaluate their clinical decisions, enabling them to make appropriate adjustments in subsequent
sessions. The tool can further be utilized in research to increase our understanding of the types of patient
experiences that lead to attuned therapist responses.
Paper 3
Title: Using patient feedback to correct alliance ruptures: A clinical illustration
Authors: Katie Aafjes - van Doorn, John Snyder
Abstract: We know that psychotherapy can be an effective treatment for a variety of mental health problems,
however many patients don’t improve, drop-out or even deteriorate. To make matters worse, we tend to think we
are above average therapists and are very poor at predicting whether patients are benefiting from our therapy or
not. Although ruptures in the alliance are part and parcel of clinical practice, therapists are often unaware of
ruptures experienced by the patient, leaving no space for repair and potentially leading to drop-out and/or less
effective treatments. One way to overcome this blind spot is by asking the patient for feedback; monitoring
progress and identifying potential ruptures in the alliance, which makes it possible to personalize and adapt our
interventions according to the particular needs of the individual.
This presentation describes a clinical example of a rupture in the treatment of a highly traumatized young woman.
We show how the therapist utilized measure-based feedback (session by session measures of attunement and
outcome) to identify that a rupture occurred and to address this error with the patient. To understand how and
why the particular intervention with this patient was experienced as a rupture, this case will be described in the
context of the control-mastery theory concept of the “patient’s plan”. This rupture, once identified and addressed,
ultimately allowed for greater insight and progress on the part of the patient. Data from both process and
outcome measures are presented and provide objective evidence beyond the therapists own clinical judgment.
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Panel Session 12
Panel Title: The Perfectionism Social Disconnection Model in Group Psychotherapy: Influence on process and
outcome and effectiveness of a psychodynamic treatment.
Moderator: Paul L. Hewitt
Panelists: Xiaolei Deng, Janet Kaldas, Lisa Zhang, Paul L. Hewitt
Abstract: The importance of perfectionism as a vulnerability factor in psychological dysfunction has been
demonstrated extensively over the past and one component of the perfectionism construct, self-related
perfectionistic attitudes, has been shown to have a deleterious effect on individual psychotherapy outcome for
depression (e.g., Zuroff et al., 2000). Based on our Perfectionism Social Disconnection Model (Hewitt et al., 2006;
in press), we have proposed, that perfectionism, a multifarious personality and interpersonal style comprising
perfectionism traits, perfectionistic self-presentation, and internal perfectionistic self-relational components (see
Hewitt et al., 2015, in press), develops from and is driven by inordinate and thwarted needs to belong and
avoidance of rejection. The perfectionistic individual attempts to establish social connection by attempting or
appearing to be perfect; however, these attempts produce negative reactions to the individual culminating in
alienating social rejections. This process, we believe, creates the widespread vulnerability to dysfunction that
perfectionists experience and negatively influences the perfectionistic individual’s ability to benefit from
treatment. In our Perfectionism and Psychopathology Lab at the University of British Columbia, one focus has been
on developing and refining a psychodynamic treatment for perfectionism (Hewitt et al. 2015) and a second focus
on attempting to determine the nature, extent, and mechanisms involved in the deleterious effects of
perfectionism in psychotherapy. In this presentation, we present some of this research in the context of group
psychotherapy. The first two papers will focus on the influence of perfectionism traits and self-presentational
components on group psychotherapy process in psychodynamic and cbt based treatments, and the third will
contrast the effectiveness of a cbt based group treatment on symptoms versus perfectionism traits. The fourth
paper will describe the evidence for effectiveness of a psychodynamic group treatment for perfectionism, the
University of British Columbia Treatment of Perfectionism Study (Hewitt et al., 2015), as well as pretreatment and
process predictors of outcome. Overall, the studies provide compelling evidence of the importance of
perfectionism in negatively influencing group treatment process and outcome and further suggest that use of
psychodynamic-interpersonal group treatment approaches may be particularly effective in reducing perfectionism.
Paper 1
Title: Perfectionism, Psychological Distress, and Cognitive Behavioural Treatment
Authors: Xiaolei Deng, Paul L Hewitt, Randy Patterson, Gordon L. Flett
Abstract: There have arguments made that treatments that focus on symptom reduction will not have significant
on deeper problematic variables such as perfectionism (Blatt, Auerbach, Zuroff, & Shahar, 2006; Hewitt et al.,
2008; Hewitt et al., 2015). It has been also proposed that perfectionistic behaviour can negatively impact
treatment outcome (Hewitt et al., 2008; Zuroff et al., 2000). This study sought to determine the effectiveness of a
CBT based treatment on symptoms vs perfectionism traits and the extent to which perfectionism traits can impact
degree of symptom change. A sample of 291 participants, all with Major Depressive Episode diagnoses,
participated in a psychoeducational and CBT group therapy program. Prior to treatment the participants
completed measures of perfectionism traits, and measures of distress including depression and anxiety, and life
satisfaction. Following the 10-week program, 160 participants completed the same measures and a total of 100
participants completed 6-month follow-up assessment. Preliminary results showed that all measures for distress
and perfectionism levels reduced significantly from pre-treatment to post-treatment and that the magnitude of
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change was greater for depression and anxiety symptoms than for perfectionism traits and quality of life. Neither
anxiety symptoms nor any of the perfectionism traits changed from post-treatment to follow-up but depressive
symptoms and quality of life continued to improve from post to follow-up. High levels of other oriented
perfectionism and socially prescribed perfectionism at pre-treatment were associated with lower levels of
improvement in depressive symptoms and quality of life between pre-treatment and post-treatment. Levels of
perfectionism were not significantly associated with any change in distress between post-treatment and follow-up.
HLM models are being developed to test for group dependency of the treatment effect and to explore group level
characteristics that might influence the treatment effect.
Paper 2
Title: The Intervening Role of Interpersonal Dimensions on the Impact of Perfectionism in the Group Therapy
Process
Authors: Janet Kaldas, Paul L. Hewitt, Samuel F. Mikail, Jeremy Biesanz, Gordon Flett
Abstract: The study investigates perfectionism and interpersonal dimensions in the process of group therapy. The
study aims to determine which dimensions or facets of perfectionism impact the rate of change in the group
therapy alliance process, and which interpersonal dimensions intervened on these relationships. 69 patients within
9 groups attending the Southdown Institute and receiving intensive psychodynamic interpersonal group treatment
participated in the study. Patients completed the Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS), the Perfectionistic
Self-Presentation Scale (PSPS), the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems (IIP), and the California Psychotherapy
Alliance Scales - Group (CALPAS-G), over the course of one week of daily group therapy. Multilevel modeling was
used to analyze direct effects between perfectionism dimensions or facets and alliance scales, as well as indirect
effects through interpersonal dimensions. Quadratic and interaction effects were found. Slope (i.e., rate of change)
effects were found for perfectionism dimensions and facets, as well as for intervening interpersonal problems
dimensions, on the patient commitment and the group understanding and involvement scales of alliance. Findings
suggest that the mechanism by which perfectionism impacts the process and development of alliance factors
occurs through the perfectionistic patient's interpersonal difficulties.

Paper 3
Title: The Impact of Perfectionism on Process and Outcome in CBT Group Therapy
Authors: Lisa Zhang, Paul L. Hewitt, Ingrid Sochting, Gordon Flett
Abstract: Perfectionism is a maladaptive personality variable which has been linked to psychopathology, poor
treatment outcomes and worse therapeutic alliance. The current paper seeks to clarify the nature of the
relationship between perfectionism, and therapeutic process factors as well as outcomes using the Perfectionism
Social Disconnection Model (PSDM; Hewitt et al., 2016), an interpersonal framework of perfectionism which
theorizes that perfectionists engage in maladaptive interpersonal behaviors, leading others to reject them, which
then leads to the negative outcomes associated with perfectionism. The current paper describes a program of
research examining perfectionism in a CBT group therapy context with patients taking part in groups for
depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and mixed anxiety disorders. Data were collected from both patients
and therapists pre-treatment, post-treatment as well as on a session-by-session basis. In addition, independent
coders rated therapy videotapes for observed levels of alliance (the strength of the therapist-patient relationship)
and group cohesion (the strength of the patient’s relationship with other group members). We predicted that
higher levels of perfectionistic traits and perfectionistic self-presentation would be associated with worse
treatment outcomes both in terms of symptoms and in terms of other measures of well-being such as overall
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satisfaction with life and social adjustment. Furthermore, we predicted that the relationship between
perfectionism and worse treatment outcomes would be mediated by the worse therapeutic alliance and worse
group cohesion. Preliminary analyses revealed that there was a negative relationship between both self-oriented
perfectionism and perfectionistic cognitions, and therapeutic process factors measured during the early sessions of
treatment. These perfectionism dimensions were related to lower scores on the Secure Emotional Expression
subscale of the Therapeutic Factors Inventory, which is a measure of feelings of safety and comfort in the group.
These results and a potential meditational model are discussed in terms of the Perfectionism Social Disconnection
Model.
Paper 4
Title: Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Dynamic-Relational Group Treatment for Perfectionism
Authors: Paul L. Hewitt, Samuel F. Mikail, Carol A. Flynn, Gordon L. Flett
Abstract: In this paper the author describes a component of the University of British Columbia Treatment of
Perfectionism Project which entails the development, refinement, and evaluation of a
psychodynamic/interpersonal group treatment designed to change ingrained perfectionistic behaviour. We have
argued, as have others, that psychotherapy needs to focus not solely on symptom reduction but on the putative
underlying personality factors that function as core vulnerabilities for dysfunction. Research by the author and
others has demonstrated the pernicious nature of perfectionism in psychological and physical health dysfunction
making it an appropriate target for treatment. A brief description of our group psychotherapy model (Hewitt et al.,
in press) as well as data from a study (Hewitt et al., 2015) of 71 patients who were assessed as highly
perfectionistic will be presented. The evidence for the treatment’s effectiveness based on changes on
perfectionism traits, self-presentational facets, and perfectionism cognitions will be discussed as will evidence
based on ratings of patients’ degree of change and benefit by the patients themselves, patients’ significant others,
and therapists.
Overall, we argue that an intensive, psychodynamically oriented may be most appropriate for treatment of
ingrained personality vulnerability factors such as perfectionism.
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Discussion Session 5 (CE)
Title: Therapist effects: What do we know and what do we need to know
Moderator: Louis G. Castonguay, Clara E. Hill
Discussants: Timothy Anderson, Lynne Angus, Jacques Barber, James Boswell, Michael Constantino, Barry Farber,
Jeffrey Hayes, Sarah knox, Michael Lambert, J. Christopher Muran, Jeremy Safran, William Stiles, Abraham Wolf
Abstract: Not all therapists enjoy the same professional reputation among their colleagues. Likewise, not all
psychotherapy trainees are judge similarly by their peers, let alone their supervisors. What is obvious clinically and
training-wise has been confirmed by research, showing that there are therapist effects accounting for about 8 to
10% of the variance in client outcomes. Thus, some therapists are better than others, and some are worse than
others. Who these “outliers” are and what distinguish them from the majority of therapists, however, remain
largely unknown empirically. To gather what we know and to foster new knowledge about the therapist effects, a
series of three meetings were organized with influential psychotherapy researchers from North America and
Europe. As part of the Penn State University Conferences on the Process of Change, these researchers have
worked individually and collaboratively to identify the personal characteristics of more and less effective
therapists, as well as to identify experiences and behaviors in therapy of more and less effective therapists. The
goal of the proposed structured discussion is to present and discuss some of the conclusions that were achieved by
this group of experts on the following questions:
a. How should therapist effects be defined?
b. What causes therapist effects?
c. What are some of the variables that lead to therapist effectiveness? And of these, which have definite support,
possible support, and limited support?
d. What do you need to know, conceptually, clinically, and empirically in order to better understand and improve
therapy based on therapist effects and therapist effectiveness?
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Paper Session 7
Session Title: Alliance and Interpersonal Processes
Moderator: Lauren M. Lipner
Paper 1
Title: Operationalizing Rupture-Repair Episodes using Control Charting Methods
Authors: Lauren M. Lipner, J. Christopher Muran, Sigal Zilcha-Mano, Catherine Eubanks, Jeremy D. Safran
Abstract: Aim: Control charting, employed to track changes in time-series data, is a useful method to visualize the
therapeutic alliance between patient and therapist and facilitate the identification of rupture events. There is
currently no standard in psychotherapy research regarding where to set the control limits or boundaries of
confidence intervals in control charts in order to identify these rupture events. Further, there is no standard for
how to define a repair episode using this method. Although the two-sigma level is commonly used, there is a
potential for not detecting subtle events that could play a role in the overall therapeutic alliance, and smaller
sigma levels increase the risk of Type I error. This paper explores how to define rupture and repair episodes using
control charting.
Method: Patients (N=126) were randomly assigned into one of two 30-session psychotherapies: a cognitive
behavioral or integrative relational model. The 12-item Working Alliance Inventory (WAI) was given after each
session to both patient and therapist, in addition to a 12-item Session Evaluation Questionnaire.
Results: Average WAI scores for each psychotherapy session were plotted using control charting at the 2, 1.5, and
1 sigma levels against the average WAI score for all 30 sessions. The number of ruptures within each dyad was
counted at each level. Repair episodes were defined in two ways: session WAI score returns to the average WAI
score and session WAI score returns to within the sigma level boundaries. All six conditions will be related to the
Session Evaluation Questionnaire (Session Impact) as an intermediate outcome proxy post-rupture repair episode
and the Symptom Checklist 90 Revised (residualized gain scores of intake and termination GSI) as an ultimate
outcome proxy.
Discussion: Results will be discussed regarding psychotherapy research implications of control charting as a
method of change point detection in the therapeutic alliance.
Paper 2
Title: Smoothness, Depth, and WAI in a Switch-Case Study
Author: Eran Barzilai, Jacqueline Betesh, Joshua Finkelstein, Jeremy Safran, Catherine Eubanks, J. Chris Muran
Abstract: Aim: To study the effects of interpersonal process in CBT treatments, a study design in which treatment
starts as CBT and is later enhanced with Brief Relational Therapy (BRT) interventions was used. This design allows
to measure the effects of modality-specific interventions within the same dyad, thus controlling for the dyad
effects. However, very little is known about what effects the ‘switch’, that is, the introduction of BRT interventions,
as well as a different therapeutic stance, has on psychotherapy process. The goal of this study was to investigate
how patients and therapists rate the smoothness, depth, and the working alliance of sessions before and after the
‘switch’.
Methods: Fifty-seven patients from the Brief Psychotherapy Research Program archival data were selected for this
study. All participants were assigned to 30-session psychotherapy treatment that started as CBT for the first 8 or
16 sessions, before therapists enhanced the treatment with BRT. At the end of every session, patients and
therapists complete the Session Evaluation Questionnaire and the Working Alliance Inventory, as part of a larger
post-session questionnaire battery. Measurements from our time points were selected for this study: an early
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session, the last CBT session (before the ‘switch’), the first BRT session (after the ‘switch’), and a late session. `
Results: A series of repeated-ANOVA test were used for patients and therapist separately to test for differences of
session’s rating on smoothness, depth, and the working alliance. Patients rated the session before the ‘switch’ as
significantly smoother and deeper than any other session. Therapists rated the session after the ‘switch’ as
significantly less smooth and deep.
Discussion: The results suggest that enhancing CBT therapy with BRT effects the process of therapy, specifically
ratings of the session’s smoothness and depth. These results are discussed within a model of integrating
interpersonal process with CBT.
Paper 3
Title: The role of attachment in the rupture resolution process.
Author: Madeleine Miller-Bottome, Alessandro Talia, Jeremy Safran
Abstract: Aim: Attachment has quickly become one of the most promising avenues of psychotherapy research.
While many studies have investigated the relation between clients' attachment and variables such as the
therapeutic alliance and outcome, among others, the ways in which attachment actually manifests in
psychotherapy sessions has been left to speculation. With the advent of the The Patient Attachment Coding
System, clients' in-session attachment can now be measured by analyzing how clients regulate attunement with
the therapist through their discourse.The PACS in-session markers of secure attachment overlap with several
indicators of good process (i.e., emotion disclosure, self-assertion), while the markers of insecure attachment
manifest in therapy as pervasive difficulties in engaging in the treatment and collaborating with the therapist.
Methods: Rupture sessions with secure, avoidant, and preoccupied clients will be rated with the PACS. It is
hypothesized that insecure patients will report less or lower rupture resolution. Results: Secure and insecure insession attachment markers will be examined as leading to differences in both rupture presentation and the
resolution process. Proposals for new resolution techniques will be presented. Discussion: Results will be
discussed in terms of its clinical and theoretical implications.
Paper 4
Title: Therapeutic change and its relationship with patients’ interpersonal problems and early alliance negotiation.
Author: Juan Martin Gomez Penedo, Jennifer Doran, Leonard Horowitz, Michael Constantino, Andres Roussos
Abstract: Aims: The present paper analyzes the relationship among early alliance negotiation and psychotherapy
change.
Methods: Fifty-eight patients diagnosed with emotional disorders completed the Inventory of Interpersonal
Problems (IPP) at baseline, and the Alliance Negotiation Scale (ANS) and the Outcome Questionnaire.45 (OQ.45)
after each of the first four sessions of a cognitive-integrative psychotherapy. Twenty five participants completed
the OQ.45 and the IIP after treatment´s termination.
Results: Baseline cold-submissiveness interpersonal problems predicted lower scores in ANS, particularly in the
factor comfort with negative feelings (r = .232; p = .040). Early alliance negotiation predicted gains in OQ.45 at
treatments termination (r = .430, p = .018) but not early gains (r = .073; p = .293). Therapist’s negotiable stance and
flexibility predicted changes in interpersonal agency (r = .571; p = .001), reducing problems in being socially
avoidant (r = .444; p = .013) and exploitable (r = .467; p = .009).
Discussion: When a higher flexibility and negotiable posture was observed in the therapist, the patients solved
problems of submissiveness exercising more control over other people. Higher alliance negotiation was also
related to symptomatic improvement. Results presented initial evidence to hypothesize alliance negotiation as an
eventual mechanism of change in psychotherapy.
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Panel Session 13
Panel Title: Multicultural Processes in Psychotherapy
Moderator: Jesse Owen
Presenters: Karen W. Tao, Kritzia Merced, Joanna M Drinane, D. Martin Kivlighan III
Discussant: Zac E. Imel, Jesse Owen
Panel Abstract: This panel focuses on mental health disparities in treatment outcomes for minority clients. The
research includes studies focused on medication adherence, group therapy, and individual therapy. The studies
include large scale data to qualitative inquiry. The panel will also include practical implications based on Owen's
multicultural orientation framework.
Paper 1
Title: Challenging Essentialism in Multicultural Counseling: A grounded theory study of multicultural competence in
White psychotherapy dyads
Authors: Karen W. Tao. Amber Whiteley, Natalie Noel, Jade L. Ozawa-Kirk
Abstract: A long history of disparities in mental health access and treatment for racial-ethnic minorities (R-EM)
promulgated the field of psychology to focus on training and research to address these inequalities. Accordingly,
many psychotherapists suggest the overarching construct of multiculturalism is especially important when working
with R-EM clients (e.g., Sue et al., 1992), which is supported by the field’s emphasis of multicultural counseling
competencies (MCC). This R-EM specific stance is held in contrast to those who argue MCC is important to consider
for all clients regardless of background. For example, a meta-analysis indicated there was no difference in degree
of association between therapists’ MCC and treatment outcomes for R-EM and White clients (Tao et al., 2015).
Multicultural training often primes counselors to consider cultural issues when working with R-EM clients,
specifically, or when visible differences are detected. As such, consideration of other cultural factors is potentially
missed when a dyad is racially similar. This presentation will discuss results from a MCC psychotherapy study
involving White dyads.
Our research questions were:
1. What does multicultural competence look like in same-race, White, dyads?
2. What cultural identity factors get missed or highlighted (e.g., class, religion) in White dyads?
3. How might psychological essentialism, driven by assumed sameness based on Whiteness possibly influence the
content and process of psychotherapy in White dyads?
Our aim was to formulate an empirically based framework of multicultural counseling with same-race dyads with
theoretical and practical implications. We centered on fifteen therapy sessions, which had occurred within a
psychology program with a strong multicultural counseling emphasis. Utilizing grounded theory, our research team
transcribed and coded sessions to identify patterns and null-instances (e.g., missed opportunities for cultural
discussion). Presenters will share results and implications for multicultural psychotherapy training and research
that prioritize critical identity variables in addition to race.
Paper 2
Title: The Provider as a Source of Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Antidepressant Adherence
Authors: Kritzia Merced, Zac E. Imel, Heidi Fischer, Tae Yoon, Beth Waitzfelder, Christine Stewart, Karen J.
Coleman, Rebecca Rossom, Brian Ahmedani, John Zeber, Arne Beck, Yihe Daida, Connie Trinacty, Sam Hubley, Greg
Simon
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Abstract: Introduction: Psychotherapy has reduced as an overall percentage of mental in the past 2 decades
(Olfson & Marcus, 2009; Mojtabai & Olfson, 2014). Currently, medications are the most common treatment for
patients with depression (National Center for Health Statistics, 2011; Weissman, 2013). However, low
antidepressant adherence is especially concerning in the context of racial and ethnic minority clients. There is
evidence suggesting that African Americans and Hispanics have lower antidepressant adherence in the first 30 days
of treatment when compared to their White counterparts (Olfson et al., 2006). African-Americans have been found
to be 40% less likely to adherence to antidepressant therapy than Whites, even after adjusting for covariates (Wu,
Erickson, Piette, & Balkrishnan, 2012). While substantial progress has been done regarding racial and ethnic mental
health disparities, further research examining potential sources of such disparities is necessary. One of the
potential sources of disparities is the provider (IOM, 2002). Specifically, it may be that there are some providers
who are more effective in retaining REM patients on their medication regime. Objective: This study aims to
examine whether providers vary in antidepressant adherence outcome with racial and ethnic minority and white
clients. Methods: Using combined electronic medical records and pharmacy claims from Keiser Permanente
Southern California we will identify all outpatient or inpatient patients who were diagnosed with a mental health
condition and were prescribed antidepressant medication in a specific time frame. Adequate adherence will be
measure identifying patients who received more than 90 days’ supply over 180 days, beginning with the index
prescription (National Committee for Quality Assurance, 2014). Given the nested structure of the data (patients
within provider), we will use multilevel modeling to test whether providers vary in antidepressant adherence
outcome by patient’s race or ethnic status.
Paper 3
Title: Within Therapist Disparities: The impact of alliance and cultural identities
Author: Joanna M. Drinane, Jesse Owen, Mark Kopta
Abstract: In psychotherapy research, when analyses aggregate across therapists, there are, on average, no
significant differences between treatment outcomes of racial/ethnic minority and White clients (e.g., Hayes et al.,
in press; Imel et al., 2011). However, empirical evidence from five studies examining different outcomes (e.g.
unilateral termination, psychological distress) shows that disparities emerge within therapist caseloads on a
number of variables (Hayes et al., 2014; Imel et al., 2011; Larrison et al., 2011; Owen et al., 2012; Hayes et al., in
press). To date, studies have been unable to identify therapist level variables (i.e. counselor ethnicity, gender, age,
type of professional position, highest degree completed, and number of years since licensure) that predict these
disparities in outcome (Hayes et al., in press). Indeed, cultural comfort, or the level of authenticity and ease with
which therapists respond to salient cultural information, is the only variable that has been found to be a
meaningful predictor of the variability in within therapist disparities (Owen et al., in press). The present study will
further examine therapist level variables that contribute to variability in disparities between clients based on their
racial/ethnic identification. Using a large-scale dataset collected as a part of the CelesteHealth System (N~80,000
clients), we will calculate a therapist level disparity index that represents a differential therapeutic bond score on
the basis of race/ethnicity (Therapeutic Bond Scale; Kopta et al., 2007). This will be indicative therapists’ ability to
create an alliance-based relationship with clients of different ethnic groups. We will determine if the bond
disparity index significantly predicts variability in the association between clients’ racial/ethnic identification and
therapy outcomes assessed using the Behavioral Health Measure-20 (i.e., well-being, symptom distress, and life
functioning; Kopta & Lowry, 2002). Data collection for this study has been completed and analyses will occur in the
upcoming months.
Paper 4
Title: Examining racial-ethnic disparities in group therapy outcomes: Does group membership matter?
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Author: D. Martin Kivlighan III, Jesse Owen, Becky Antle
Abstract: The need to provide culturally sensitive and effective mental health treatments for diverse clients has
resulted in a growing body of research examining cultural competencies in the delivery of mental health services.
One such area of research has sought to identify sources of racial-ethnic disparities in mental health treatment
outcomes, resulting in evidence suggesting that therapist may be a primary source of racial-ethnic disparities.
Despite these efforts within an individual therapeutic setting, very few studies have tested the presence of racialethnic disparities, let alone the source of racial-ethnic disparities in a group therapeutic setting. Therefore, the
current study tested: 1) the between-group variability in group members’ outcomes, 2) the presence of racialethnic disparities in members’ outcomes, and 3) the between-group variability in the relationship between
members’ REM status and their outcomes. Data for the current study consisted of 176 racial-ethnic minority (REM)
members and 70 non-REM members participating in 64 relationship education groups. Outcomes assessed group
members’ reports of dyadic adjustment pre-treatment and post-treatment, as well as intimate partner violence
and communication patterns pre-treatment and 6-months post-treatment completion. Results indicated that
groups significantly varied in their effectiveness and that group membership accounted for a significant proportion
of the variability in the relationship between members’ REM status and their dyadic adjustment scores at posttreatment as well as their reports of intimate partner violence and communication patterns 6-months posttreatment. These findings suggest that REM clients report greater benefit in some therapy groups compared to
other therapy groups.
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Panel Session 14 (CE)
Panel Title: Reliable Diagnosis and Effective Treatment of Comorbidity
Moderator: Lorna Smith Benjamin
Presenters: Tracey L. Smith, Kenneth L. Critchfield, Lorna Smith Benjamin
Discussant: William B. Stiles
Panel Abstract: Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy (IRT, Benjamin 2003/2006; in press) includes a case
formulation model that addresses comorbidity by constructing individual affective symptom profiles and
accounting for them in terms of lessons from attachment figures about what to fear (threat/sympathetic nervous
system) and how to be safe (safety/autonomic nervous system). It has been tested in a complex, treatmentresistant inpatient population called CORDS (Comorbid, Often Rehospitalized, Dysfunctional and Suicidal). This
method of describing complex cases is reliable, specific and sensitive. (Critchfield, K. L. Benjamin, L.S. & Levenik, K.,
2015. Reliability, sensitivity, and specificity of case formulations in Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy:
addressing psychosocial and biological mechanisms of psychopathology Journal of Personality Disorders, 29, 547573.) In this panel, Smith will review the problem of comorbidity as it appeared in a sample of 3,000 post-9/11
urban/rural Veterans. Smith will discuss alternative psychotherapy training and service delivery models. Critchfield
will review IRT theory and our main strategy for testing effectiveness of the IRT treatment model: relate activation
of mechanisms of change to outcome, thereby showing the model was used and made a difference. We work at
the level of N=1, accounting for each individual, addressing those who got worse as well those who got better. This
is an alternative way to test effectiveness recently recommended by NIMH director Insel. Benjamin will review (a)
the natural biology (Benjamin, in press) that enriches the IRT 2003/2006 manual; (b) the evidence base for natural
biology; (c) and uses of it in ways that enhance effectiveness even with treatment resistant, complex highly
comorbid cases. Stiles will discuss the presentations in the light of his experiences with intensive qualitative
analyses of therapy processes at the level of individuals.
Paper 1
Title: Psychotherapy and Psychotherapy Training for Comorbidity in Military Veterans
Author: Tracey L. Smith
Abstract: Estimates are about 56% of post 9/11 Veterans with a MH diagnosis have 2 or more distinct MH
disorders. This comorbidity poses problems for psychotherapists in the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA);
especially those who deliver one of the 15 VA sponsored evidence-based psychotherapies (EBPs), since these have
been disseminated as single disorder treatments. These EBPs, which are often considered to be first line
treatments in clinical practice guidelines (CPG’s), are used to treat posttraumatic stress, depression, substance use,
insomnia, chronic pain, and more. CPG’s rarely discuss comorbidities or treatment sequencing. This mismatch
between the realities of comorbidity and VA psychotherapy training and delivery creates a number of clinical and
logistical issues.
Paper 2
Title: Use of theory to account for comorbidity and target mechanisms of change to enhance outcome
Author: Kenneth L. Critchfield,
Abstract: Specification of optimal therapist flexibility is key to addressing the wide range of feature heterogeneity
and diagnostic overlap that occurs for many patients in real world clinical settings. Ideally, this is done on the basis
of mechanisms that can be shown to govern psychopathology. In Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy (IRT:
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Benjamin, 2003/2006; in press) a case formulation (CF) is used to guide intervention choices tailored to each
patient’s unique pattern of symptom and personality presentation using principles of attachment. Interpersonal
copy process theory identifies precise links between presenting symptoms and learning in close relationships at
the level of individual cases. Psychopathology is understood in this light to reflect attempts to adapt to current
environments using rules and values that are no longer functional. The “gift of love” (GOL) hypothesis is that
wishes to receive love and acceptance from specific internalized attachment figures is the key mechanism that
shapes and maintains problem patterns and their associated symptoms when learning with those figures has been
maladaptive. IRT seeks to help patients become aware of their copied patterns and the role they play in
maintaining connection with internalized attachment figures. From there, the treatment goal is to help a patient
differentiate from the “family in the head” (Benjamin, in press) and pursue healthy behaviors and self-concepts.
This presentation will use IRT clinic data from a total of 93 patients referred for severe and comorbid
psychopathology marked by repeated suicide attempts, rehospitalizations, and failed attempts at treatment, to
demonstrate how interpersonal copy process theory accounts for diagnostic comorbidity in a way that has clear
implications for treatment focused on GOL. Data from a subset of the same cases that received long-term
outpatient IRT will be used to show powerful links between therapist work to focus on the GOL mechanism and
differential patterns of outcome.
Paper 3
Title: A Natural Biological View of Diagnosis and Treatment of Comorbid Affective Symptoms in Individuals
Author: Lorna Smith Benjamin
Abstract: In Interpersonal Reconstructive Therapy (IRT), negative affective symptoms (anger, anxiety, depression)
are defined as miscued primitive brain (C1) perceptions of threat and of safety. These reflect maladaptive lessons
from attachment figures regarding what to fear and how to be safe (e.g. Be perfect; Don’t ever disagree; You are
to be celebrated just for showing up). This natural biological view means affective symptoms reflect perceived
attempts to adapt (cope with threat; be safe) rather than a breakdown. It suggests anger is to gain control or
create distance. Anxiety mobilizes coping with perceived threat. Depression sponsors surrender and withdrawal in
response to overwhelm and defeat; it reduces threat value. Affects (A) triggered by (mis)perceptions (C1)
predispose adaptive behaviors (B). The resulting functional units (ABC1s) are sensed subcortically as “family in the
head,” internalized representations of attachment figures (parents; siblings; comrades in battle; marital figures).
This learning is implicit, automatic and does not reflect what actually is adaptive. Just do what they said/did and
feel safe. Treatment involves redefining perceptions of threat and safety by changing relationships with family in
the head. The process is: (a) differentiate from individual sponsors of maladaptive messages and (b) redefine,
rebuild and internalize revised/new, benevolent attachment figures (e.g., therapists, social networks). Evolution
does not permit easy change in definitions of threat and safety and so reconstruction takes a long time.
Differentiation is terrifying and followed by deepest grief. Once reconciled to losses, the individual’s revised family
in the head gains control and allows new learning. Modern behavioral techniques become more effective in
recuing the sympathetic (threat) and parasympathetic (safety) nervous systems/related circuits. A case example
compares interventions based on this functional analyses to the cathartic views of affects. Evidence base for
natural biology includes links between views of attachment figures and psychopathology; N = 14,829, N=148,
N=133).
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Panel Session 15 (CE)
Panel Title: Alliance rupture and resolution in psychotherapy: Investigations in training, research, and practice
Moderator: Tali Z. Boritz,
Panelists: Catherine F. Eubanks, Tali Z. Bortiz, Anne Sonley
Panel Abstract: The quality of the therapeutic alliance is a robust predictor of psychotherapy outcomes. Recent
studies have shown that some therapists are consistently better at developing and maintaining alliances with their
patients than others, suggesting that alliance quality may be systematically related to certain therapist
characteristics or behaviors. In this vein, recent research on the alliance has sought to clarify more precisely
therapist factors that contribute to alliance development, as well as the impact of training alliance-focused training
on client outcomes. This panel will present data from three studies investigating alliance and rupture resolution in
psychotherapy. Catherine Eubanks will present a qualitative study examining the experiences of therapist trainees
in Alliance-Focused Training (AFT). Tali Boritz will present data related to alliance rupture and resolution processes
in dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) for borderline personality disorder. Anne Sonley will present a study
examining the contribution of DBT techniques to the exacerbation or resolution of alliance ruptures. The
discussion will focus on the implications for training, clinical practice, and future research on alliance processes.
Paper 1
Title: Trainees’ experiences in Alliance-Focused Training
Authors: Catherine F. Eubanks, J. Christopher Muran & Jeremy D. Safran
Abstract: This qualitative study examined the experiences of therapist trainees in Alliance-Focused Training (AFT),
a supervision approach that aims to increase trainees’ ability to recognize, tolerate, and negotiate alliance
ruptures. AFT utilizes awareness-oriented role-plays, videotape analysis, and mindfulness exercises to increase
trainees’ therapeutic skills of self-awareness, affect regulation, and interpersonal sensitivity. In this study, 32
trainees were interviewed about their experiences in AFT. A qualitative analysis was conducted on the interviews
to identify common themes, including strengths and limitations of the AFT approach to training. Implications for
training and future research will be discussed.
Paper 2
Title: Alliance rupture and resolution in borderline personality disorder
Author: Tali Z. Boritz, Ryan Barnhart, Catherine F. Eubanks, Shelley F. McMain
Abstract: The quality of the therapeutic alliance has been consistently associated with favourable outcomes and
treatment retention in borderline personality disorder (BPD). However, there are considerable challenges to
developing an effective therapeutic alliance with BPD patients, as the interpersonal difficulties associated with the
disorder also manifest with treatment providers and impact the unfolding therapeutic relationship. The primary
aim of this study was to investigate observable, in-session alliance rupture and resolution processes as potential
correlates of outcomes in BPD. The Rupture Resolution Rating System (3RS: Eubanks et al., 2014) - an observerbased measure for identifying alliance ruptures and resolution processes in psychotherapy sessions - was applied
to the first four sessions of four good outcome and four poor outcome clients in Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT)
for BPD. Data are analyzed using multinomial logistic regression with crossed-random effects. All specific
hypotheses are evaluated using Wald tests of parameters and marginal means. We anticipate that good and poor
outcome clients will demonstrate different patterns of alliance rupture and resolution processes over the course of
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the first four sessions. The clinical application of effective strategies for developing strong therapeutic relationships
and enhancing the effectiveness of BPD treatments will be discussed.
Paper 3
Title: The Relationship between DBT Strategies and Alliance Rupture Resolution
Authors: Anne Sonley, Tali Z. Boritz , Shelley F. McMain
Abstract: Failure to resolve therapeutic alliance ruptures has been shown to predict dropout in psychotherapy.
Conversely, alliance rupture resolution has been shown to be a good predictor of outcome in psychotherapy across
a number of measures. Research on therapeutic alliance in dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) has been very
limited. In this paper we will look at alliance rupture and resolution during individual DBT therapy sessions with
patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD). Specifically we will determine whether there are certain DBT
techniques associated with higher rates of alliance rupture exacerbation versus resolution. This exploratory
qualitative analysis applied the Rupture Resolution Rating System (3RS: Eubanks et al., 2014) to the first four
sessions of one good and poor outcome client. These sessions were also coded using the DBT Adherence Coding
System. The association between the DBT techniques used and rupture exacerbation versus resolution will be
presented. We will discuss the clinical implications for building and maintaining positive therapeutic alliances in
DBT for BPD.
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Discussion Session 6
Title: Putting Psychotherapy Theories to a Cultural Test
Moderators: Mary M. Coombs, Frank G. Echenhofer
Abstract: SF Bay area psychology graduate students explore, through open discussion, what it is like, coming from
diverse, cultural backgrounds, to be studying the collection of psychotherapy theories, with their accompanying
practice interventions. Students will offer their reactions to the challenge of applying the psychotherapy theories
they are learning, to their own experience, and that of their families.
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Paper Session 8
Session Title: Treatment of Anxiety/ Fear
Moderator: Ilan Harpaz-Rotem
Paper 1
Title: Psychodynamic approach to the reconsolidation of traumatic memories within Prolonged Exposure therapy
Author: Ilan Harpaz-Rotem
Abstract: In 2007 The US Institute of Medicine (IOM) published a report evaluating the evidence on PTSD
treatment. It concluded that after reviewing the available scientific literature that only exposure therapy is
effective in the treatment of PTSD. No psychotropic medication was found to be consistent across different RCTs in
the treatment of PTSD. In 2010 the VA and the DoD have published Clinical practice guidelines for the treatment of
PTSD and recommend the use of cognitive behavioral in the treatment for PTSD or the Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR). Cognitive behavioral treatments for PTSD typically include
psychoeducation, anxiety management, exposure, and cognitive restructuring. Exposure and cognitive
restructuring are thought to be the most effective components. However, Exposure and trauma focus CBT
treatments manuals fail to recognize the deep need for meaning (self-definition) and the need to feel understood
(relatedness). The current presentation will highlight the role of these mutating factors (the need for self-definition
and relatedness) in the treatment of two extremely complex PTSD patients who were solely responsible for the
killing of civilians during their deployment to a war zone. They were treated using the basic principles of Prolonged
Exposure therapy in combination of core principles of psychodynamic psychotherapy that was applied to enhance
Prolonged Exposure therapy outcomes. The presentation will highlight the important role that psychodynamic
principles can play in enhancing psychotherapy outcomes in cognitive behavioral treatment, especially the role of
resistance, interpretation and transference, and the unique role of therapeutic alliance in allowing patients to talk
about “what we can’t talk about”.
Paper 2
Title: The effect of in-session exposure in Fear-Avoidance treatment for chronic low back pain: A randomized
controlled trial
Author: Truls Ryum, Helge Hartmann, Petter Borchgrevink, Tore C. Stiles
Abstract: Background: Although Fear-Avoidance (FA) treatment (Vlayen, De Jong, Sieben & Crombez, 2002) for
patients with chronic low back pain (CLBP) has been shown to reduce symptoms and improve function in
randomized controlled trials (Leeuw et al., 2008; Woods & Asmundson, 2008) as well as case-studies (e.g., De Jong
et al., 2005), evidence is lacking for the use of in-session exposure (ISE) of feared movements as the purported
change mechanism. The aim of the present study was to examine the specific effect of ISE in FA-treatment of CLBP,
utilizing a randomized controlled dismantling study-design.
Method: Patients (N = 83) with CLBP as primary medical complaint were randomized to receive six sessions of
either a) FA-treatment with in-session exposure (FA-ISE) or b) FA-treatment without in-session exposure (FA) in
groups. Patients were assessed with a large battery of outcome measures at three time-points (pre-, post and after
booster-session), including pain-related symptoms, function and quality of life. Mixed (multilevel) regression
analyses were employed, which utilizes all available data without requiring imputation of missing data (Verbeke &
Molenberghs, 2000).
Results: Preliminary findings indicate that patients in both treatment groups (FA-ISE, FA) achieved statistically
significant improvements on primary and most secondary outcome measures (e.g., pain and symptom reduction,
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functional improvement), but mostly non-significant between-group differences. The statistically significant
between-group differences demonstrated better outcomes for patients in the FA condition, compared to FA-ISE.
Discussion: The preliminary results cast suspicion on ISE of feared movements as a purported change mechanism
in FA-treatment of CLBP in general, and specifically for its role in reducing patients' fear of pain. However, further
studies are needed in order to examine in more detail if, and under what circumstances, ISE may be of beneficial
value in FA-treatment with CLBP patients.
Paper 3
Title: Breathing Retraining: Managing hyper-arousal symptoms in bipolar disorder through RSA biofeedback
Author: Andrea K. Elser, Sheri L. Johnson, Luma Muhtadie, Amara Brook
Abstract: Recent studies and diagnostic criteria (DSM-V, 2015) highlight the centrality of hyper-arousal to mania,
the hallmark of bipolar disorder. Bipolar disorder also involves very high rates of anxiety and anger difficulties,
which also would seem to implicate hyper-arousal, defined as over-activation of the sympathetic nervous system.
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is a biomarker of the converse, parasympathetic activation that has been successfully
targeted in other mental illnesses characterized by hyper-arousal. The present study tests the efficacy of increasing
RSA to manage hyper-arousal symptoms of mania and anxiety in people with bipolar disorder. We conducted a
two-week intervention in participants (N=21) with either bipolar disorder I or bipolar disorder II accompanied by
anxiety symptoms. Participants either received the RSA biofeedback device immediately or entered the waitlist
group, who received the device after two weeks. Mania, anxiety, anger levels, and RSA were recorded at the
beginning, middle and end of the intervention, as well as during the waitlist period. Roughly half of the participants
(N=11) were in full remission, and the others were experiencing mild symptoms. We will present findings regarding
the effects of the intervention, as compared to the wait list control, on improving RSA, as well as reducing manic,
anxiety, and anger levels.
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Panel Session 16
Panel Title: Dynamic Assessment: Employing Person-Specific Methodologies to Understand Symptoms,
Mechanisms and Psychopathology across Diagnostic Categories
Moderator: Aaron J. Fisher,
Panelists: Allison Diamond, Hannah G. Bosley, Jonathan W. Reeves
Panel Abstract: This symposium discusses the use of novel statistical methods to enhance our understanding of
symptoms and mechanisms of psychopathology at the individual patient level. With idiographic data analysis, we
explore individual differences in symptom presentation across multiple categories of psychopathology with the
goal of informing and improving treatments. First, Allison Diamond will present evidence for idiosyncrasies in the
relationship between worry and rumination that vary person-to-person as well as by diagnostic category. Hannah
Bosley will then present a case study that uses person-specific dynamic factor modeling to understand a unique
symptom presentation in comorbid GAD and MDD. Next, Jonathan Reeves will present an analysis that extends the
person-specific modeling approach to post-traumatic stress disorder. Finally, our discussant Dr. Aaron Fisher will
synthesize and discuss the three talks, bringing to bear his expertise in personalized assessment and treatment. As
a whole, the symposium explores the notion that a person-specific approach to understanding psychopathology
can lead to a more informed, precisely targeted treatment plan.
Paper 1
Title: Investigating the dynamic relationship between worry and rumination
Authors: Allison Diamond, Aaron J. Fisher
Abstract: Background: Worry and rumination, both perseverative cognitive processes, are thought to be
prominent features of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and major depressive disorder (MDD), respectively. Both
forms of negative thinking, however, commonly co-occur within individuals and are seen trans-diagnostically. Prior
research has investigated these processes and their relationship to affective states, yet there is a limited
understanding of how they co-occur and relate to each other within individuals. To investigate these issues, a
person-specific approach using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) data was employed to assess the
relationship between worry and rumination within individuals carrying primary diagnoses of GAD and MDD.
Methods: Participants (n=20) meeting diagnostic criteria for GAD and MDD were enrolled in the study. Individuals
received emails four times per day containing a hyperlink to a Web-based survey, and were instructed to complete
surveys for 30 days. Surveys included DSM-5 GAD and MDD symptom criteria, with worry being assessed as “to
what extent do you feel worried,” and rumination as “to what extent have you dwelled on the past.”
Results: Time-lagged regression models were performed to examine both the lagged effect of worry (at time t-1)
on rumination, (at time t) for each individual, and the lagged effect of rumination on worry. Results varied across
individuals: for 20% (n=4) of individuals, worry was a significant predictor of subsequent rumination, for 10% (n=2)
of individuals, rumination was a subsequent predictor of worry, and for 16% (n=4) relationships were only
autoregressive. Of the participants with significant predictive relationships between worry and rumination, 83%
were from the GAD group.
Discussion:This analysis was among the first to examine worry and rumination in a person-specific manner. Results
from this pilot study indicate the idiosyncratic relationship between worry and rumination on a person-by-person
basis, as well as highlight the benefits of employing an EMA methodology to investigate how specific symptom
domains cluster together and relate across time. Interestingly, our findings indicate that individuals diagnosed
with GAD may exhibit more of an idiosyncratic relationship between worry and rumination than those with
MDD. Future research will be aimed at clarifying these differences with a larger sample size, as well as identifying
other factors that predict which individuals fall into which groups, and using this information to inform
personalized interventions in a clinical setting.
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Paper 2
Title: Avoidance as a Primary Mechanism in Comorbid Depression and GAD: A Quantitative Case Study
Author: Hannah G. Bosley, Aaron J. Fisher
Abstract: A 28-year old Mexican-American female participant presented to our lab with generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD) and subclinical major depressive disorder (MDD). For 30 days, this participant completed
smartphone surveys four times daily to assess DSM-defined symptoms of GAD and MDD, as well as associated
avoidance behaviors. Her survey responses were then subjected to P-technique factor analysis and dynamic factor
modeling. Factor analysis yielded four latent symptom dimensions, which together accounted for 63% of the
overall symptom variance. The primary factor, which itself accounted for 27% of the total variance, largely
consisted of avoidance symptoms. Of the six items that loaded on this factor, “procrastination,” “avoiding
activities,” and “difficulty concentrating” had the three greatest factor loadings (.83, .75, and .70 respectively). The
second, third, and fourth factors each accounted for 12% of the overall symptom variance, and each only
comprised one item. These included “worry,” “muscle tension,” and “hopelessness.” Dynamic factor modeling
indicated strong autoregressive relationships over time for each of these four factors – meaning that each factor
predicted itself strongly from measurement to measurement. A cross-lagged relationship emerged between
hopelessness and muscle tension, such that greater hopelessness at time (t – 1) predicted greater tension at time
(t). Interestingly, there was no contemporaneous (within-time) correlation observed between the avoidance factor
and the worry factor; a finding at odds with putative models of GAD (Behar et al., 2009). This participant’s
symptom structure as observed in the dynamic factor model differed drastically from what would be predicted by
DSM conceptualizations and structured clinical interviews alone. With a principal diagnosis of GAD – the putative
cardinal feature of which is worry (Andrews et al., 2010) – we would expect that worry would at least load on the
primary factor. Instead, behavioral avoidance (currently omitted from GAD diagnostic criteria) emerged as the
primary source of psychopathology. Based on these results, treatment was tailored to this participant’s primary
avoidance by prioritizing relevant modules from the Unified Protocol (Barlow et al., 2011). A case of comorbid GAD
and MDD with primary avoidance provides valuable insight into the heterogeneous symptomatology within
established diagnostic categories and suggests a shift toward a more personalized conceptualization of
psychopathology. Additionally, these data support the use of methods like ecological momentary assessment and
dynamic factor modeling to gain a clearer, more person-specific understanding of symptomatology prior to
intervention.
Paper 3
Title: Extension of a Person-Specific Model of Psychological Assessment to Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
Author: Jonathan W. Reeves, Aaron J. Fisher
Abstract: Background: In the United States, approximately 6.8% adults will experience symptoms of posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) within their lifetime (Kessler, Chiu, Demler, Merikangas, & Walters, 2005). Since its
codification in the extant psychiatric taxonomy, PTSD has been marked by significant clinical heterogeneity
(Galatzer-Levy & Bryant, 2013). To address heterogeneity, investigators have used factor analytic approaches to
identify latent factors that may better account for the clinical expression of PTSD (Armour, Müllerová, & Elhai,
2016). However, extant research on the latent structure of PTSD has been limited by the exclusive use of data
aggregated across individuals, thereby limiting both our ability to make valid inferences about the latent structure
of PTSD within individuals (Molenaar, 2004). Recently, Fisher (2015) presented a person-specific dynamic model of
psychological assessment, wherein the latent structure of psychopathology may be investigated on a person-byperson basis, which holds considerable promise for personalizing care. The present study represents an extension
of this framework to patients with PTSD. Method: The present analysis focuses on three exemplar cases of current
PTSD (Participants 002, 005, and 008) drawn from an ongoing clinical research study. The Clinician-Administered
PTSD Scale for DSM-5 (Weathers et al., 2013) was administered to screen for PTSD. Participants completed a 30-
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day ecological momentary assessment period, wherein participants received four text messages per day with links
to web-based surveys and rated the degree to which they had experienced the extant PTSD symptom criteria
during the preceding hours. Data from each participant was subjected to within-subject exploratory and
confirmatory factor analysis to identify the latent structure of PTSD for each participant (Cattell, Cattell, & Rhymer,
1947). A final model for each participant was retained when acceptable fit was indicated by cutoffs on
conventional fit indices (see Hu & Bentler, 1999). Results: All models demonstrated excellent fit to the data. 002.
Participant 002 exhibited six latent factors, which predicted 58% of the variance in daily PTSD symptoms. The
primary factor (21% of the predicted variance) was primarily characterized by depressive symptoms, including low
mood and lack of pleasure (loadings of .82, .79, and .76 for negative beliefs about the world, loss of pleasure, and
difficulty experiencing positive emotion, respectively). 005. In contrast, Participant 005 exhibited only three latent
factors, which predicted 57% of the variance in daily symptoms. The primary factor (29% of the predicted variance)
was characterized chiefly by compensatory avoidance and withdrawal (loadings of .91, .90, and .85 for avoided
thoughts/feelings, feeling cut off/distant, and feeling upset when reminded of an experienced trauma,
respectively). 008. Participant 008 also exhibited three latent factors, predicting 63% of daily PTSD symptom
variance. The primary factor (29% of the predicted variance) was characterized by aggressive and externalizing
behavior (loadings of .87, .85, and .84 for blamed others for an experienced trauma or its consequences, angry
outbursts and irritability, and acted reckless/self-destructive, respectively). Discussion: Recently, Gatalzer-Levy &
Bryant (2013) reported that, based on the extant PTSD diagnostic criteria, there are currently 636,120 ways to
meet criteria for PTSD. These authors argue that this may partially explain poor treatment outcomes for many
individuals with PTSD that receive first-line PTSD treatments. Echoing recent calls from clinical investigators to
increase our focus on idiographic research (Barlow & Nock, 2009), this emphasizes the need for an increased focus
on individual-level assessment for PTSD, which may allow clinicians to further tailor treatment to meet the needs
of the presenting individual. The present study represents an extension of a dynamic model of psychological
assessment to PTSD, wherein the latent structure of PTSD may be investigated on an individual-basis.
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Panel Session 17
Panel Title: The Mechanisms Underlying Effective Group Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Youth with Mood
Disorders
Moderators: Victoria E. Cosgrove, Jennifer G. Pearlstein
Panelists: Melanie Fox, Nishita Agarwal, Jennifer G. Pearlstein
Discussant: Victoria E. Cosgrove
Panel Abstract: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is widely used in the treatment of mood disorders for children
and adolescents. CBT focuses on both altering patterns of behavioral responses as well as unearthing and
challenging cognitions with an assumption that both influence mood symptoms. This panel will describe several
dimensions of a single study and will explore specific mechanisms underlying the efficacy of group CBT for youth
with mood disorders. Specifically, this series of talks indicate the unique benefits offered by a group model of CBT,
distinctive stressors facing youth, implications for resiliency, and how group CBT may even alter biological
correlates of stress response. Maladaptive stress-responsivity may detrimentally impact psychological and physical
health and is a logical and obvious target for intervention. Given that youth with mood disorders encounter unique
life stressors, group-based CBT focused on manipulating and strengthening response to stress may be particularly
powerful. Further, group therapy environments are inherently intermutual and establish a space to practice social
skills learned in group and connect with peers able to normalize and validate the often isolating experience of
depression. Importantly, this panel will begin to elucidate the impact of group CBT on an adolescent’s response to
chronic and acute stressors at both psychosocial and biological levels. This series of talks considers the specific
stressors faced by youth with mood disorders and suggests mechanisms underlying the efficacy of group CBT.
Paper 1
Title: The Utility of Group Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Youth with Mood Disorders
Author: Melanie Fox
Abstract: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) has been shown to be an effective treatment for adolescents with
mood symptoms. Group CBT may be particularly helpful given that adolescents with mood symptoms often
present with co-occurring interpersonal difficulties. Adolescents with mood disorders frequently report high life
stress, and group CBT may facilitate the development of coping strategies while providing peer support and social
interaction. The protocol for our group CBT program was designed to provide psychoeducation and interactive
skills-based experiences focused on mood and emotions, coping with life stress, solving problems, and refining
social skills. Groups were comprised of 10 sessions, each 1.5 hours long, run by 2-4 therapists. Groups included 6-8
adolescents of mixed genders. A detailed assessment of psychological functioning was collected via self-report and
interview-based measures both before and after group. Youth (n=50) ages 11-17 (M = 14.38, SD =1.97) from both
genders M = 25, (5.0%), F = 25 (50%) and all ethnicities enrolled in the group. Attrition, defined as missing three or
more groups, over the ten weeks was 10% (n=5). Youth had a primary diagnosis of MDD (n=16, 32%) or BD (n=34,
68%). This talk will discuss the development of the group CBT program and argue for its clinical utility in more
details, This talk will also present findings suggesting that group process is related to symptom reduction in our
groups.
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Paper 2
Title: Understanding Targets to Alter Stress Responsivity in Group Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Youth with
Mood Disorders: A Role for Resiliency?
Author: Nishita Agarwal
Abstract: Life stress at home or at school is often associated with the development and severity of mood
symptoms for adolescents. Understanding more about specific types of chronic life stress affecting youth may
suggest important targets for intervention. Resilience may be a factor mediating the impact of environmental
stress on mood. Resilience reflects an individual’s ability to cope with stress and adversity. The specific objective of
this talk is to characterize the types of chronic life stress most salient for youth with mood disorders, and
determine whether resilience may have a mediating role in the relationship between life stress on symptoms of
depression. Life stress was assessed with the Youth Life Stress Interview, which examines multiple domains of
stress including social life, close friendships, romantic relationships, academics, family, finances, health of self, and
health of family. Youth (n=50) ages 11-17 (M = 14.38, SD =1.97) from both genders and all ethnicities enrolled in
the group. Youth were diagnosed with MDD (n=16, 32%) or BD (n=34, 68%). At baseline, depression related
significantly to resilience (R = -.54, p <.01) but not life stress (R = .235 p = .12). This talk will present additional
results examining the relationship between resilience and the aforementioned life stress domains. Furthermore,
mediation models assessing the extent to which levels of baseline resilience influence changes in depression and
chronic stress after participating in group CBT will be presented. This study assesses how trait resilience may
protect against salient life stressors and in turn lead to better clinical outcomes. Further, this study seeks to
identify stressors most prominent for adolescents, suggesting key targets for intervention.
Paper 3
Title: Stress-Induced Inflammatory Response as a Mechanism of Mood Disorder Treatment using Group Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy for Youth
Author: Jennifer G. Pearlstein
Abstract: Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) may be an effective way to alleviate depressive symptoms in youth
with mood disorders. CBT teaches skills and strategies to manage and reduce how an individual responds to stress
in the environment. Altering response to environmental and psychosocial stress via CBT may influence levels of
inflammatory protein production (cytokines) associated with such stress. This may elucidate mechanisms of
response to CBT, ultimately determining who is most likely to benefit in addition to improving depressive
symptoms. The objective of this study is to determine whether participation in a 10-week group CBT intervention
alters inflammatory response to a laboratory psychosocial stress test in youth with mood disorders and if this
alteration is related to a decrease in depressive symptoms. Thirty-five youth with MDD (n=16, 32%) or BD (n=34,
68%). completed a 10-session CBT group and pre- and post-group Trier Social Stress Tests (TSSTs). Mean age at
study entry was 14.38 (SD =1.97). At study entry, mean levels of pro-inflammatory TNF-α and IL-6 were 4.35 (SD =
1.61) and 3.80 (SD = 7.78), respectively, while mean anti-inflammatory IL-10 was 4.87 (SD = 5.23). Cytokine levels
measured after 30, 60, and 90 minutes post-stressor will be presented, as well as post-group cytokine levels at
baseline, after 30, 60, and 90 minutes post-stressor. Results from this study examine biological correlates of
response to CBT, potentially leading us closer to a mechanism of treatment and/or prevention of mood disorders
in youth. This talk will discuss the advantages of exploring biological targets such as inflammatory response to
stress as potential mediators of treatment response in group CBT for youth.
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Panel Session 18
Panel Title: Does Feedback on Common Factors Improve Psychotherapy Process and Outcome? Results from a
Randomized Controlled Trial
Moderator: Timothy Anderson
Panelists: Matthew Perlman, Andrew S. McClintock, Shannon M. McCarrick
Discussant: James F. Boswell
Panel Abstract: This panel details a recent investigation into a novel common factors feedback system (CFF). In the
opening paper, Perlman details the theoretical foundations and experimental/clinical procedures for the
implementation of the common factors feedback system within a randomized control trial (RCT). The CFF system is
rooted in the contextual model of psychotherapy and focuses on the client’s report of outcome expectations,
empathy, and alliance as mechanisms to potentially improve treatment process and outcome. In the second paper,
McClintock reports on the results of the RCT, which tested the effects of the CFF on psychotherapy process and
outcome. In the final paper, McCarrick investigates whether the process variables mediated treatment outcome as
well as the potential moderating effect of several client variables including attachment style and client
requirements for therapeutic bond. This is an ongoing research investigation slated for the completion of data
collection in May, 2016 with data analysis set to be completed by October, 2016.
Paper 1
Title: Does Feedback on Common Factors Improve Psychotherapy Process and Outcome? Theory and Research
Design
Authors: Matthew Perlman, Andrew S. McClintock, Shannon M. McCarrick, Timothy Anderson
Abstract: The arrival of outcome feedback systems has led to improvements in treatment outcomes. This paper
details the design and implementation of a novel, process-focused common factors feedback (CFF) system. The
study utilizes randomized control trial methodology, assigning participants to five sessions of treatment-as-usual
(TAU) or five sessions of TAU plus CFF (TAU+CFF). Participants are undergraduate students (N > 78) who reported
mild, moderate, or severe depressive symptoms at baseline. Measures of depressive symptoms, overall
psychological well-being, outcome expectations, empathy, and therapeutic alliance are administered at each
session. TAU involves an empirically-supported treatment approach (e.g., cognitive-behavioral therapy, emotionfocused therapy, mindfulness-based therapy). Client-therapist dyads in TAU+CFF discuss client ratings of outcome
expectations, empathy, and therapeutic alliance in sessions two through five. This feedback component is meant
to provide both therapists and clients an opportunity to intervene on and enhance outcome expectations,
empathy, and alliance elements of treatment. A subset of TAU+CFF sessions are being coded for treatment
protocol adherence.
Paper 2
Title: Does Feedback on Common Factors Improve Psychotherapy Process and Outcome? Primary Results
Authors: Andrew S. McClintock, Shannon M. McCarrick, Matthew Perlman, Timothy Anderson
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Abstract: Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) will be used to examine the effect of TAU+CFF relative to TAU on
process (outcome expectations, empathy, and therapeutic alliance) and outcome variables (depressive symptoms
and overall psychological well-being). Two sets of analyses will be conducted. First, to model the change in the
dependent variables (outcome expectations, empathy, therapeutic alliance, depressive symptoms, and overall
psychological well-being) over time, a three-level HLM will be employed with sessions nested within clients and
clients nested within therapists. Unconditional growth curves (linear, quadratic, and log) will be fitted first to the
data, and if there is a significant change over time, the effect of the predictor variable (TAU+CFF vs. TAU) on the
growth curve will be investigated. Second, because the process variables may remain relatively stable over the
course of therapy, a two-level HLM will be employed with clients nested within therapists to assess for the effect
of the predictor variable (TAU+CFF vs. TAU) on process scores averaged across treatment. These findings will be
discussed in the context of extant theory and research.
Paper 3
Title: Does Feedback on Common Factors Improve Psychotherapy Process and Outcome? Mediation and
Moderation Results
Author: Shannon M. McCarrick, Matthew Perlman Andrew S. McClintock Timothy Anderson
Abstract: Finally, we will use bootstrap (data-resampling) procedures to investigate why TAU+CFF was effective
(i.e., the study of mediators) and whether the TAU+CFF was more effective for some clients than for others (i.e.,
the study of moderators). Changes in the three process variables (outcome expectations, empathy, and
therapeutic alliance) will be tested as potential mediators of the effect of the intervention condition (TAU+CFF vs.
TAU) on the outcome variables (depressive symptoms and overall psychological well-being). In other words, we
hypothesize that the reason why TAU+CFF will outperform TAU is because of its effects on the three process
variables. Next, we will assess if the strength of the association between intervention condition (TAU+CFF vs. TAU)
and outcome (depressive symptoms and overall psychological well-being) is moderated by three pre-treatment
variables: attachment anxiety, avoidant attachment, and client requirements for therapeutic bond. We
hypothesize that the intervention condition will have a particularly robust effect on outcome for clients who are
high in attachment anxiety, avoidant attachment, and client requirements for therapeutic bond. Findings and their
implications for research and practice will be discussed.
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Discussion Session 7
Title: Psychotherapist Development During Training
Moderators: David E. Orlinsky, Louis G. Castonguay
Abstract: How much do psychotherapists develop during the course of training? What program-related and/or
trainee characteristics tend to facilitate or hinder that development? These questions are addressed in a
collaborative multi-site longitudinal study being conducted by members of the SPR Interest Section on Therapist
Training and Development (SPRISTAD). Interested colleagues are invited to join in an open session led by two
members of the SPRISTAD research committee. An overview of the project’s aims, methods, instruments and
procedures will be presented, and colleagues at research-oriented training programs in the US and Canada will be
invited to participate as local research coordinators. Participation will include rights to use the quantitative and
qualitative data collected at their own sites for research projects (e.g., program evaluation), and to engage
collaboratively in multi-site projects. English-language versions of the three core research instruments are now
available online and other language versions will soon also be available online.
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Paper Session 9
Session Title: Cognitive Behavioral Therapies
Moderator: Jacqueline B. Persons
Paper 1
Title: Patients’ Interpersonal Problems, Therapists’ Adherence, and Treatment Outcomes: Comparison between
CBT and BRT in a Switch Cases Study
Author: Eran Barzilai, Wendy D’Andrea, Ashley Doukas, Joshua Finkelstein, Jeremy Safran, Catherine Eubanks, J.
Christopher Muran
Abstract: Aim: Therapists’ responsiveness to patients’ requirements calls for therapist’s flexibility with adherence
to treatment modality. An important factor of psychotherapy is patient’s interpersonal problems, and hostility in
particular, which do not only directly effect the therapist’s adherence to the treatment manual, but also indirectly
effect treatment outcome. Brief Relational Psychotherapy (BRT) is a treatment modality that focuses on working
through negative process that may play out in psychotherapy sessions, and thus is hypothesized to be especially
beneficial when working with patients with interpersonal problems. Thus, the aim of the present study was
twofold: (1) to test whether therapists will be more adherent to BRT compared to CBT, and (2) to test whether
moderate adherence to treatment manuals predicts treatment outcome.
Paper 2
Title: Therapist Strategies and Youth Coping in a Randomized Effectiveness Trial of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
vs. Usual Care for Youth Anxiety and Depression: A Moderated Mediation Model
Author: Mei Yi Ng, Bryce D. McLeod, Michael A. Southam-Gerow, David A. Langer, Brian C. Chu, John R. Weisz
Abstract: Objective: Among psychotherapies for anxiety and depression, cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has
the most evidence. Yet CBT and other evidence-based psychotherapies only confer—at best—modest advantages
over usual care (UC; Wampold et al., 2011, Weisz et al., 2006, 2013). The underlying reasons are poorly
understood, partly because direct CBT-UC comparisons often confound therapist strategies (e.g., behavioral,
cognitive, client-centered) with treatment flexibility (standardized vs. individualized), and therapist
vocation/allegiance (researcher vs. practitioner). To understand the mechanisms through which CBT and UC work
and their conditions of optimal effectiveness, we examined treatment mediators and moderators among anxious
or depressed youths in an effectiveness trial that found comparable outcomes for manualized CBT and UC (Weisz
et al., 2009; Southam-Gerow et al., 2010). Method: This trial randomized both youths and community therapists to
treatment condition and observationally coded the strategies actually used by the therapists (McLeod & Weisz,
2010), thereby addressing the above confounds. With a sample of 91 youths, we tested improvements in youth
coping (primary control, secondary control, disengagement) and therapeutic alliance as mediators. We also tested
candidate moderators and integrated the significant mediators and moderators into a single model. After imputing
missing data (IVEware; Ragunathan et al., 2001), we conducted analyses, utilizing a bootstrapping approach to
assess mediation (Hayes’ 2013 PROCESS macro). Results: Secondary control and disengagement coping were
significant mediators, CIs [0.051, 0.418], [0.005, 0.200]. Therapist behavioral strategies predicted higher
symptomatology in UC but lower symptomatology in CBT among anxious youths, but not among depressed youths
(three-way interaction p=.013). Finally, therapist behavioral strategies predicted lower symptomatology via
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improved secondary control only among depressed youths receiving UC and anxious youths receiving CBT,
demonstrating significant moderated mediation CI [-13.03, -27.84]. Conclusion: Manualized CBT may help
therapists use behavioral strategies more effectively with anxious youths, but appears less helpful for depressed
youths.
Paper 3
Title: Poor Outcome Predicts Dropout from Cognitive-behavior Therapy for Depression and Anxiety
Author: Jacqueline B. Persons, Lisa Ann D. Yu
Abstract: Dropout rates in psychotherapy are high. To aid efforts to reduce it, more information about predictors
of dropout is needed. We examined data from an archival dataset of patients treated in naturalistic cognitive
behavior therapy for symptoms of depression and anxiety in a private practice setting. We defined dropout in two
ways: (1) Premature dropout was rated by the clinician for cases in which the patient ended before, in the
clinician’s judgment, the patient had had a full chance to respond; (2) Noncollaborative dropout was rated by the
clinician in cases in which the treatment ended in a noncollaborative manner (e.g., patient ended treatment
without discussing it with the therapist). We studied a sample of patients who were treated in naturalistic CBT in
which the therapist collected Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and/or Burns Anxiety Inventory (BurnsAI) scores at
every session, depending on the patient’s clinical problem. We found in logistic regression analyses of BDI scores
for 306 patients that a high final session BDI score predicted a premature termination (p < .05) but not a
noncollaborative termination; noncollaborative termination was predicted by a personality disorder diagnosis. We
found in logistic regression analyses of Burns AI scores for 256 patients that a high final session Burns AI score
predicted both premature (p< .05) and noncollaborative (p<.05) termination. Results suggest that patients are
more likely to end treatment prematurely and (when anxious) noncollaboratively if they are experiencing a poor
response to treatment. Results point to the benefits of clinicians monitoring progress in every session in order to
increase their ability to identify potential dropouts, and take action to prevent dropout.
Paper 4
Title: Prognosis as a moderator of the effects of CBT vs. brief therapy or treatment as usual
Author: Lorenzo Lorenzo-Luaces, Robert J. DeRubeis, Annemieke van Straten
Abstract: Prognostic indices (PIs) that combine more than one variable to predict subsequent depression risk may
help guide the selection of treatments that differ in intensity. We demonstrate the development of a PI and show
its promise in guiding treatment decisions between treatment as usual (TAU), stepped care starting with a low
intensity treatment (brief therapy (BT)), or stepped care starting with a high intensity treatment (cognitivebehavioral therapy (CBT)). We utilized data from depressed patients (N = 622) who participated in a randomized
comparison of TAU, BT, and CBT were no statistically significant differences emerged between the three
treatments. We developed a PI by predicting depression risk at follow-up across the entire sample using a LASSOstyle bootstrap ranking variable selection procedure. We explored whether there were treatment differences
according to resulting PI. Unemployment status, depression severity, hostility, sleep problems, and lower positive
emotionality at baseline predicted a lower likelihood of recovery across. The resulting PI incorporating these
variables had a good classification accuracy (c = 0.73). Most of the patients (73%) were predicted to recover from
MDD within the 2-year study period. Of these, 81% had a favorable outcome irrespective of condition. In the
remainder of the sample, patients in the CBT condition experienced a higher recovery rate (65%) than patients in
TAU (40%) or BT (44%). Replicable PIs may aid treatment selection and help streamline stepped models of care. For
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most individuals who are depressed, the differences between existing treatments for depression appears to be
negligible so, all else equal, lower intensity treatments should be prioritized over more intensive ones. For
individuals with more severe courses, functional impairment, and a higher vulnerability to depression, more
intensive interventions should be considered.
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Discussion Session 8 (CE)
Title: An Open Discussion with the Editor of Psychotherapy Research
Moderator: Jeffrey A. Hayes
Abstract: This forum will provide attendees with an opportunity to ask questions of the North American editor of
Psychotherapy Research, learn publishing tips and guidelines, discuss current directions of the journal, and provide
feedback to the editor and editorial board members who are in attendance.
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Closing Plenary (CE)
Title: Making Psychotherapy Research Relevant: Evidence-Based Practice and Practice-Informed Evidence
Panelists: Giorgio Tasca, Kelly Koerner, Louis Castonguay, Paula Ravitz
Moderator: John Ogrodniczuk
Plenary Abstract: Psychotherapists are increasingly under pressure to implement evidence-based practices. The
evidence supporting these practices has largely developed through information from randomized controlled trials;
many clinicians recognize that these trials often don’t account for the range of clients and pragmatic obstacles that
exist in in real-world clinical settings. Longstanding concerns have been raised about how to bridge the gap
between psychotherapy research and practice. This closing plenary considers how to increase the relevance of
psychotherapy research through the integration of practice-informed research. The discussion involves highly
respected researchers and clinicians who have considerable expertise in practice-based research methodologies.
One question to be addressed will be the types of studies that should be designed to ensure that psychotherapy
research evidence can be put into action (e.g. implemented in real-world settings, and are feasible). Other
questions to be addressed will be solicited from conference attendees in advance of the congress. The discussion
will be moderated by John Ogrodniczuk, a senior psychotherapy researcher and NASPR president, who will draw
upon the panel and discuss such issues as how to include the perspectives of diverse stakeholders in research and
how to increase the likelihood that evidence will inform practice and policies.
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